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a..nd vvit11 tll.e e}{clu.. sioI1 of sorne tests "beca'u.se of tIle lirni.ta~tio11
of the inclination to 6°, the test program consists of 94 tests,
distributed as ShOvill in Table Ie
Every cross in the table represents one experiment. The
dasl:tes se11t tests wiliell coulcl ll.ot be r:»erforrned becalJ.se of
the inclination conditiou$
TABLE I
Profil DIE 20 G; = 2,76] ou DIE 10 [~ = 2,52] J
I
-
m = 0,5 !' m=3
~~-
:
Ay
e2
I I
i
I I- = 1
0 -1 -1 1 0 -1
e1 I'
40 ;X X X X X - -
60 ·X X X ,j(' X X X -
80 X X X --- X X X X -...-
100 X X X X X X X X X
130 X X X X X X X X X
175 X X X X X X X X X
Profil PN.s 22 g; = 18,89]
m = 0,5 tn = 1 m=3
Ay e2
I I I I I I-=1
0 -1
\1
1 0 -1 1 0 -1
el
40 X X X X X I X I I-
I
- -
60 X X X X X X , X - - .
80 X X X X X X X ! - -
100 X X X X X X X X -
130 X X X X X X X X -
175 X X X X' X X x· X -
In addition to the tests of Table I, an axial buckl
test was F}erfoTII18Cl on a J?~122 COlllroll. of sle11derness l."at:Lo L~O e
In general, the 95 tests are distributed as shown in
Ta'ble 2,.
2
Profil
I
Nombre d'essais
DIE 110 1820 32
PN 22 S 45
Total 95
.'
~25
T118 meters of the tested members are given
3
Excentricite relative m
Profil
I I0,,5 1 3
DIE 10 16,71 33,42 100,26,
DIE-20~-- 35,73 71,47 214,41
PN 22 35,20 70,40 211,20
Firlally, . eccentricities, in rnilli~
metex~s, are sented in Table 4.
Elancement
I
40
I
60
I
80
I
100
I
130
I
175
, I
Profil : DIE 10
- - - -
3,250 4,375
DIE 20 1,98~ 2,976 3,968 4,960 - -
PN 22 0,808 I 1,212 1,616 2,020 2,626 3,535
rf)() s t T'8 ("'s ():r:
material, were exclusively determined by coupon tension tests o
TI1.is r;~rocedtlre proves to be rat11er illogj~cal dlJ.e to t'tle fact
that in a buckling test rOq9.te:ri.al i,s imarily stressed by
c oror·r1'" e s s i011 •
The re stance of materials laboratory has proposed an
tests on coupons $sa
ided, therefore, to investigate the variation of
=Lrr1l]roved.
It wa,s
elastic limit along the cross section of different shapes, in
tension as well as
=26
The recent research con~Jc
i11d:LCclt in11)orta..Ilt role resi-.d·u..al s·tresses (in. tile
b11cl<1 o:E led shapes 0 Therefore, it was decided to
for the three cross sections used e
determine with accuracy stribution of such stresses
Finally, in order to establi a correlation between
coupon tests and the behavior of the ent cOlllmll., "t8.k.il1.g
:Lll.to aCCOll'nt ef~Eec·t of t11e l."esJ.~clLlal 8 tresses, a stub,"
:fle tlsed G
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CHAPTER II
A. Tension Coupon Tests
T11e't0uponswere 'prepared according to t'he standard
dimensions in Belgium. They were taken from pieces manu-
factured from the same mill which produced the test columns.
In the case of the PN 22 sections, the coupons were taken
from the column itself.
The stress-s"tra'in diagram for each coupon was drawn
using a Baldwin type MD2 electronic register. The lower
and upper ,elastic limits (R ~ and R respectively), thee~ as
ultimate s ress (~r)' and che elongations on 5,65J~ and
8,16/..a. for the three sec ions co be cesce ar given in
paragraphs 2 through 4.
B. Compression Coupon Tests
The compression coupons are small parallelepiped blocks
cut in such a way as to have the length dimension along the
direction of rolling. Their thickness is the same as the
thickness of the section, width equal or larger than their
thickness, and length to thickness ratio of about 4. The
two faces corresponding to the walls of the section were left
rough; the other- four faces were machined to parallel and
exact plane surfaces.
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The compression tests were carried out in a 10 ton
Amsler machine, with theuse of a 'subpress' which eliminates
any relative lateral movements of the heads of the machine.
(1)
TIle "subpress lt is a device essen'tially consisting of a
steel guide block and a steel plunger which slides in this
guide block with a clearance of only a few microns. The
plunger is connected to a push rod by a spherical connection
which permits relative lateral movements of the heads of the
machine without interfering with the function of the device,
Figure 2.1.1 presents a section through the axis of the
position. It should be noted that a decrease in the clearance
between the guide block and the plunger due to lateral expan-
sian of the latter under the action of the test load, was
prevented by the 'application of the push rod. The load is
applied through the push rod to the portion of the plunger
between the guide block and the specimen.
For the compression tests, a spherical bearing plate
with small bearing balls is attached to the plunger so that
the upper face is free to rotate providing a uniform pressure
distribution on the end sections of the coupon.
WTh~-I';subp;e;~7;'~-;a~devised b; th~"'~Meteor~lo~i~;i·Laboratory
of the Liege University, after an American publication (Ref.2).
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The stress-strain diagram for each coupon was obtained
using Philips type strain gages glued on two of the lateral
faces of. the coupon'. Tl1e centering of the cO'upons in tOhe
"subpress lf necessitated -tl1e 'use of a third strain-gage on
one of the lateral faces. The centering procedure consisted
of loading slightly the specimen and progressively correcting
its position until equal strains were recorded for all three
st~rain gages.
In spite of the relatively large slenderness ratio of
the coupons ('" = LI_ rrr ,'.= 15), it was possible for all cases
to observe plastic compressive deformations up to the point
of yielding and up to -the point of b'ucklillg It This is due to
the excellent arrangement of guidance tha"t the t'su"!?·press"
provides.
The elastic modulus E as well as the elastic limit at
O. 2% were de-termined from the (~, E..) diagrams drawn for
each coupon. Fig. 2.1.2 presents one of those diagrams
obtained in this manner.
c. Evaluation of the Residual Stresses
The redisual stresses due to rolling were evaluated
for three sections and used (DIE 10, 20, PN22) on a stretch
of 600 m.m. (Fig. 2. 1 . 3 )
..~
t.ooo
2.1.1
Dl£-10
£~SAI DI tbHPNIU/OIt $0" ipl'KUNITTI
~'1,l/J{1I.~."~
' ...164....,.,.•••-:-
20.000
2.04>0
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Fig. 2.1.2
Fig. 2.1.3
~ --~-------'-'--000 - ~
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The principle of the method used is the following:
Distances of 300 rom are measured along the lateral surface
and set by small steel balls 1/8" in diameter placed in 1101e8
drilled on the member. The difference, to the nearest micr9u,
of the distance between these base points and the length of
a standard base (a1 ) is measured at the same temperature.
These measurements were recorded using a movable manual defor-
meter shown in Fig. 2.1.4. This apparatus was devised by the
,
"Laboratoire d'essais des Constructions du Genie Civil" after
G
a detailed publication. (1)
Longitudinal strips of 10-20 mm. width are cut so that
they contain one measured base. Length measurements of these
bases (2), and the standard base (a2) are recorded.
Comparison of .the readings before and after the release
of the J;esidual stresses gives tOhe elongation of each strip as:
Application of Hooke's Law Al~= E "~ leads to the determina-
tion of the longitudinal residual stress distribution existing
in the member.
(l)R. Dantinne, HExtensometres, fleximetres et clinometres
realises au Laboratoire"; Bulletin ceres, Vole II, 1947,
pages 121-132.
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The stress ,given in paragrap~2 to 4 correspond to the
mid-thickness of any part of the cross section obtained by
averaging residual stresses at each face. The residual stresses
were also measured~n the exterior part of the flange tips.
~
(Points A in Fig. 2.1.5). Finally the residual stress at
point M was determined by interpolating ~he results obtained
for points Band C, on the residual stress distribution diagram
along the center line of the web. (Fig. 2.1.5)
-A
Fig. 2.1.5
The adopted method of measuring residual stresses is
justified by the following reasoning. These stresses are
u
assmed to be unaxial and parallel to the longitudinal axis
of the member. The measurement base of 300 rom was chosen
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as to obtain average residual stress values over this stretc'h
On the other hand, if these stresses were determined for small
fragments, as to obtain the direction and the magnitude of the
principal stresses, the values that would have been obtained
would not have a statistical meaning. They would have a purely
local and accidental significance. It is believed that the
chosen method furnishes values which have a sta-tistical character.
The same thing holds true for the directions. This assumption
is justllied by favorable results to be presented below.
Final Remark: It is obvious that the residual stresses
vanish at the ends of the membet (Fig. 2.1."3). Since these
stresses form a system of forces having a zero resultant force
and zero resultant moment, they should, according to Saint
Venant's principle, gain their full intensity at a distance
from the support'equal to the depth of the section. The dis-
tance between the ends of the base length and the ends of the
member was 150 mm which is a little less from what it was
necessary but over-ruled by the 'available length of the specimens
(600 mm.).
D. St'ub Column Tests
In order to establish a relation between the tension and
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compression test results, axial compression tests were per-
formed on stub columns of each cross-section used.
The end sections of these stub columns were carefully
machineq in such a way as to provide parallel and perfect
surfaces. A large number of strain gages were placed vertically
at mid-'height.
The specimens were aligned by several trials till all
the recorded strains were identical for a small load. Then,
tl1e stub was loaded at regular load intervals and readings of
all gages were recorded for each load stage.
The load intervals were proportionally diminished in the
neighborhood of the average elastic limit of the material.
Although the section is partially plastified under ;the
.'combined effect of the applied compressive'~nd residual stresses,
these tests have indicated that tIle measured strains at the
strain gages are not uniform which proves the invalidity of
the 'basic assumption "Plane sectiollS remain plane after loading. H
Tl10Ugll, the concept of the .Ha'verage strain" may be intra ...
duced as:
r Ed.Q
I Em = J Sectio~
.Q
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which may be calculated by averaging all of the strain g~ge
readings. A (b~, em) diagram may be drawn for the entire
cross-section. The average stress 6 m may be computed by .
6" == --,=P_.--.. l'/
m Q
Fig. 2.1.6
The experimental (bm, em) curve obtained as explained
above, is in good agreement wit'h t'he theoretical (<O'm' Gm)
curve constructed according to paragraph 2.2. Both curves
are presented in paragraph 2.4.
Note that the, stub column tests were interrupted due to
local buckling of the flanges. Consequently, the (bID' E..
m
)
diagram is incomplete.
Fig. 2.1.6 shows the three stub columns after testing~
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TIle maxinrum compressive stresses attained were:
DIE 10 ~ 36.2 kg/mm. 2
DIE 20 23.9 kg/rom. 2~,
Pl'1 22 ~ 25.5 kg/rom. 2
202 DeterIll~tIlation of tlle l\.verage Stres s -Strain Dj-agraro
for a Flange Under Tension or Cornpiession.
In order to analyze the composite bending deformations
of a column s'ubjected to a bucklil1.g test wtlere the material
becomes partially plastic, it is necessary to know the
behavior of the member in tension as well as one flange
in compression. It is also of importance to take into
account the variation of the elastic limit along the width
of that flange, (refer to part C of paragraph 2.1), and
the residual stress distribution (refer to part C of
part 2.1).
The method of establishing the average (~,G )
diagram for one flange in compression will be presented
below. Fig. 2.2.1 b represents tIle residual stresses
correspondil1.g to the flange sl1.o'wo ill. Fig. 2.2.1 a. Le-t
'us consider a small element of area d.Q in tIle flange
of the cross section where the residual stress iSbr .
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Suppose now that this material fiber of cross sectional
area d.1'l :Ls isolated and t'hus relieved from resid'ual
stresses. If this element is subjected to a pure compression
test the resultitlg (60 , c- 0) diagram will be similar to the
one given in Fig. 2Q2a2.
Fig. 2.2.1
Fig. 2.2.2
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Now let us investigate the influence of this element
on the ovel.Q al1 deformation of tIle CO 1"UIDl1. •
If t"he element is -under compressive residual stress
G r , (as assumed in Fig. 202.1 b), this compressive stress
will be added to the stress 6 due to t'he overall deformation
of the column. The elastic limit will be reduced in compression
since
Consequently, the apparent elastic limit of the element is:
test of the isolated element. It is seen, therefore, that
for the case of overall deformation of the member, the exact
c .... C-
o rand
Re := R .... tCeo r
stress and strain that'any ebment undergoes must be:
and will be attained for a lower stress than in the compression
Tllerefore, instead of the (G , Eo) diagram a new (to, C.) dia-
o
gram may be obtained by transposing the origin 00 to the
coordinates (6r , E.r ) at o. (Fig. 2.2.2)
The (C;; - c) diagrams of all fibers of the flange may
be obtained by using the transformation of origin on the
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previously determined (Go' e;) diagrams and knowing the
residual stress distribution br in the flange.
In order 'to drav~ tl:1e average stress-strain diagram
for one flange, it is assumed that the section does not
damage its shape even while undergoing plastic deformations.
This means that all of the fibers of the flange undergo the
same strain c. The value of ~average for a strain value
e, will be defined by the relation:
c;;"rn:= b ave = 1
I2 flange
.!b.dQ
, over flange
In order to construct the <- 6' in' c) diagram the strain
£ may be gi"ven equally spaced values e For all practical
p'urposes, tl1e above :Lntegral may be s'ubstituted by its sum.
The flange may be divided into five sections, at the center
lines of the compression coupons e
In the case of a Grey section, the thickness of the
flange is constant and it can be written as:
Evidently an analogous diagram for tension in the
l, t11e width
l
widtl1, and~fwhere 1 is the half '
of tIle strips.
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flange may be easily constructed. The same procedure may
be repeated but noting that the stresses will change sign,
since the residual stresses b remain the same in both cases.r
2.3 Results for the DIE 10 Section.
Table No.5 below gives the material properties as
determined by four tension coupon tests; Fig. 203.1 has been
constructed ill connection to "t'his table. Ttlis figure re'presents
the distribution of the elastic limit, in a cross section at
0.2% compression, as well as some lower and upper limits
determined by tension tests. Center lines
of the tension or compression coupons are indicated in the
same figure 0 It can be shown that there exists a relation
between material properties in tension and in compression.
liMiTE ELASTiQt.I~~ 0,2 ~
EH COH'P~I!s.&ioN.
T'1uI:TiOft.R'~~i
l7;5 &?;a
; 21111114I5UI It"
- I
Fig. 2.3.1
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TABLE NO. 5
Numero I(g/mm2 Allongem. 0/0 Allongem. 0/0
de
l'eprouvette
sur sur Striction
Rei I Res I R r 5,65V~ 8)16ySo
en 0/0
1 24,0 24,0 39,0 39,0
2 27,9 28,8 41,1
34,5 65,0
3 27,9 28,5
38,0 32,0 63,2
41jZ 22,7 21,5 61,4
4 27,2 27,8 41,3 37,3 31~1 55,2
•·· .• ii>
.·..··...·.iii
The variation of R
e
, which changes from 23.5 kg/mm. 2 at the
flange tips to 33.5 kg/mm. 2 at the mid-point of the web,
should also be emphasized as being important.
The residual stress distribution determined by averaging
the readings on both faces of the profile is represented in
Fig. 2.3.2. It is observed that:
1. the diagram is very regular and practically
symmetrical around the xx and yy axes, which justifies the
adopted measuring method.
2. the distribution at each face is practically para-
bolic and in close equilibrium for that face.
It appears that there is no interaction of importance
between the flange and the web.'
Figure 2.3.3 gives the average residual stress distri-
bution over one quarter of the section. This diagram was
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obtained by averaging the experimental results for the four
halfs of the flanges and the two halfs of the web,
3 .,
DI£-10
DiAqiAt1H~ HO)'EN .DE!. TIiNSiOHS
'RE5i60!:~~~~~"SUNS ~SEHELLE
ITq~H$.1JzAMI!.
5
Fig. 2.3.3
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Using the method described in paragraph 2, and this
diagram, the theoretical (6'm' E...) curve representing the
average behavior of one flange may be constructed. (Fig. 2.3.4)
It is seen from this figure that the effect of the
residual stresses causes a considerable reduction in the
value of the elastic limit in the entire flange; its value
is reduced to Rpm = 12.7 kg/mm. 2 (Fig. 2.3.4)
01A.C4AAHI'1~(6.E..)HOYit'l O'LlHI SIH"LLa•
•f-..-.+--I-----+------I--f-----+--_+__ ~pte rcrw de. Te"~'on. ~.ld£ltl1"'.
10.000 ,
600 ~ •1.000 1.200 11400 1.600 1800 '.«to
The position of the strain gages used in the stub
column tests is shown in Figo 2.3.5.
The diagrams 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 present a satisfactory
similarity Wllicll confirms tl1e tl18o'ry of paragraph 2.
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Fig. 2.3.5
2,4 Results for the DIE 20 Section:
The results for the DIE 20 section will be presented
the same way without going into detailed explanations.
c;,1,~\. oM..' ~. ~ ,
Table 6~gives the principal mechanical characteristics
of the material determined from coupon tests for this particular
section; their position is shown in Fig. 2.4.1.
Fig. 2.4.1 shows the elastic limit distribution in a
cross section at 0.2% compression. Some values of Rei' the
elastic limit values determined by tension tests are also
given in the same figure. The Re has the same variation as
the case of DIE 10 sections, with a minimum around the flange
tips and a maximum at the center of the web.
Fig. 2.. .3.6
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'Rri • :t ~rt
T'RACTioN:
~o~'.4
"Re " ~ t{I:\j
Fig 2 tt..1
~:,2~ Rn
o II
2A,2 24;15
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Figure 2.4.2 represents the residual stress distribu-
"tion in a section; the same conclusions with the ones for
the DIEIO section may be drawn from this figure. The average
residual stress distribution over one quarter of the cross
l<l"tt Jll'\
section, is shown in figure 2.4.3. This diagram was obtained
by averaging the experimental results for the four halfs of
the flanges and the two halfs of the web. Using the method
described in paragraph 2.2 , the diagram 2.3.4, the theoretical
( to m' e) curve representing the average behavior of one flange
in compression (Fig. 2.4.4) and in tension (Fig. 2.4.5) may
be constructed.
The elastic limit (Re ) diagram for the web, at 0.2%
compression is presented in Fig. 2.4.6. These values were
first obtained experimentally by coupon tests, then by stub
column tests which include the effect of the residual stresses.
It is seen from this diagram that in bllckling tests where
the web is subjected to compression (m = 0.5, and 1) will
behave elastically around its ends up to stresses as high
as 30 kg/mm. 2 . On the other hand, in the test m = 3, the
web will be subjected to tensile strains at one of its ends
and will be plastified as soon as the tensile stress equals
18 kg/rnm. 2 •
Finally, the Fig. 2.4.7 shows the position of the
strain gages used in the stub column test. The average
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( 6 , E) curve for one flange in compression obtained from
this test is shown in Fig. 2.4.8; it is reasonably compatible
with the theoretical curve of paragraph 2.2, which is a new
justification of the latter method~
2.5 Results for the PN22S section
Table No.7 below shows the principQ~ characteristics
of the steel as determined by tension tests on 26 coupons
whose position il1. t11e sec·tion is indicated ill Fig. 2.5 .1..
Fig. 2.5.1 shows the elastic limit distribution at 0.2% com-
pression over one quarter of the cross section, as well as
the average limit values Rei and Res determined by the 26
tension coupon tests.
TABLE NO. 7
The variation of Re is not as marked as in case of
wide flange shapes and the distribution does not present
the same shape; one may observe minima at the middle of
the web and/or at the middle of the flanges.
Numero
Profil -de
l'eprouvette
27,1 27,3 39,4 46,9
27,6 28,4 39,4 24,2
27,7 28,6 39,9 27,8
28,1 28,7 40,3 4,0
28,6 29,3 40,7 36,4
27,6 28,5 40,2 27,6
27,7 28,8 40,4 27,1
28,0 29,4 40,7 31,9
27,5 28,8 39,8 29,3
27,9 29,1 40,2 30,1
27,1 27,8 40,2 21,1
27,8 28,3 40,1 14,7
Kg/mm 2 Allongem. %
sur
Rei Res
8,16ySo
1 24,3 24,9
2 25,1 27,5
3 26,2 26,9
4 24,8 25,0
5
6
7 28,9 29,6
19,5 20,3
24,9 25,1
24,5 25,1
25,1 25,2
24,3 24,6
25,4 26,3
25,5 25,6
=- 47a
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The residual stress distribution is presented in
Fig. 2.5.2. Although it seems to have the same parabolic
shape as in the case of wide flange sections, it is not any
more in equilibrium when flanges and webs are considered
individually. It is obvious that there exists a resultant
tensile force in every flange and a resultant compressive
force in the web. The residual compressive stresses in the
web are considerably high and reach the value of 14.3 kg/rnm~
at the middle of the web.
This fact exphlns the abrupt relaxation of residual
stresses in the web indicated by cracking of the ~~ite wash
(Fig. 2.5.3); it was observed in all buckling tests on PN22
columns. The length of the rela~ation zones may beestimated
to be 300 millimeters based on the fact that the distance
between two successive yield li11es on tl~ewhite wash was
never less than, this value.
Fig. 2.5.4 gives tIle average residual stress values
over one quarter of the section.
Using the method described in paragraph 2.2, and this
diagram (Fig. 2.5.4), one nlay C011.strllct tIle t1:1eox"et::Lc;8..1 (6m,t )
curve representing the average behavior of one flange under
compression. (Fig. 205.5)
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Fig. 2.5.6 gives the position of the strain gages
used in the stub column test. Fig. 2.5.7 represents the
average (<5, e) diagrarn for OIle flange ob"tained from tt-lis
test. This diagram should not be considered as an accurate
one because a nu.mber of strain gages were inactive at tI1.e
early stages of the tests. Tile drawn portion is considerably
different from t"he tlleoretical (6 ,e) cu~rve (Fj-g. 2.5.5),
m
especially in the plastic range.
2.6 Conclusions From Preliminary Tests
The above tests will be considered as being important
for the correct interpretation of the buckling tests.
The above preliminary tests are considered as being
important for the correct interpretation of the buckling
tests.
As a result these tests have indicated that,
a) The elastic limit of the steel presents consider-
able variations along the cross section of the bar.
b) The elastic limit is affected by the existence
of residual stresses due to rolling.
For steel rolled shapes, it is felt that it would be
rather unprofitable to base the buckling theory for the
elastic-plastic range on an "idealized elastic-plastic,,~'
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stress-strain diagram (Fig. 2.6.1). This suggestion was
I made by many authors and primarily by Jager (Ref. 34). In
connection with the above remark and Jager's calculations
one should be -able to observe the existing reserve strength
in columns under axial compression and bending. The only
certain source of analysis for the behavior of the test
columns seems to be the (G
m
) c.) diagrams, whicl1. represent
the average behavior of one flange. Actually, the aim of
all the preliminary tests in the present chapter, is to pro-
~ide the nece~sary data for the construction of these diagrams$
Let us note one more incident in the results obtained
from the buckling tests:
TIle average (co ) E ) curves for one flange obtain'ed
m
in paragraphs 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 show that, for small plastic
strains which are critical for buckling ( E < 3 x 10-3), the
steel of the flanges behaves like a material with a low
proportional limit and an extended plastic range; that
is, like a brass or duraluminum type- of material.
It is obvious that the elastic limit loads should be
exp~cted to be quite lower than the loads obtained by putting
~-' ~ R
e
::::: 25 kg/mm. 2 as it is usually done. ConsequentlyY
max
-..
.
there is not any hope of conforming the Dutheil or any other
similar method by the tests presented in this paper.
.15
~sfmrtl~ _l~
15"
10 "'°,'6
S
.1,3~
t.5
~ 1
t
Fig. 2.4.2
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DIE-2o
DiACiRAMMt(U,€')140Yllt l)'UIt. Sl!HI!LL'.
CoH'PR!:$$iOH.
800 1.000 1.200 '.0400 1.600 1.600 :z.0C<l 2,200 2.400 E.,.,'4
-100 600200
T-AB~E NO. 6
Numero Kgjmm2 AUongem. 'lJ'o Allonge111.% Strictionde sur sur
l'eprouvette 5j 6SyQ o 8j 16yQo en ~oRei Res R r
22,0 22,9 36,7 43,9 38,2 61,5
24,8 26,8 38,4 37,9 32,4 56,0
26,2 27,8 38,9 40,3 36,0 57,5
20,0 21,8 35,6 43,3 38,4 63,4
25,6 26,4 39,0 38,0 34,0' 58,7
23,8 23,9 37,6 27,6 26,2 59,5
25,1 25,5 38,5 21,6 19,6 54,4
24,5 25,5 38,2 32,9 30,1 55,5
24,5 24,5 38,0 25,7 23,7 58,7
(jk~/"''''~
Fig. 2.4.,
Fig. 2.4.6
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III
BIJCIZ:LIT\fG TESTS
fA. cletai. (Ie sc x' test
ts, t test: c'.ol-urnrls, arlcl rne
clef{) X-'ro at:
'-:J) T· pc··\-C\._~.::JL
tests were executed 5
Illac CivIL Test
University $ It is essentially compo fa 11o~v~.LIlg
ts:
]~ )
2) Tile
ess.
3) TIle oil
mactrirle i s s110~rVrl in Fig. 3 0 1 I) 1
and 3.1.2. The lower co1"llrnrls
and contains the 58 cylindere It is installed in a hollow
t edgf~ of
S 110
test COltlHl11 :rests 011 St011 of
t It is supported at
:ic8,,1
is COI111.ectecl to two vert al screwsQ
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1e rDe of
~rl
er test
r of
l Col'um11S
.11 a 1'1011o~'J
: edge of
.ear] W11icl1
'--j .-,~ .:) <) J,. 0 2
1---------,
I
Ra~/MMhl a·13l/i~.J.
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..60
s
tYIJe" des1.g'ued
by TEMPLIN (Ref 0 3)0 P~,nle:c i (:. ctrl s we:ce
estimated to carry a force 135 tons, and have an
deco s t crcld~ to
kind of suspensionstoornit
two reaSfJrlS:ts
It \jI]as
Oll:r
1-'00rn for s vert al screws of
tIle test D.18..crline 0
lO\f!le:c a.l1d 1 1
F
lovJe'L"'vi(~t:.J of
t is
a~re Sl10vJrl
rno·va·bl r2 tion is a.cl1i(3\led~ "by long bolts o The clearance
1
SStIre1.
o:ccecl
freedom for small move-
tVJD
se {';OIlt1'8Ct ..LOIl
rnac'1:1ine ·P'1."O~v:L cl(~ s
(~ (]11II ~3C i: i~ 011 .. J{e
~ves
()I
se 'b()lts
1
signed for an angular movement of at least 6° on each side~
S (':Ctll11.eC
fo~c
The pump leads to a
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SSLlx"e to tv]{) oil 8 8.. rld to rna.. Lr1
s to COI1tL"O~t
losses, a,riel t:o l. 1
t valves ~Nel:~e eCl·U.8.. 1 IJx'o-\Jideci to
J, te C,OlJ.l1tex' <=
SSlj.'r"e of al s
t e Ile(~f2s8ity L: \/ellv. (~ s
S \Ala.s t s
The top cast-iron p s s
vJ~_L ~Lal to tl01d of
lJ.S t
11) to adj·tlst
tf3St collinnl Q
-,..,,, .,.."'" ....,,r,.,,,,.• t S \NCJ,.S (:; a 11ec te (1
a.·blltrnt~rlt of
t01_1 CL
1)0 ~L t S £1."oro
sit of co plate wi
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'. ,
t: ()tltS 'LO
small amount of oil e i'cal
d,
£1001" 0 T'tte o:Ll
Orl-V(~I1ieI1C(3 to
011
t \f'lOl11d 11a.·V~3 to
a sted
and have created extra work
:[:[oro ttl{::
t tv8.. S c()l
S a Ill. OI' s a ece of t-
forming a container is provided
l11aC
t of
aIld tl~le acc~·urrnllclted~ oil flovlS tot:
re t:y II
8.t s a~:ce
designed to prevent any rotat
C8.St."".
I"ot8.. tio11 8~-boLlt:
8.nd
F~el:nl:lt t
Ell
s consists of an extension on
around a vert al
to~p IJlate of
tvvo ot:l1e"t~ cl}Ce,S II
carl
sea.l-rirlg II
8, sea.. l-r
the web of a heavy WF section
acyl
which is provided wi
x:einfo:cc:ed ~.'J=Lis
sl~ld(~ ·ve:cticallsr
test
es fox"TIle c f,)l"'"1."e
"bolted to
"bol at Llla..ctl~trle II IIIell t
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cell.ter 1110VB.."ble
pla"te eac:11
tr.r70 l)la.tes attac to two
ts Etre contact, a complete sphere will be formed
()J
with center common to
A
A perfect working c ti.on of L: s is
said to be achieved if st~L()rl ca..rl 1~"ota.te ly
t t s cellter ~'17i c1 vel"'Y sIna.I1 liecl
e(~ to compressive loadsG
For s reason, the constructor was forced to perform
an acceptance test, ~iliich the moment arm of
test machine would not exceed O~2 n~ for any load from 10
to SOC) tOtiS II
T'tle asserilbly of SU2ports was very laborious~ Many
retouches and several machine shop operations were performed o
con~l,p t1011. o~f 1 e i()118 ;J
between 0 and 300 tons o Measurements have indicated
SIJl1e:t:iccll s showed an excellent working condition
:re ive eccentr ity e tiOfl
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bearings remained load er'val
For compressive load above 300 tons, the deformat
of 1 pieces becomes considerable and sometimes
dl1tCe a
tests were executed at loads below 100 tanso
{=:) A'btltrnerlt s of 1llmliS e
As mentioned previously, test columns are weI
at ellds to 'beal" led~ OIl
plates, as to match teX"11 s
of S 11
111 case of relative eccent it s of ill = 005 or 1,
(3[ld sectiofl of column is under compressive stresses
only, and is not necessary to reinforce the bearing plate e On
the other hand, in the case of ill = 3,
to lift~ The provided anchor bolts certainly cannot resist
Tile e11d p te
~
was reinforced by' plate welded1\-
arrarlgt~Hlel1t t IJlate f01.4 roecl a
COltlfllI1 1~Ild WCl.S f ly welded to the bottom
(Fl ._, O' 3 1 r:l,·"'6 $ , Q"!!- 0 ",,!
-----' m~3
PN-:U
3 0 1" 0 ..~a -=1 Q "
plates do not have any connection with the column itself o The
It should be noted that reinforcements on
J:" -beltavio:c :is
ll.ot af ted at all by the added re
In order to control of tl~le ~llneIl o
mac stresses were measured at 8 or 12 points
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(::; OlllnlIl II S S, a,rid a cl"v:,Lh IZ tYl)~2 st
i'ndic8.. "tC):r (I each section four s
f t s 2 c:n: :3 sectiOll.S aloIlg tlH~ cOll1ffn1. 0
tt:orn Q
1 (Jl.~ 0) sezs
at 200 IUID 0
i.t
t
e tIle irlevi t8..b
eccerl
at:
C 01.Llnl11 S vJ'iILl
only reason was to
concentrations 0 In Cflse of c () Ilj.rnr18 vJi rat 22 1 )
( 4' '~' Ct 3,] 9·"I"') )1. C"-b (I <IJ ~ (I -
a sec t: at 200 mm. from t v71 4 more gages was added o
e) Measurements of Di lacemencso
Transverse deflect were measured by 20 deflection
diclls of a :Lsiofl to flea·.ces t 0 Q of a millimeter, and
<:1.11 (~ s according to its position~ Normal
ie'nt foX" tl1e el1d
column 30 to SO mm o s
.. b_
,1.0 ...4H
u'"
""H.,.,,,f,
t o:Etlle TIl.Lddle
1Ised., \t'Jrlt~:reas It) mIn (I stx·ol<.e clia.ls '\;\}:e:ce
t 1 Test: LalJoY'a--
to~r S j all s were mounted on a 1'1
is s C011sistecl
E1. st square frame rest OIl
\f11aS flee e S SclJ':y dity by diagonal¢ bracing
01l. a.l1 sides clrlcl ~by ty points this frame to
Laboratory frame by steel p 8. For each colum~measurements
W:fc:;re tcll'.erl s -distant sections ,namely:
al1d 8.. t 3/l~.
It was necessary to resume lat SI)la.cerneI1ts of
(~e'n.te:c of ty ,and v as well as r:<J t:cl. L: ~LC~Il o:E sec.t
its p 111 lTIeaStlr ,ernerl t s a"y':t:; t to
o"btairl t s, f Otl:t' d~J.~ f readings for each sect
\/Je".cf2 tak.eIl llt ~L]~ irlg a:CI."B.ng t~rrJe11t: Vf;'Il
o 3~1.o1()
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se d.:Lals n.lf:.aSlll·(~ s ements 1, ,12, Z ;;3
r~OE steel ~rocls f~ast to CO ll1Hlfl ~v'.L
fasteners 0 These rods were used to improve isioflO:E
tIle di£fe:rel1c~e
12 , and
of rotation by increas
[, '1) e t ,iJ(:; el1.
above mentioned rods c S 'tile IJositic):n ()f tl1e def on~ clials
1 and 2 out of the plane of symme of -1:11.e lllac 1'11,8 abO\le
arrangement helped sit of the dials because both
.cOL testirlg rna~cllil!e to 1
its plane of symmetrYe
s ~'Jj2·t~e C()tllliec. ted. tCJ tc~st co
steel d:La..roete:r 0
s~lt:e s deflection dials were used co
steel wires always stre de
wl'r{~s t~cal1.sroi.t la(~eIn(=11ts of l.~ocls vJ:L
otl1er l1al1cl
the limited resistance of wire protects the dial from
~n case of a sudden huckling of the specimen~
1 dials were fastened to steel
-by SI)ec.ifL cla,roF~s pr'ovided~ s 1
set t:Ltlg $
From F~Lg 0 31" 10 clislJlacemerlts
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CerlLe"r
ty with respect to xx and yy axes are:
aI1g1e o:f rotat of sec t:iOfl, 1."aclia..rls S :
roea v8~ll1es 8..11d
a~".L~(~ l1e-VJ2r isely sa~nlf:; 0 clevia"t: 'bet~~Jee11 se
values indicates the ac .r::OJ... ]~'ea..d:LIlgs It
COrnlJlltctt
dial frame is completely
test machine, meaning that the column
81118.. di ements and rotations wi 'I"eSl?ect to
order to measure c~over
plane four deflection dials were used for
al These 8 dials were connected to cast~
:LI1g steel
rods and wires dese bed above~ Measurements of
be taken util lng
support movements can
S 0
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s ct CCJflS
tat: t:est :'C{~Sl11ts 0
sect
Ge~ at 1/4, 1/2, 3/4) d eel a.c to
ss
f)
f,17c18 t e cl tpJi.
c
("'"
Sll~C:C8.C e steel s
1 IJY' o'b
tte:Cll ()f t
sts
l.t is
serlt
te to e CJtl:C
rolled~
011 sect clS
It vlas s
f110rnerlt s
Of1t
CX"()S8 sect
test C0111H1D.8 t)
(b) Inea.S"tlJ~·ernentS
T.t~y
eacl1 c~f1.)7
of
1 t ].y lJy Ilecl:cest
Hlil1irneteJ: 0 at: rn t::vJO
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h CI"OSS sec·t
\rJe~I""'e r08EtSllJ:"e (1 118 a c rnie ~CC)111e t: el:."
a -:rornete]L'" clt e t ts ()f
EtS Wfi !l'8 3, 2,1 a) b)Q All measure~
meI1ts c1'1:"8 :c,e vcll11es 1J, 11, e (C)~C 1)1 '
clllse
its measurement is £ it t c~f
is very
o l1ancl, c
of ·v'a.ltleS and I y was c at
lIS f::1.(:: nleEtS\LlJ:~e[Oerl t S 0 as
case of V~ sec:t s ,
ss
to cl(~eOllrlt: (l
of
vJ:Lctttl
I'I\J.22 sectFo:c
TIlelTI1)el: ,
t f~1.~orn
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t
():f {~c)l
eEtc (:0 ~LlJTDIl
EtC:
rnf3
S, f
EUJSe .L
accurate resultS 0
cl) ():f . / IxXx == V 0'
b) s roes ra
/
) O:CE:~ ~c s 2" 2'tx
rx == T'
,8 (~:ce 1.1. t: leo 1
1
rn ()oS;; 1
t8E3t
rna.c~
C::CJ
c () It:t1I111 t"7a s
cerrter
7 25
, ~)
/ rn '") :L s cl'~:1
:f rnI)]
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e2 from the centers of
specimen was aligned as follows:
TIle COl'LHllll was f t ected to an axial compressive
l()ad t loacl, arld all cle~Eo·.t<>rnatiorlS
at the t or twelve strain gages were measured Q
column :LS exactly linearbaligned.. and placed properly/ the
s (yaO',.::l. q a anb b'-",;) , , s11o·u..ld gi\le sarne s
Actually tll0l1g11, ctll
to tical lateral curvature of colllrOllS.
col'uronis giveri, at eac:11 erlcl,
ements d, and dZ (Figo302.2), in gen~ral ffereIlt for"
flange and in the direction of
t se unequal moments d, and dZ the cross section rotates an
arbitrary amount. The column is loaded again, and the same
are real ed with an error of less than 5%0
TIle COfld:Ltiol1 a t W arld "b U If ~'Ja.. s
~~'~
~ especially,,~ the mid-section. of tne column, because it
is tIle total ecc :Lty ot line of action at s
sect wtli(::il c.a·u~ses lat: The same conditions
do not have much inf at (~Ild secti.oflS 6
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d,-""=_-----+---",.J
a! ~II ..
ftL
Fig. 3.2.2
Gf:;nex'ally, tIle a..ligrunerlt of eacl1 (~()l-Urnrl 1 t:o L;.
tr' s • IT"lle displacernerlts 'veIl eacl1 t :Lfoe frOfn
o.5 [oru 0 to 2 rotn. A srnall rrurn'ber tested columns were
iori of
t zer."o
Tests
were tal{erl art
1 or 2 tons to avoid any accidentalload
.[f}O'Ull t of iInerl • Krlowirlg
ts due to
probable critical load,
1of
ad"vaXlce. Itl(1
COIlstaIlt
estall1
s were recorded. The load intervalst
load was
load irlC"rernerlts
lOctd st
ai1.el
ttl€ ied~ loaci a'ppx'oac COlllpllted c t 'loact o
load~ sert
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3.Zo"tO
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I
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I
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~
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ace to all ss at t
as l)y
1-\.8 8.. £1 is 8.. s load s used~
to
)
'.;'Jere
~1/2 (btJcl(l
DIlly aft(2X'
tests, it was necessary to wait
S vJe:ce
1e @ 111 rnost of
2-15-=
t
s
for 5 or even 10 ill t<:;s l1Ilt t 'plast deforrnat
10118 rn8..11Y
last 108.. (i
tss ofslowDu.e tos
of
1 at
till tc:;sts vJere armed according to 'progr~arn
2, wlth the only exceptions ·veIl. "below:
1) PN 2.2. section test (A ,,",.1.':-0, e 2/ "" ~1, m 1)
cOll1cl flot be ca'rried OLtt 0 TIle l1JaJ-cirrrurn I."otatioIl oj: Sllf>lJOI·ts
vvas (lot acleq,llcl'te for a~Li.grlrl1ellt of tIle C01'lllTIl1 I) Arl a}{ial
compression test ~ tead.
2) FOL~ safne xeason the test with A"" 60 e21 e 1 =-1
an. ecc
3) Tile f se tests 011 DIE colllrnlls, of ,,~~ 175 \fl7e:ee
(paragxaph 3.1.b). The test No.4 (~ 175, e 2 /
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'vet"t
to an excessive rotation of
test W~i:d.l ~l and rn = 005) was
1Ho(11£' lty to m = 0.6 and f ly
5) Ffwo, Ollt of tl1e 9S test s were rej ecrted, dl,le to
., c", \~!\ C'lmproper Iunccloro OI spherical bearings. Foreign matte~
accidentally introduced between two
caused improper function~,f supports preventing rotation.
These tests ",Jere: PN22, \~" 130, e Z/e1 "'" 0, m 05 and PN22,
se tests were discarded.
t Res'ults
of' tests:
1) Ttle fnaxJ.rnU111 load carried 'by tIle coltlfl1Il.
2) ~Vctl·ues of strairls E , arid splacements u, v, and
0, corresponding to different loading stages and measured at
"( - I land 1.1-
.e ,"'= zr ' 2 Lt
3) Observations of the lOflel 8.. t \ivllicl1
first white wash cracks appeared, position of these
-80
ly,
5) 1:\ t orl of'
co Fai. rna..y 8.. coro·b'ir18.. t: followiIlg s
(8 )
lJlas t
8)1'1111112 t r:'ical
J3. ~Lat
1.6.1. I) Elast
beIldi.llg ifl
Symmetr al (8) (Figo 3.2.6 and 3.2.5)
i~tltisyrnlUe t 'J:'
D. Addit torsional deformation:
Assy~rl1et'I' (d) (Fig, 3.2.11 and 3.2.12)
E. L()cal irlg of ssed flaIlges:
F. Local web huckling.
'Tl-lre l:~es·u.l ts of COllJXnI1S wi til S ss ·.ra,t:Los A= 80
and A'''' 60 are surprising, since buckling loads for most columns
of 'A~:;: 60, get1erally ar.-'e lowex-' t11arl tll(:: bllc'l<.lirlg l08.. ds cor·res"""
POIld:lrlg to In order to prove that this controversy
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elast This was done for four columns. The coupons were
talcerl frorn flarlges as IJy"esc cl "by BE;lgiarl code.
.Tile J:"'es'u.lts of' tl1ese L} tests, vil1icl'1 are riot lJ:ceserlted
in variation of the material propert s is not just ied. The
behavior of each column, can be classified qualitat~vely
witl! a S81"' s of tters A, B, C, D, E and F as defined
previollslyo Brief indications regarding the type of buckli~g
etc. will be added to the previous letters.
Values of t (~Olll[llrl disr~laceroe11t cOrOl)011erl"ts tl, ·v, and
o were used only for drawing certain load-deflection diagrams $
For reason, it did not seem useful to present all measured
val-ues for ·u,"V arlc} r/J J.ll. t118 fyreSel1.t reI)ort.
giviilg ttle f·ultclalnental cpax"aroeters of tl1e test, ttlat is tl~le
8 and 9. For each row, the table provides a group of columns
IZeSll1ts t\Tl1ictl
slenderness '.t.'Rtio, A
sent usefulness are given in Tables
the ratio of the eccentricities (e~/el),
t,.
and the maximum eccentricity expressed as a function of
sectiorl a:ce'prope:rt s of'
of colurnrls.a 8ec~orldg1ve11
co:ce >.ra..dillS (In) 0 Tl1e geome
graph); namely, the column length ( l ) in mm,
area of:its cross section (!2 ) mrn2 ., its two princ
moments of inertia, in cm4 its real slenderness,
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l.'atio 110rnirlal
s e~ences in actual and
dirflE~r18ioI1S (:~0'1urnrl 0
III a group of columns, (p rn~)( ~ ) fOT' v;illicl1
elastQ
f st traces of cracking white wash were noted,
of se crac:lz8, arid (l? ) a'.t~e
..~ roaJ{ 'veIl (t Orle rnOl.<>e
rnode of fail111'e
at coltlrnrl is symbols A, B, C, D, E, F def
previously, and the tte-r's S, 3.. , d tile defol.'"tnatioIl
as 'beir!g syrnnle , assymmetric, or antisymmetr
III cletel:'mirlatioll of 111 a:t?:irnUJ11 elast l.oacl (~pln~}C 0 )
, elast.
local ast deformations observed tIle v~Lc ty of
weldeC"I l:;rlds of
It s'tlo-ulcl -be rl0ted t"Llctt: va~ues found for p~~~~t.
'by residual stresses S(;~l1.t
local yielding caused
the bar 9 This phenomenon
was particularly observed in the PN 22 tests, ~wre :cesidllal
stx'esses at center of the web are as 2as lL~.• 5 l'~g/ ro {I
303 Test Results~
a."ve:e8.ge (~
Tab s 10 and 11 below o
stl.:'esses'btlcklt
'veIlfox~ all
.:.t..L.:. ';;'j..JJ-i.:u V
N° A-
I
I 1 I A reel II pelast. 1 p IIde nominal e~I?i m du Q Ix Iy Observationsl'essai • profil I max. max.
mm2 cm4 cm4 tonnes tonnes
1 1.984 5.495 3.880 1.342 I 40,15 66,0 88,8 CsE
2 1.984 5.495 3.847 1.336 40,2 46,0 66,8 CsBDs *
3 1.984 5.488 3.828 1.328 40,4 25,0 35,8 CsBDs
4 1.984 5.520 3.911 1.350 40,2 71,0 95,0 CdE
5 1.984 5.508 3.903 1.345 40,2 63,0 78,8 CdEF
6 -1 1.984 5.507 3.909 1.343 40,3 73,0 105,0 CaE
7 40 -1 1.984 5.533 3.903 1.349 40,3 52,0 88,8 CaE
8 60 1 2.976 5.552 3.874 1.330 59,8 57,0 84,8 CsBDs
9 60 1 2.976 5.535 3.910 1.346 60,3 47,0 64,8 CsBDs
10 60 1 2.976 5.540 3.895 1.341 60,5 18,0 32,8 Cs
11 60
°
2.976 5.552 3.870 1.331 60,7 69,0 93,8 CdBDd
12 60 0 2.976 5.542 3.924 1.348 60,3 52,0 74,8 CdBDdE
13 §Q 0 2.976 5.518 3.931 1.347 60,2 29,0 40,3 CdBDd
14 60 -1 2.976 5.535 3.905 1.343 60,2 71,0 100,8 CaBD **
15 60 -1 2.976 5.540 3.899 1.345 60,2 66,0 80,8 CaE
16 80 1 3.968 5.620 3.895 1.335 81,2 41,0 71,0 CsBDs
17 80 1 3.968 5.575 3.894 1.336 82,3 43,0 59,0 CsBDs
18 80 1 3.968 5.552 3.848 1.324 81,2 23,0 32,5 CsBDs
19 80 0 3.968 5.534 3.883 1.335 80,8 58,0 90,8 CdBDd
°
3.968 5.517 3.824 1.317 81,3 51,0 70,0 CdBDd
0 3.968 5.552 3.854 1.334 81,0 23,0 39,0 CdBDd
-1 3.968 5.591 3.904 1.339 81,0 56,0 88,0 CaBDd
-1 3.968 5.523 3.805 1.307 81,4 56,0 78,0 Ca
1 4.960 5.550 3.913 1.334 101,2 51,0 62,0 Bs
1 4.960 5.525 3.952 1.358 100,0 48,0 53,5 CsBDs
1 4.960 5.590 3.929 1.350 100,3 24,0 29,0 CsBDs
°
4.960 5.520 3.906 1.349 100,2 71,0 82,0 Bd
0 4.960 5.580 3.874 1.332 li9Q;Z 56,0 67,0
29 100 0 4.960 5.615 3.962 1.358 "100,4 27,9 8§,1
30 100 -1 0,5 4.960 5.552 3.868 1.334 100,4 95;0 7S;O
31 100 -1 1,0 4.960 5.514 3.520 1.·.9§~ ~():(),~ §'7,9 74:,0
32 100 -1 3,0 4.960 5.509 3.876 1~332}S 100;4 31,0 4~,,4
II I
@
CO
\JJ
........•................. •..•....
.«
N° A 1de
nominal e2/el n'l du
.Q Ix 1y A reel pelast. P max. Observations
l'essai profil
max.
mm2 cm4 cm4 I to:nnes tonnes
33 130 1 0,5 3.250 ! 2.080 336,0 133,8 128,0 22,8 I 22,8 A
34 130 1 1,0 3.250 2.110 328,5 131,0 130,6 1~,3 19,3 A i
35 130 1 3,0 3.250 2.127 328,6 132,0 130,6 11,5 11,5 ABD*
36 130 0 0,5 3.250 2.100 331,0 133,0 129,7 25,0 25,0 A
37 ,,130 0 1,0 3.250 2.100 324,8 127,8 131,5 24,4 24,4 A
38 130 0 3,0 3.250 2.123 328,5 131,7 130,2 13,0 15,05 CdbDd
39 130 -1 0,5 3.250 2.100 331,0 131,4 130,0 30,8 30,8 A
40 130 -1 1,0 3.250 2.112 327,0 130,4 130,2 24,1 24,1 A
41 130 -1 3,0 3.250 2.123 326,4 129,8 131,6 14,3 16,75 CaBDd
42 175 1 0,5 4.335 2.210 344,1 139,0 173,0 13,8 13,8 A
43 175 1 1,0 4.335 2.150 331,2 130,5 176,0 12,4 12,4 A
44 175 1 3,0 4.335 2.155 337,5 137,5 173,5 9,05 9,05 CsA
45 175 0 4.335 2.150 338,5 141,0 170,0 11,8 11,8 A
46 175 0 - - - - - - - Elimine**
47 175 0 3,0 4.335 2.150 338,9 137,5 171,5 10,8 10,8 CdA
.:
48 175 -1 6,0 4.335 2.170 337,6 138,9 171,5 10,0 10,0 CaA
49 175 -1 1,0 4.335 2.150 337,5 138,7 171,0 14,05 14,05 A
vV -I .. :.·••. 3,0 4.335 2.150 337,2 138,0 171,5 13,8 13,8 CaA
" ......... '
I
CO
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N° I I
I II p~~ Ide A e:de l m D Ix I Iy A reel II pel.st. I pl'essai nominal max. max.mm2 cm4 cm4 tonnes tonnes. ,
I CsBDs51 40 1 0,5 808 3.796 2.987 155,7 40,0 41,0 70,8
52 40 1 1,0 808 3796 2.994 156,93 39,8 43,0 55,8 CsBDs
53 40 1 3,0 808 3.796 2.991 155,87 40,0 - 28,9 CsBDs
54 40 0 0,5 808 3.796 2.993 156,85 39,8 69,0 81,3 CdBDd
55 40 0 1,0 808 3.796 2.986 155,57 40,0 45,0 68,8 CdBDd
56 40 -1 0,5 808 3.796 2.997,5 154,50 40,0 70,0 81,8 CaBs
57 40 -1 0 808 3.796 2.991 156,00 39,9 88,0 95,3 Bs
58 60 1 0,5 1.212 3.796 2.976,5 154,76 59,9 55,0 65,8 CsBDs
59 60 1 1,0 1.212 3.849 2.977 154,20 60,S 37,0 53,8 CsBDs
60 60 1 3,0 1.212 ·3.796 2.974 154,46 60,0 24,0 26,8 Cs*
61 60 0 O,S 1.212 3.849 2.971 154,49 60,4 67,0 71,8 CdBDd l
62 60 0 1,0 1.212 3.849 2.972 154,93 60,4 51,0 59,05 CdBDd **
63- 60 -1 0,5 11.212 3.796 2.973 154,62 60,0 59,0 72,8 CaBDd
64 60 -1 0,8 1.212 3.796 2.975,5 154,67 60,0 46,0 71,23 CaBs
65 1 0,5 1.616 3.835 3.005 156,70 79,9 45,0 67,05 CsBs
66 1 1,0 1.616 3.835 3.002 156,06 80,0 44,0 53,8 CsBs
67 1 3,0 1.616 3.796 3.001 155,72 79,8 22,0 28,8 CsBs
68 0 0,5 1.616 3.835 2.999 156,09 79,9 58.0 75,5 CdBd
0 1,0 1.616 3.855 3.008 156,67 79,9 46,0 58,8 CdBd
-1 0,5 1.616 3.855 3.004 156,01 80,0 46,0 75,8 CaBs
-1 1,0 : 1.616 3.835 3.041,5 160,16 79,3 49,0 62,3 CaBs
1 0,5 2.020 3.859 2.973 154,3 101,0 54,0 59,8 CsBDs
1 1,0 2.020 3.875 2.993 154,32 101,3 45,0 53,0 CsBDs
I
8
co
\...n
9 IO..:L
A reel II peIast. I pmax max.
cm4 I cm4 I tonnes tonnes
1 3,0 2.020 3.872 2.975 155,00 101,0 24,0 I 26,9 CsBs
0 0,5 2.020 3.859 2.971 154,00 101,1 56,0 64,55 CdBd
0 1,0 2.020 3.859 2.970 154,32 100,8 51,0 53,8 CdBDd
100 0 3,0 2.020 3.872 2.975,5 155,53 100,8 30,0 35,3 CaBd
100 -1 0,5 2.020 3.828 2.960 153,29 100,9 55,0 65,3 Bs
100 -1 1,0 2.020 3.859 2.971 154,15 100,8 43,0 59,8 Ca*
130 1 0,5 2.626 3.883 3.002 156,04 131,0 37,0 45,55 ~ 1**130 1 1,0 2.626 3.883 3.008 156,72 130,9 35,0 43,6130 1 3,0 2.626 3.869 3.001 156,68 130,7 20,0 25,55
83 130 0 0,5 - - - - - - - Annule (bridage de Ia
84 130 0 1,0 2.626 3.869 2.999 156,37 130,6 33,0 44,0 A
rieure).
85 130 0 3,0 2.626 3.869 . 2.999 155,92 130,8 27,0 --30,05 CdBDd
86 130 -1 0,5 2.626 3.884 2.992 155,94 131,1 44,3 44,3 A
87 130 -1 1,0 2.626 3.893 2.971 155,72 131,4 38,0 48,5 A **
88 175 1 0,5 3.535 3.850 3.040 159,80 173,5 27,05 27,05 A
89 ·175 1 1,0 3.535 3.850 2.990 156,72 174,0 25,8 25,8 A
90 175 1 3,0 3.555 3.886 3.008 156,72 176,0 19,8 20,3 ABDs
91 175 0 0,5 3.535 3.850 2.995 155,76 176,0 25,65 25,65 A
92 175 0 1,0 3.535 3.839 2.992 154,91 176,0 25,3 25,3 A
93 175 0 3,0 3.535 3.886 2.996 155,69 176,7 26,65 26,65 A
94 175 -1 0,5 - - - - - - - Annule (bridage anormal des ro- I IA tu1es). (X)
95 175 -1 1,0 3.535 3.861 2.992 154,73 176,5 25,45 25,45
0'
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corlst1.Q llC tiarl of 9
ven all necessary information for
3~302), walch correspond to new possible combinations at
e Z/el arId rn.
sarne ClII"ves Wil0
flange shapes DIE 10 and DIE 200 The curves serlt a d~Ls-
(~Orlt ty 'bet\tJeerl A It)O Etrlcl to
cr'oss sect
As it s seen from diag"rams,
is
fo:cce
f~ases
it is WOl."'tL-lv'iL1L1.e t:o fe'.C8tltiate se loadiIlg
cases of columns~ This is isely Wi'18"t is
dC>fle :Lr! fo'r"Ulllla ttli3 follo~~irlg
i~t·'ver."age t
DIE 20
tTi-\BLE 10
al stresses for sections DIEIO and
terms of),eZ!e1,and m.
;~ e2!el = + 1 e2!¢i##ii() -l e2!el = -10,5 3 0,5 3 I 0,5 I 3: ""-
40 16,20 12,20 6,52 17,20 14,30 19.10 i 16,1060 15,30 11,10 5,92 16,90 13,40 7,30 18,20 14,80
80 12,70 10,60 16,40 12,70 7,02 15,90 14,10
100 11,20 9,69 5,19 ::.. 14,90 12,00 6,78 14,10 13,40 7,68
9,15 5,40 11,90 11,60 7,08 f4;60 11)I.1.Q 7,88
5,77 4,20 5,49 7,14 5,03 4,61 6,53 6,42
m - 6
TABLE 11
A,:'verage crit:Lcal str'esses fo:[' sectioflS ~E)l\j 22 S
of A ,eZI e
1
and ill.
..89
teJ':TOS
- ~ .._ .....~-_ ..~._ ........_'
~ e2!el = + 1 e2!el = 0 e2!el =-10,5 I 1 I 3 0,5 I 1 I 3 O.,S I 1 I 3
40 18,70 14,70 7,62 21,40 18,10 - 21,60 25,10 -
60 17,40 14,00 7,06 18,70 15,30 - 19,20 18,80 -
80 17,50 14,00 7,59 19,70 15,30 - 19,80 16,20 - .......
100 15,70 13,70 6,95 16,70 13,90 9,12 17,10 15,50 -
130 11,70 11,20 6,60 - 11,40 7,77 11,40 12,50 -
175 7,04 6,71 5,22 6,67 6,60 6,~·~.··· -
I
6,60
-
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DIVISION I
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS ON THE BUCKLING OF ECCENTRICALLY
LOl~~DED ICOLYJ1'111S PJ~~D COMPAI~ISO~l \!,JITI-I trEST IZESULTS.
Gerleral
ve at two distinct types of conclusions based on
test: res·u.l ts :
a) A S~lnllJle design 11l(3tl10d for (~Oll1rnrlS llI1Cle"r o'bliq,'ue
COtl1rrression (I
b) A theory, as complete as s Ie, of tIle o'b-
served instability phenomena, leading to a thorough
'-:t"L,J:.~_·'<:-standing of tl1ese 1)11e'nOmell.a aricl erlalJli.ll.g llS to verify
validity of the simple design method outside
limited region covered by the tests o
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D I V I S ION I
CI1PtJ?TER IV
ESTABLISrMENT OF A PRliCTICAL INTE&\CTION FOl{MUI~.
problem of columns loaded with an oblique com-
ssion force is one of a considerable technical impor-
number of researc tla"Ve
to establisl1 a tical design rnethod o However,
all se methods were developed on the simplest case
of a column loaded wi 8..11 eccentrici-ty
lern of a:n eccet1.trically loadi~d (~Oll1nlIl
8 plane is discussed a. 'very liroiteti 11'~,llTJ1~e}: of
Finally, the problem of
a column loaded wi 1 ~~ " "~<IIan O)L~que compresslve Iorce lS
discl1ssecl in only tvJO o:e t11ree f~8'''1)ers 0 PJ,s lenoy-To, S
(~,::lse ~is trle ill0st freq·u,eIlt 011e ~ ili COlllill'ns of any :Era.foe-
vJorl<, as 'VJell. as latt e bearDs, ~tJl1erl res't:cairlirlg
C01.1sj~deratiorl0
T'l:le sed t al solutions are based on:
a.. ) l~Xl elas'c clualysis 8
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Bo of them will be examined successively:
A l?IJRE:LY
The s st and most satisfactory solutions
fundamental assumption tl~le strengtl1 of a colllnrn is
e2clJ.aTusted vitleI1 tIle illa:g:.:LrnLlITI cC)111·bil1.ecl beIld~.Lng a..rid 110rrnal
elast ~Limit of
Fo:c ecc ally loaded columns s metl10d leads
to well l(rlO~Vl1. secaIlt fo·t~rOtl1a:
arJove :fornTltla,
if the following values are known:
(:1:"'088 sectio11
Elastic -I d<ll~,.. oa ::tng
compreS8~ve force,
loEld
limit of the material, .
k1::C e 8" 0 :f
e - Eccentricity of
Ra - Apparent elast{=~
.Q
1 of -t}te COll1ITlfl ~
I gyratic)n
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the plane of buckl
core radius in the plane of buckling.
If the eccentricity e is zero, the formula (40101)
ves the maximum load as:
p
corresponding to a complete plastification of the column,
without taking into consideration the
bllclcl:Lrl,g Ii
of IJlq enlat"llre
To rernedy s situation, many authors have pro~
posed applying an additional ~ccentricity to the load
eccent:e:lcity e e s additional eccentr ity was assumed
,;c
to be a constant, a function of the OX" eve11 ct
I)8,·st
tvOJ:l( dorle :Lrl
:i11. Ref,. it,
s a~cea.. l-las been re'v:le~led 'b~y TI~10S}IEr.~I(O
34-328 It will be useful, however, to
cO'n'" tq~Lde'1''''' ~Otl!ne o=t 'l:·:;~I~o·F. D· 11-1 YOUTl,TG' (d gra'i'11'lO (TJaf- [) ar)d /:::.)
;,J .--.. .L..... .-. --~..b> . (I I) 1."I Q . j:'.J' i.5 f\.. C "" 0 =' J. ,. 'U
selrtecl ill. L:. 0 3 Q AmoI1g :t"'eceIlt IJrogress
fvJ8 StlOllld 110te ttle vJo:t~13~ of DUT:tlE~IL (I~ef. '7,8, 9) \,;7110
lattice beams, and members buckl by fle:K'lLre gri,d sy~s·tems e
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The book by STEPHENSON-CLONINGER (Ref 0 11) also
contains a great number' of to :fac:Llj_tate -tic8,,1
assumptionS should be made in order to
tie.. l
by this method: The
member con sts only of an
Tile bas
Ii
CalCl1.1a..t:LorlS s
analyze fle}lliral~torsional buckl
tial tor~s
It ~Ls e icll1~y irlcltld~ed
DUTHEIL's theory of -'toI·si.orla~l.
F:Lrlcllly, should be mentioned that 8..'bo'le
sol'utio11S 'b.a"ve "beel1 'eake'n a.s refe):el1.Ce fol."" some of :lal
Sl)l:;(~:LficatiorlS:
-French Code for wvrks related with the Ministry
of Reconstruction and City Development and for
private constructions.
-Swedi Code ect (Ref. 10).
-The American A.R.E.A. Specifications, etc.
The following two po i11to tl1e
s type: (Ref 0 9 and the
S C8,Xl be
('"
S OIdisCllSSl0rl alJOllt
corresponding discussion)
-9.5
1) thoery leads to relat~vely campI
fO]:::T01Jtlas 0 Its- JL 8.. t fleC(;.ssi =>
ta.tes lJ.se of
2) rloes rlot tic
:reser've of s 1.8 serlt :1.11
co l:er ttle rn8..]cimurn elast st:l:esses
This reserve is rela to
shape of the cross sect and
ly,
a) F.i.S load eccentricity
small in the case of
b) As cross sections wi increasing plastic
capacity are cons
boxed section to sections of higher plast
+-c:J1L
I'll
c) lllater s with a large yield
steel £01." e2~GtrDp ), alld roaterials vJitl10l1't ct
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plateau but with an extended t dornaiIl (as
cl1l1Hl:L1TllfO alloys llsed lane industry) are
reserve resistances How-
limit of the ~aterial artificially,creEtSl8 tIle elast
ever the correction sed
ierltly a(~Cllrcrte &
is :tllote:restitl.g 10.0 flote l1ere \7allles of
reserve s which have been determined
10 Ttle JOI~It~STO~1-=CI-IENEY tests (Ref 0 14·) all ecceIl-
ted Stai:es conrpaY':LS011 of clbove tlleory G
mental values of the maximum crit al loads is 0% for
that the deviation between the theoretical and
a A
20 The CLARK tests 22) showed that values
to 15% lower than the
of theoretical critical loads obtained by
forrrrola were from 22%
seCct11t
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30 The elastically restrained columns tested by
considerable deviation even in case ~~re, as
values of the load eccentricity ~ 2)0 There was a
"\TallIeS is 8,.S
~
rna:1{
as 100% for large
ones obtained by
rl"le d~i:ffere11.Ce
ultimate loads than
posed by DUTHEIL, elastic limit had been raised 15%
to take into account the beginning of the plastic stage.
load on a column can always be re~
placed by an axial force P and a bending moment M.
For each value of P there is a certain value of M
401.2G A series of similar points are obtained by
tIle cornt~ir1.ecit'tirlicl1 Ca'llses tIle C01Ufl111 to collar;1se
to a well-determined point C
effect of P and of M. These two values (P,M) correspond
varying the value of P. The geometrical locus of these
points is a curve ~hich cuts the two coordinate axes at
tively~ One can say curve A C B is an
interaction curve between the effects of M and Po
pR
r
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~1I ----~--------lc B M
1 : _M-----!...M.:..k!.....-O'_I
In fact, tile interaction formula is considered to
not have any theoretical significance 0 On the other
hand all the theory
carl <be llnder fo'rrn of all. 'tion fornlll1.a"
Nevertheless, this mean representation would assist
ctl00sh:lg t11e roost x"'atl011.a:l solu.tioIl.
Tlll1S, i·t is flecessary tllat t'tle above clescribed
interaction curve serIte correctly buckling phenomenon
for tl1e e~~tra va..lues vJ1:1e:ce M o:c P are zel~O. Tl1e:refol""e,
it is necessary to adont. as value of n the axial critical5: J_ a
buckling load and as M. the critical bending moment of
o
ttle bar.
,In order to have a diagram with determined ends
A and B, the variables ~\1ere l1on-dimensionalized to ..J:.L....
~10
arld~ The new non-dimensional interaction curve
118,.8 tllrollg11
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ts L~~ arld B
w]~l.:Letl are located at d.ista11ce of 'ultity f 1.1 OHl tIle origirlo
Its general equation is:
r
1
1 M/Mo'-----~o B
I-~~·I
It is vJell a.g'reed tl1at for oblicluely loadecl colllnlns
it i~ impossible to draw a single interaction curve
representing all the buckling phenomena involved 0 A
group of such curves should be drawn, with respect to
the slenderness ratio ~ , the eccentricity ratio a
etc o
interaction curves represents the exact phenomenon for
call 'be said at
It should be mentioned
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that this was not the case
the elastic theories
A detailed study of
a COlllfOfl oblique compression is undertaken
4.2 and 4~4 below. Let us no~ roost of
tlle ,of :Lal cod.es clliCl ations have adopted for
design of columns and bell.d--
a formula of the type:
(P' M')f pIa' MIa = O. ,
tlme·r~Lc8..rl atiorJ.s/ 'a""e based on
1:iJ.1.ea.. r f orroula
P' M'
P' + M' =1,
'0 0
represent~ the simplest curve, the s li11e dravvrl
It is obvious that formulas adopted by the
P' M'v~+ :=:R
Q. fl I (1-0,0005';)
. 'ly
primes that the values of P and M are not
all col]~aF~se loacts 'bllt o'a ",\lo:rlcillg 1()8.. ds ~vl11cll are
equal to the lure loads vided by the factor of .
safety 0
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tl1e 01188 gi.\Jerl
.op' M'v 'n + 0,9 -1- =:; R,
8..re s:Lmila..:r to
:1: 0 rrrrll1a 9
B)7 lettillg M'
American AISC interaction
pI ::=: P'o == R Oft RQp' =:p'o =:-
(I)
re t:
v;J8
Dividing the equations (4.1.4) and (4el.5) by R
and substituting the values of ~I and M' given above,
( L "1 '7)1· 4 "b, 0
ti"vely.
M' = M',o = RI ( 1 - 0,0005 -!-)..
'v ty ,
~ __J
M'= M' RI~:
o V 0,9
buckling load ob-
brief discussion of the
the safety factors to
i£ications, we come back to
lJy ecruat
T118 l):ro'blel1]s :Lrl ion are the fol1owinQ~
-- - -- 0°
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load Po' and the maximum
r110fner1t 1\10 1
2 0 Is f01.LITL!la L:~.l 0 3 £ sellta.. tive of
t·b.eo~">y test: x'e ts? 8110\11(1 its :Eorrn 'be ~llnF~roved(?
value of the moment M, in
fornlllla l}, 0 1 . 3 column is under obl
and initial moment values linearly proportional to the
lied end moments M1 = Pel and
1 tl1ese stions vJ:Lll 'be (lisctlSSed 118}{.'L
tvvo
The Best Interaction Formula
Ao VALUES OF P and Mo
The answer to the first of the above listed questions,
that is the choice of
IIi t-he c~ase o:E tJ:le rna}c:Lnll1nl carried a};:ial load f~o,
the solution that anyone would immediately thir~c is
load~ given IJy:Erlgessex'
t:Lc'11.1ar case clclss al
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the Engesser~~~~~~~~.~ey tly s
lOcld:lll.g
S 'iJsed stry have many imperfections
and are loaded obliquely.
It is suffic ef:fec t ()f -tllese
imIJer t:L011S i11 factor of safety. Hence, the rnaxi~
(num cl. (1mi s s:L H w:Lll be
P ' _ 7t'2 Et Io - ___________
S /2 (LJ. II 2 0 let)
wl'lere s is defiIled as a f"!11'1C tiorl of ':x. It Tlie Belgia'n
Cocle (NQB.~15) (l{e£. 5) mal(es 'u.se of tl1e saine corlceflt:
slenderness ratio
changes from 20 to 1750
The German Building Code (DIN 4114, Ref. 16) re-
s case are based on an ideally straight
eccentrically loaded column and assuming ideal material
""~~~~'~"~"~""~ieso The admissible load :Ls a C011.starlt
fractiol1 11071
of tl1e nla}(imLlnl loacl l? ca..:rrj_ed~ by tIle
a
colllrnll e lIowever , s load C8,.U 'be
of t11e eqllatio11 (4·o2.1a), IJy il1.trodtlcirtg a nevv ty
facto~r"
SSi011 £01:" lvI!~o '
is, rnct}~:lrllu.rn III orllen t
If there was not any :Eorrn·!Ll1a
to ~be
M _ R e ~0-
V
M
o
== IZ Re I
v
where K is a factor
aCCOtlflt t1).8 tial f) at:ion of sec t:Lo·n I) As
8.Il le, K. v8..1l1e a11 I
d.imeIlsiotlS i.s IZ 1,170 Lately, this tOl~" is ta.1;;:en.
into consideration ma11Y :Lf:Lcati.ons 0
as the bending moment producing the buckling. A simple
If there is danger for buckl , M' should be taken
o
ssian for this moment will be given
B,o TIlE BEST FOlll1 TO BE (~IVEN Tel TI-JE INTEPJlCTION FOIDW-U
The choice of the form to be to ti011
formula, has been intensively discussed Uni States
-105
icularly the later yearse
In 1942, JOHNSTON and CHE~lliY, iJ~lted to fact,
" '1.rlCJ:ease
form does not directly
st~resses d'Lle 1:0 defol:Tnatiorl of
fact that columns
loacled eccen 1y
"by :1:1 -torsional buckling
loads correSl)OIldirlg to tl'te rTla2~:Lrrnlnl (rlomirlal) st:cess
elast 1=LU1:Lt 0
r~:ror~osi.t:L.OIl of SyS·t(3fllclt 'Llse o:f irlte'rac t:
cOlllmll.S was
blem of eccentrically loaded
st rl1ade by SFL.~~NJ=,~EY ill. 1950. l\t t1:1at
time he considered to construct S'8 c·urves w:L tIl
aiel of i:ests COlld:uc'tecl on
end cross sectionSe (Ref 0 18)
III 1951, l-IILL a"rld CLAI{IZ
results of buckling tests of I alllrn:Lrlt1.rn ctlloy
strong aJc:Ls Q
Tt1e test :re ts were found to be a~~co:rdarlce
o:E fJPO(:;}("u..:ral-to:csioI1al tllJ,cl(l () (See
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clev:Latioll ~fl7i
this theory was from ~200% to 04%. Test results
theory may be brought even closer by modifying
c t al loacl to talc,e account the effect
of the deformations theplane of web on the mornents Q
theory and test re
It should be noted t all the experimental
critical loads were tl1a11 arIes
clIlalysis of t:tle test
re ·ts ~L11 arlo,tlter." ( Re' f-\. _.... T11ey arJ:ived at
the conclusion that the test .~~¥~"_._.,'~s form into a group
Etl:'01Jlid ti011 tiOl1 :
P M
Po + .... :.: ...•.•.::.:(..•.....:...••..:.... p .. ) === 1M,:l--PE
cri,tical load~
sents tl.le foa:K:lmtlm lJel1ding nJom(ent
"btlclcl
rnernbe:L'
IllomeIlt
~EOJ: elast
of
WJtlel~"e
1951:r ZI(:;ICEL 8..11d DRU(-;V~It (I{ef 0 21),
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st
of v1COIUrnl1. ],,<;, 'L ·~9 ·,l····~.'ld· e1P>t-ool·.r 0""~ ,) Ll _,,~..... 0 ..
arlalysis at: fererlt ssible interaction formulas a
best available interaction formula 0
-~sseo~ opinion that fornmla (402.6) is the
In 1953, CU\,RI<. (Ref II 17) cOll.ducted t(:;sts ()11 eccell ....
boxed rectangular sections which cannot fail nei
trically loaded columns, but s tiule, 011. 1, ox'
by local buckling of the walls, nor by e:t"{tl1."a 1 ~ to:c s :LOI18.. 1
ipal objective of S l:e vlclS
to obtain experimental eraction formulas and compare
tllern wit]], proposed ones. The conclusions drawn
on s point were the following:
10 The secant formula gives critical loads ~lich
vary from 22% lower to 15% higher than the experimental
2. The linear interaction formula (4.1G3) gives
tical load 'valttes vi11ic11 vJere
the experimental values.
to 39%
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load -va..Illes wi 10% of the experiment 01188 {I
rrIlls f01:'nlu.la :Ls t2s"ta'blisl1ed for col"uro11s blJclx.lirlg
by bend:Lrlg a.rld tors:Lorlo I-IOvJe',ex.", it can also be :cecoronleIlclecl
"'Cles of a.. l1y 10a..(te(1 all1luilTUXD
alla:? c:olllrnrls Wl1:L,cll fa..il 'by lJlast i11 tIle l)larle
S8..me formll1a r08"y be llsecl i.11 tl'le case of Colllluns vJllere
bending is induced by initial imperfections or trans-
verse loads as long as the maximum bending moment occurs
111 19.53, after 1 research undertaken by the
prqposed to adopt formu~a (402.6) for the design
uminmD alloy colurnnsQ
0,8
9,6
P
fi •0)4
loaded steel orr'() ~c
1,0
CO g
0,8
A A8
0,6
p
~
0,4
1,00,8
M
0,60,2 0,4
0' L--_-+-__~--+------+-----X.
o
OL.---+-----+--+-----1--~
o 0,2 0,4 0)6 0,8 1,0
M
Q,2 +------+--'------+----+---~----I
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s110W degree of accordance between their tests and
s formula a In the conclusions' the au
rleed additional research and tests to determine
(ll'Q2.6) l111(leJ:~ tlle actiorl of tlle tluequal end rnOrnell.'I:s alld
the limits of appl ty of the interaction formula
"L~'-~ra'na\lP""'QG ~l oad c CO",,", Q"i d'e' ~r"'L~no,' ·'L-·!....,ile d"j -r-:,CO"r' e·t41~~- J,'~ 0'; n'!- co' 'r")d"~ .-
'..- 0 _.t..6)~ ~ lJ """ Ll~::.J~ .... _-~, b 1.1.. .L...L..L\..-o ..... L!.L .l... L ' .L...d..
tions at the column ends.
The effect of the joint conditions on the resistance
of eccent:cically lOclded col·unnl.s was tIle obj \t::;ct of tvJO
stlJ.dies rna..cte "by BIJ·I~."PhRD, FISI-IER, arld \,~JINTER (P\..ef 0 2b.~, 25) 0
TIle au.ttl01."S condllc tecl tests o'n I Sl18.[Jed steel colllmrls,
loaded eccentrically in the plane of the weak axiso
which were elastically restrained at bo erlds, a,l1.d
The above mentioned authors have indicated that the
column has a considerable amount of reserve strength,
after tile conclitio"n 6'maL~= [{e is r'eaclled~ 0 Tl1~:ls ,. :reseX'VI8
depends on the slendernes~ ratio, the load eccentricity,
8..11d ttle degree of :eestrairlt at t11e ellds \) Tl1e:cef,OT 18 , it
is impossible to establish a le constant factor
taking into account all those variable parameterso
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They have compared their test results with the
formula (4~2Q6) general ed as:
In s formula, Po, is the Engesser-Shanley load
calculated for a column with a buckling length dependent
on degree of the elast restraint 0 (Tables and
charts giving graphical solution to
1)ee11. lished by several authorso)
M
o
is the moment corresponding to a complete plasti-
fication of the cross sectiono It is determined by the
usual plastic analysis using the actual dimensions of
the cross section and the apparent elastic limit obtained
from the compression tests o p~ is the critical Euler
),.,J
/
load ~'l:Lth a column buc1:::.1ing length, 1". ' determined on
the assumption of elastic buckl
is tl:1e of the total moment which, at failure,
is taken by the column~ The rest 18 taken by the exist-
elastic restraint at each endo
-Ill
1,0
; 0 , 8
0,4
0,2
~'"
~.iii 0..
I~ •• I:)a
~ • •Ii)
~ Qt!J
I~ 0
~
~
~
~
0 0,2- 0.4 ~~6 0,8 1,0
F:Lg; [1" ,..) 311) Q
'""
0
It is seen that formula 402Q7 is quite safe, and
formula resulted
(:~an "be easil:y
of the test points. Unfor-
,
l,/.1
a more severe scatt
teJ:tll:lIled, determination of e2~tern2..1
moment absorbed by
of of t11is coluxnrl, wl'1:Lcl1 :L'n tll1."fl
can only be determined bymccessive approximations 4 This
is the reason ~lY the interaction formula (4.2.7) does
not cover but a small of exact theoretical
a11ctl)7si~s rnacle ~by BIJU.ARD, FISl-lEll a11d \i-1Il)~TER (I{ef Q 25) I)
Conse~~ntly, its use does not present any practical
actval1t:a..ge 0,
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tically restrainecl C01'L1Ul11S cOlJlcl -designed only by
use of tables and S, .ftud the explained theory
would serve as a means of calculating -tables ,.
Tl1ey also inted out that in an elastically re-
ion of the applied moment is
resisted by the joint, leaving only
to be resisted by the column it
remain.i11g
The latter decreases
~vi t11 il1creas load" ]_[1 trle e t domain as much as
IJlast one. Therefore it re ·ts tllat 8~ giverl
eccentricity is less detrimental in the case of an elas-
t ally restrained column than it would be
of sa1l1e cOltlrnl1. s:lmrJ1e Sl11]fJOrted 0 TIle offi~cial
spec~L£icatiol1S, are based on the concept of
Sinl1Jle S'UPI)orted, colllrnn~s, tel1d to be e::K'trernel)7 COll.Serva-.
tive ~vtlell apl]]_ied to cornp~ressio11 rnembers ill rigid fraroes I)
111 195L~, SI~lAl~L~EY (Ftef 0 26) llndertoolc trle 1)1A oblell1
of the design of co~pression members, and subjected thB
notion of interaction curves to a thorough analysis 0
Sl-IANLEY l1.oteCt the linear interaction formula
from classical combined bending and axial load
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form~la for short pieces:
P Mv
(Jmax. :::= .Q +-1-.
t ttle time wl:lere
failure condition is,
P Mv
-+ ~==Re,o I
arld 11o
we get the linear form:
P M
P + M == 1,
o 0
I-Ie o1)served~ t fOrIDll1cl d be ~Ll111)roved to
take into account fol1o~vi11g:
10 In axial compression, the column does not fail
by a complete plastification of the section, but by
buckling in the plastic range 0 Hence p must be takeno
as the critical En~esser-Shanley load.
plastic deformations of the member. It can be said
roomerlt, ~lfa"'r' i.rl tl:1e co 1'um11. , may be larger -t):lclil tl'1e11l l~
20 At the instant of
initially applied moment M
lure the ex~ting maximum
Pe d·u,e to elas'ti.c a11d
tll.at:
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where k is a coef ient of proportionalityo
111 case of elast "b 1"1" 1 'b 1 'L OCt'uc~L~ng, { cane ca_cu.atec
easilyo The secant formula, mentioned before can be
llsed:
P ( e 7tJP)a max. == - 1 + - sec - ~ ,
, .Q r 2 PH (l:. 0 1 Q 1)
where the initial bending stress,
iOIlal:lty.1V'by tl~len(~oe:Efic:lent of
k == 1_
1C JPcos- -2 PH
If the ratio p/p~ is
1d
iently smaller than unity,
the cosine term can be laced by the first two terms of
its se~ries:
'cos ~ ~ 1- ~2
. 2
ctnd t"tll1S
Note that this formula is not much different than
the one for a member with an initial sirnlsoidal curvature:
k=
P1--
PCI'
SiIlce trle
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ssion (402011) is much easier in
case vit1.er"e :Eai
will be used from now on, even
,occurs previous to plastic
defoI'luat :La]], G tion of k into the
plastic range is not correct at all, can be partially
plastified by cons followirlg:
I. In eccentric compression an appreciable part
of cross section remains elast
2. In the modern rolled shapes in I or WF sections
the plastic deformations of the flanges under compression
do no't lJ~a.ve any sigll.ific8..1ice 'becallse t'rley are lirnited
by local buckling.
Formula (49103) may be improved by substituting
the above mentioned factor to take the form:
action form proposed by HILL and CLARK (Ref. 20)0
S811.tat:Lotl o:E tlle £ormllla is a~lso 8", j'tlS
ccrtj~oll of its eSS8Ilt:L8..1 forrn 0
As the graphical method is concerned, two possible
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as 8.:bscissas , arid \j\fflS
(Ite£ . 23)
"
T11e f s
solutions are present o One would be to carry plPo as
done by HILL, }~RT~~NN
a representation to-
The grouping of the test points around the straight
line from (l~ to (001), is an indication of the validity
of tIlis fornTtl1a It
Equation (40206) can be written also in this
fashion (after St~NLEY):
PM
Po + ( . Po P) == 1.
M o 1---PE Po
I11trodtlci.l1g tlle Il0tations:
M
-::::=x,Mo
P Po
- == y, 1)Po PH == ,
tl1e eq,tlatio11 becorlJes
yX+~----"'o······=1
l-y
TJ:lis way of vcr:citirlg l1as tl1e ad·va.I1tage of Sllo~rVt>n.g
tile essell:tial r~6L:earilete:r is tlle rc:rtio .r:.'tlL
ctctllal bllCl(l
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loacL, to tl~!e g'uler load of tl1e
colllml1 for elastic bt:tcl(ling irl tIle loacti·ng.pla.l1.e II
(40204) represents a group of interaction
curves, all pass through same extreme points
1 0 0 and 001, and represent
seen in the figure, the curves approach
increasing values of
or:Lgirl foY'
o 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,1 o,e 0,9
Rb" M/Mo
~ = 1 corresponds to elastic axial buckling in the
load~'~ ~lC- ···,,,,1 a'~1-1e -L~-·[.·.'l.a·t :L. ~, to ::t C011 1lTlfl o:f a ~La:t"}~~:e Slel'lde):::'-i . ~ J.... L 6 l~j ....,. , 1 '~~._ "-" ....,~ _.L ~- - '-"
On the other hand, 1
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o corresponds to a column
whose Engesser-Shanley load is very small compared with
s er load, tllere~E()re tCJ a -'-very sl1.ort COlllITIl1. 0 It
completely independent of the slenderness ratio ) 0
ry constant does not necessarily impose that rr "" con-
stant, because of differences :Ln cross sections. 1
(F ~ L 2 -I'i l.g It +• ' .. L
1] a·r.~arne t e:t"
s fact:,
26) are clearly conclusive 0 The
. tes-'ced IDernbers v.7ere all alllloirlllfn alloys, e]ccel)t Oil,e
s of low alloy carbon steel. The tested secti9ns
incl'u.ded square alld :rec-t8..nglllar bOi{ sectiorlS, U, T, I
and full re6t~ngular sectionsQ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1 On the contrary, for es having exactly the same
cross section, as the PN 22's used in our tests, we
Po= 7t 2 Eely ,PE = 7t 2 E Ix
/2 /2
--
Be Iy .
.1')=--)E Ix ,
but Iy/lx is a constant, and E.yJE is a
b 1 -/ d ~'4 • " coHence 1 ecomes a ceternune IUnCC:LOn or: y
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1\ SlJXOn16lry of test results, and ill.teL~ac t 10r1
curves corresponding to the two extreme cases M ~ 0 and
1:1 ~"; 1 are
t 118 c'u:rve )7
t t
21 .-]{ \fJ1J.i.cl1 co:creSI)011ds to a C01111Jlete
1 rectangular section loaded
eccel1.tric~a.l1y'{)
loctdill.g of p 1C~ol'LlnlIl ct:re IlegLected 0
It is seen that the region bounded by ~ = 0 and
~ 1 includes most of the test points. A certain
11LlfnlJer' of 'POi11tS l:Le bounded by the dotted
Ij~ne of cornplete tification and the curve 1
The interval 0 < ~ L:... 1 is divided into 5
eq\lal l:egioll,S 0 F:Lve ct:Lagraros, t~orreSf)OI1.d:trlg to eacl~l
of these intervals were constructed for each 0.2 incre-
,,"'Ar-."'~···"'1fi1'''''''seIlt: tile test
points selected in five groups according to every
theory and experiment the test points tend to fall into
t agreernent ofis 110
bounded by the two extremes of 1 .
~ -1 f) rFor the derivation of tlon y = L~XL reIer to
by SI-li\I\fIl~EY, o:r to tIle Olie 'b)7 BP1.I{EP~ (R#e£ 0 27) f)
0,8 1,0
016l..------..f.A-~~~----7f~.L----t-~--,
Rd,
0
,
4 !--.-.t------J.---+.:l~~~~___:;;t'T_T_j
FOR
006 ~ Yf~ 0.f3
Fig. L.!.• 2 I) 7
1,0 0 0.2 0,4
Re 0,6 0,8 1,0
0,8
1,2
7l=q8
1,5
0,6
Ra.. 2,0 Re
0,4
3,0
0.2 5,0
0,0
00
RESTJ~LTS
Oe8<V\<1~0{J
Fig. Lt~ 0 2. a 6
Ro. ~~----I-,"M------,l<:---*----+-'.L-l-.....------\--~2,0Re
0
,
4 -I---J..-----..j~~/____..'~~_____+_____".¥'_____+_____l
3,0
0,2 -I---'_.j...-...-.jl---+----+--+-~.::....:o",po,.,......_/_______t_::;....._of'5,0
1---1------4---+---+--1"::::::..----+----+---e~--t'O'O
RESULTS
,O.L~o LY) ~()Q6
Fig /) L!.• 2 .8
0 , 8 1,2
1,5
0,6
Ra,
°,4
0,2
RESUI-tTS
0.2 LV] L. O.L~,
Fig 0 L~, 0 2 4 9
0 ,6 +----++-----+---I------~
R(l.
o,4r-----t--+----tt~~~~_L:~___J
P~l~SULTS
o L,...,~ 0.2
Fig. Li·.2.:l0
1, 2
1,5
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From the discussion of the literature on
ject, it :ls conc,l:ucled tl1at simlJle fornn.J.la:
sents
eccentrically loaded column o At sent, let us discuss
in f.ft]l:1at way sl-,lo"t1.1.d s formula be improved to ly
serlt Ollr tes·ts Vi loacl:LI1g. F~Lrst ,
let lIS roeIltio11 a "Jas sot corlsid~3:ced in
1. 932 tIl tile s by YOUNG (Refe 6)., 'A column
ma.y 1 in two entirely
arlt: of ma:K.:lrnttro rn Oillell t
(talcirlg ir!to aCCOllilt: tl1e cteforroatiolls of tIle col'urnl1)
is exerted on the ent
lJllcl(l ill.g i11
member. Fa.i
~pl.aIle of
rnay oc(~"ur' by
torsional buckling 0 This phenomenon is represented in
a formula of the type (40206). The max~rrum initial
column for bending depends on the over-all moment dia~
sel1.teclbe
grams e The expression for this equivalent moment will
rnornerlt ~1ecrll 0' d:L1.e to t11e' fact tllat t"he tenclat1.cy of
J.
b) III te of the elasto-plastic deformat
of member, the most dangerous section is still at
tile e'nds \ivl1eJ:-'e rnornell"t: f'el is
C8.. S(3 (~O ]~ll:m11 t:iOfi of a I)1.a.. st 11.i11ge
~tn 8 sect and eventually by local buckling of
compressed flangeD Hence, the failure condition
:L.S classical combined
I
loacl :Eo!.~nl111a:
p -. Mv ,--',
.Q +-r-=:::Re
TIle IJlast
:L11 s type of test, will taken care of by a con-
stant of proportionality to be introduced in the above
equatiouo The value of r/v above should be replaced
for sections tes ,and is approximately equal to
1
With this roadif ation, can be shown that the
above equation takes form of interaction formula:
111. tl1e case of DIJ~ 20, ~tJl1ere flal1.ges a're veT:y ,
it nearly impossible to reach a completely plasti~
fied~ sectiOl1., 'because :fa:Llll:re al~,vay's ()C(~llY'S l)y local
buckl of the compressed flanges Q To in&lce s con-
sideration into our formula, the value of K = 1 q 17 will
be replaced by K le08 as sed by DUTIlliIL or evey
by t111i t)7 4
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p. M - ;
pt+M' :=:'1
o. ' ",0
P'o=Re et M'o=kRe~·
v
As mentioned above, an expression for the equiva-
lent bending moment should be established. This is
8.. llll.iforroly' dis rnOmel1.t tl1e fll:ll. l1eigllt
of col·umI1, calJ.si.llg 1:1:1e saroe fa
'-,_-'''>..l,.~,,~,,',_ iroenta.. l Olie e
ssion will certainly depend on the mode
or Cl. l)llCl<,li1.g d'ue to e}{ces ·ve plasti(~ deforuJatio118
the place of the column. These two cases will be
investigated separately.
8 in·vestigated
t10MEr~T E}(]?RESSION FOil Pi COLUI11>1 UNDEl:t
Some years ago, one of the authors
ION:
tll.e elast: f lexu.ral => tox' 8i011.8.1 lJl1Cl<.1 ol:>l:LCftlely
l.oacied (~Olllnl11S lIS
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Accorclil1.g to tIle develolJed calClllatioll.s, t:lle eCflliVctle11t
moment expression was found to be:
( Lt ') ])'il 1iI .. J 0 .-
ca.. ses:
~Eor 1~2 ~ ~11
:Eor 1v12 0
:Eor MZ ,fu~.-"I M1
1'1 ~~ 0 $ 5Ll~8 111-ecru. "-
Mequ "" O.L~Ll·7 1'11
Although this formula is known to.be valid only
fOL~ t11e e:last rarlge, dLle tfJ tlle lacl;: of a "bette:c ofle, it
will be used in all cases o
function of the real eccentricities 6 1 and eZo In this
CCl.se
B. EOUIVALENT ECCENTRICITY EXPRESSION FOR A COL~~ UNDER
~_"""",J,',\' ,'., " '""""",,"", =-" , ==
()BI.1IQ1JE CO~![E~ SS IOt~ ,EUCI:CLI11G BY EXCESS IVE 'PLPi.STIC DE.-
FOilMATIONSIN THE LOADING PLANE~
a) YOUNG's theory 0
As will be seen from COrDI)l.e:Kj,:ty of
presented in the 5
to arrive at a simple expression for the e~livalent
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eccerltricj~ty ,
of -t11e sectiort.
into account the plastification
Nevertheless, an approximate solution for this eccen~
apparent elastic limit (Ref 0 6). For the sake of multi-
Wt'le11. combined bending and normal stresses reach the
8..11d
"~"~~'~""~'""') two possible cases:
( )
2 E I
P2 = arccos e [2
In case, moment occurs at
1 0 'if,111erl tIle (~ri.-tical ColllIrlrlload, ]?', is sfilaller
YOlJr~G
Ile11C'~ ,tl~le rnax:Lrnuxn
vJill lJe:
and normal stresses
at column end A becomes parallel to the line of
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action of the compressive force.
2. ~fuen P gets larger than Pz' the location of
maximum eccentricity moves from A to B and acts on the
full length of the member (Figa 4.301b). YOUNG showed
rna}CinJ\1Hl eccerltricity is eq\lal to:
- qemax. -e1 -
cos e
ve2-2ecos2~+ 1
q = 2 sin ~
T11tlS, tIle rnU}CirOllfo st:t."eS1s
-,
P ( e1 , q )1Gmax. = - 1 + - --
.Q r cos ~ I
q = costfor p'
,.
s]~nce :
On the other hand when the eccentricity is constant,
For P = Pz the expression for emax (4.3.9) reduces
8ecan~t fO!.'TfllJ,18,,:
P ( 81 1 ) ,Gmax. =:: " 1 + - --,L "~.!4 r cos'i' '
~ . I I
It is' understood that ""~"~'"LJ"--~, __,,,.• (l lJe givert tlle vElllle of
llnity, 0
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It can be easily verified that the expression for
q, (403010), satisfy both of the above conditions.
A~"2cot"ding to tIle fll11clarlle11tals of YOIJ1'lG, tl1e crj_·t:Lcal
loa.d, :Ls 8..ttcti,ned tA711.e11 (!i/ l<e>eacl1es
tnft:2{ It is well
defined by the two t :Lorls ( c.C J_,=,1.. co
:[:E Re
I:E pI Sl.. (1 + 81/r q/cos ) Ito (L:, •3 •13 )
q"""
b. Computation of the equivalent eccentricity:
The failure load for a column loaded with a constant
eccentricity eequ is ~verl by
~ (1 + eequ. ~1~) == R
e
1
.0 r cos y; (lI.• 3 .l~.)
Tl1.e neq"u:Lvalerrt eccent:t"icity'~) is defi'necl as tl1e eccerltri-
..
city callsing fail1..1re of tl1e fictitiOtlS columl1 at: tIl.e same
load as tl1e actllal failure load~ of tile real COltlmn" Trle:r"e-
fore, the values of p in the formulas (4.3.12), (403.13),
t11eses s'holJ.lcl be eCillal fi It is C011clllcled.. t11at t'rle red'~lcecl
the expressions in paran-same.( Lt 3 14) a~l'''''e "'---ll"eIe 4Il"'- ",J_ L,~
" n ==::: eequ.,
el
eauivalent eccentricit'JTJ.... ~
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will be defined by the following equations:
Pz by its expression from (4.306)
a more convenient
for p- ~ P2
(~ FI:' ;> "p.Ior £'2
The case P ~ Pz can
·.F..._-o"J~r'(';... n y C11b' C!"C' J'L·1-.11 t""L _ U ... D. t::;)t.. ~ i.:J ~,L~"..,.
n. cos t
V tJ~ - 2 {j cos 2 tV + 1"
n = q == 2 sintY '
tteIl
(L.!. 4 3 •1 f) )
(L~ •3 0 17)
into (L~e305):
~- EI
P (arc cos rx)2-27t 2 7t e 1~2 == 2" PH =:"2 i 7t2 E I =: i arc cose,
e2
or
"0 = cos 2 'f2
c~ Construction of the cliagram
J! t) :cnrtl18.. S
n
nOl1-
icabi]~ity
l:"clt
oft
t
6
Let us first examine the curve corresponding to
dirne11sj_oIla.. J~ ratio n ~tJitl1 resl)ect t:o 8 == ~.
e1
function. of e and +. Therefore, a diagram with 9 as
abscissas and f as ordinates may be drawn. This dia-
gra..mvvill cOll.sist of a I1V~rol)er of CllJ:"'·ves cOl.'"reSI)ondi'ng
to different values of +.
of formulas (4.3.16) and 403o17)~
(4.3.16) and (403.17) indicate
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S ,along the curve
n cos +
equation 4.3 0 18 is simplified as:
e== (2 cos2 ~ - 1) = 2 n2~ 1.,
se11tat t
(L~. 9 3 019)
(Li·o3.19) is
a IJa:ra"bola Wl~licl1 :Ls SflOv?rl as dotted.,
governing formula to left of this parabola is 403~16o
~
It is represented with a series of hor:i.zontal\lines numbered
il1. Vall-leS
To the right of the dotted parabola, formula(403~17)
governs 0 It is ind~icated l)y a series of C\lrVeS, Il'urn·be~r-eGl
in values of +, vihich meet horizontal lines of
same ~ value along dottecl F'la:eabola 0
tkle eqLl:l..valellt ec~centr:Lcity eql:tals tIle
Oe That is, for any value of the ratio
For all values of e 11~ (&) ~redllC(~S to11
*(J ,
n ""'~, 1 fo:r
end eccentricity elo s case corresponds to very
load.
OIL the ot:l~le:t" 11ctnd, fox" very long C[)1;U,Ill11.S load~ecl
-1:30
p
---
Mmo.x >Pe,
~
Mma.x =pe,
oj
---
---
-- -
---
..... ~""IIa--... .... -...
---
---
--e;
-L-~Rs~~~~~.~~-~.~.§-~.~-~B
ns:
€,-If=o 1,0 V0,9 ~",,/ ....~
yr",TCM ...,./)Vj",,";''-:'-0,8 ../" ........::/V~ifr..% . ,,/::--. A
O,~ ~.,;/'/' n'
,; ~~.b-
,;
0,6/ ;~/' /' ~,;L----r ..1'(13 ~,;J/ f~r;?cj1..........._._ // .(fr-'. '-.-.,L ,--
11Y~1212 /_l--ifV 0,4I'/
~ 0,3,I/ I/
/ V 0,2,,1,
V 0,1 8;;e1~
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with small eccentricities,
close to tl1e load~ 0 the value of f t:L&;m
cally "jDecoroes , 8"Ild ly eC!"L1a"ti.on
s x'elatio11 ~ls serltecl 1Jy a s
) 0
IZ , K ( a) '-V) elia--
can established completelyo
At serrt, it d ~be Ilotecl tllat s diagrarn
by trial and error, since the
ter
\.
7t Jp~ == 2 PH: of a determined curve depends
OIl itself is a function of
the equivalent eccentricity p
'-eqll (or Oli
tIle diagraxD) ~
Unfortunately though, the
(b)
ven from equationclS
lS riot s
p== OR~
1 ,-l eI '+q---,
r cos ~
stituting the failure 10
d.J-:agra"nl ~vittl IJa:cameter A "
relation between ~ and A
-1 "t·-"'l 'L·" - o' 't l-"le o::i e f 1.<t 1·1i '''1 o~
","_.1. . It ~="_. ~,"-i b tiOll. for
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7t2 P P [2
~2 :=: 4 P
n
== 4 E I'
vJe
~ = A2 Re 1
4 E 1 +~ vi 6 2 - 2 6 cos 2 tjJ + 1 .
r sin 2 tfi
(a)
(c)
slenderness ratio ) depends
not only on e, belt also \i'7ith respect to the parameters
T118 1c'elat: s are rl1l1c·,b, sinl'pl 01l. left 8
of (P < l' 2) • Instead the relati.on
By ac s
(d)
It is seell. 'j"'': :;~.~. "f=, 5._ 0 ~SS _.....:-~-.L l\. (loes flot aI1Y
oIlly o"n
case of n "": :I: (f).
izontal lines, as
(~OI1Stall t COJJ.St8,,11.t
do not coincide, it re ts frorn s d,:Ls(::llS
:Lon O)~
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lJOll11ded
dot o 1
fo1 corlC ca11 be cl:t"'a~i\T(l
Ilat~J.re of
t:Lon ss as a t O ·c
-L :rat:Lo e of
val'ues 11
et2;C i C'l C~a[lLJ) ,
1 arld 1 v·l- e11 ~._'-"3- Fo:,r
8:i{,trerne
values of ~
s is flot nrllc]:l frorn:
sented above, for
( L~ ? ') )y.J.J
case of flexural-
tOl." s iOIlctl It is
lirles e
rnerltio'ned -t'll.at c8..1cu"latiorl of eCflli·valent eccet1tr:lc S
As a conclusion to this , i.t SI10111cl
all cases by formula 4.3.3, will re 'J: in no
erro~cs 0
The executed tests clearly t all I
C01"tl11111 lJ.ndex' ,ol)liq-u.e load.irlg lllEty serlt CHle o:E
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.J-~ree -fa l··lor··'1~"L~lcj't,._ =-' -=- .' vv~,lb s of fa.. i
plastic deformation at one endo
2) By of we'b G
ox· 3) By lateral :E
The f st case 18 not a buckl
-beTIding force foY~rnttla.. :
P Mmax. R
crmax. = (}. + ~-I- = e
K-
v
(a)
wl1ex'e I( is a fa,.ctor of t of sectioIl,
402, and later reduced to take to aCCOlJ.11t
local buckling of So The formula (a) can be
into an int~raction form:
: P M \
-+-=1
Po Mo
FORIY[(JlnJA A:
The interaction formula to be chosen for the above
buckling cases 2 and 3, wi be:
loadirlg
I~r-f -tl1e
.c",
\Tell 'by
rang,e irl
leal bending moment for
e18,.st
tical Engesser-Shanley load,
loacl J:orb~tlcl-cl
place, Mequ • tIle equivalent moment as
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member subjected to
rr118 Dl1.ly lem to be solved is to arl
siorl 88ior1 elELst
:Ls:
,section, B=EIy
is s fle:K.ural X"igidflity, and a 2 is de:Ein.ecl 'by
Dh2
a2 -
--2C
distallc:e twee11 cerlter lir18s
S, a11cl BD~ L is
indivi&lal flange i.t:s plarle.
We have succeeded ge11e:raliz
£tJr tIle CCl.se vi11ere elast limit isexceeded o
(paragraph 6.4). However, formula is too complicated
to have practical lications. Thus, it necessary
to ,approach the problem with approximate methods Q On
tical bending stress depends i:ica1.1y
17) l1as SllOWIl
s the length of the1
dimensions of the cross section
1 'b.
'b e '
0:[
ttlEtt tIle
tll.e sarfle 1
OIl tb~e ~p'aI"ame·ter
member, and h, b, e
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bending stresses, based on DE
ion, will be equal to :Eollowirlg ej{-=
kg/mm2
s s:
25-9.3.10-6 (~~y kgJrnm2
lh
pour be < 1000
O'er == 15700
lh
~
h
pour - > 1000be
t tica.. l Hl()mel1t is:
The above formula can be written as a convenience
:Eor :Lrocrte lica.. t tIle ,fo"rrn:
I I
M o == Re - x -R == (j., Re -
v e V ( it 4 :1~):)Ii. ..,
wltere (j.. is (~oe:E t:
O'er(j.,==-==
Re
. (lh)21 - 3,72.10-7 Z;
528
h
be
"lJ!. < 1000
:be
. lh :> 1000
. be '
two chosen as the c tical load. It
formulas A and B, and the lower of
s rnetl10d by it--
t the failure load
is understood that
of the columns be calculated by both
is
self gives an indication as to the mode of failure
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ea..ell cOltlrnn G
On ot11er 11,arlC1, similarity between fnocte
ted by formulas A or B, and one
ac ly occllred tests is a way of judging
the accuracy and value of proposed formulas A and Bo
son vvit11 suIts and Conclusions.
8,.re
official specifications, it is advantageous
to "F~e:cforrn OlJI.'" 't:LOI1S l18 the officially speci-
elastic linl1..t roernlJe:rs ected to ing,
19i,tl111 :Ls lle'= lt~ o~ / [TIIY1 2Jf.\.b" Ul 9
E stic limit values (or first yield) obtained
J:j:O,lTl stll"b coltlDl'n tests are:
DIE 10
DIE 20
fiN 22 S
R t 27 kg/mm2 (F'Lo~ 2 3 q6)te:.='1 .e "'-i.:,:)l!I
R
, 23 kg/mm 2 (Fig 2 o l~ 0)""':-..,... ..-. • o (;;e
F\. I 27 'l p o'/mm2 (F1 °- 2 05 .7)'i-=,~.. ..r L"b ~'-b IIIe
l\J'ote se values include effe(~t oE t118
tion "~.~~~'C;'~~~~I·'-ies and the residual stresseS a
cte'riVE1't:LoIl of above values from of
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elll. (1 1\1 s
o
ill Vall.leS o:E
For
se Valtles are
s reason, in addition to
lill.e t :lOll:
pM· i,
'Po + M
o
==1,
t 1 s;
P M 23 P M 27
'- + - =: - et - + M =: 25 · ,Po Mo 25 Po 0
d interaction dia-D]erltllave "beerl
tion of the chosen interaction carl be acllievecl
ted test t:s for case ~!.]i
s
To avoid any campI ations, tailed information
c1 011 ot"'de:t" t:o llave
reader differentiate for each case. Each point corres-
sectio~n p~~ 22 designated by a symbol
indicating the entire corresponding test, with reference
to table below:
oF"""':':=h~ ~;r m 0 0 5
..:...:::.=.;.. (J In iILr:.:......: • 1
3
1.
l\lul1,ber->
005
3
Ma2{irnUUl ecc
city in core radii
Il1cl:icated~ aside
sym"bol de:E:L1:1i.l1.g
sleIlcler11ess a
ro
inside symbol
sle'ncler11ess
Sigrl
Ratio of end eccentri~
C -l -L"'" ~ t.~ Ie=,~,,~ - -2 1
f
62/ 8 1
82/8 1 ,= ~1
..i-,
4·0
60
S()
10()
]~ 3()
175
Slell.clerness
Jcatio
For sections DIE 20 and DIE 10 the
-1)9
synl'bols
'"
:;11:""8 lJro'vided. ~Jittl cl l:Lt·tle \,v11ite or 'blacl\.
Throughout the treatise following abbreviation
will t)e
IOr~ A: Tl:18 ssion given by formula (40401)
and governing the tl:t>e 'by excessi.'ve IJlas~tidde fo:crna·tiOIl
at one end of the column.
E2CPRESSI011 B: T11e ssion given by formula (4~4.2)
and governing the f lure by one or
rnode 0
( L1. 5·· ~I)I o· 0 J~
~,vl1icll is l1.otl1ilJ.g lJll't tel:"fO
The test results us expressions A or B have
already been discussedo As mentioned at the end of
trle two a11cl ftt tlle same tirne ttle roost relJreSel1.tative
4.4, for each. test the most severe formula of
lug mode may be determined 0 Values of the
ratios F!Fo and MIMo corresponding to each
are seated in a cartesian coordinate diagram. s
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expression A, and present test results DIE 20(and PN 22
sections respectively.
The DIE 10 columns did not furnish any points in
tllese dia..grauls. ssion B is the determining case
for these sections.
8iof1 E, ts are plotted for cross
sections DIE 10 and DIE 20. Fig. 405.4 is relative to
s . Ir1 orcleJ: t'o
better picture of the scattering of the test points the
coordinates of each point Ln Fig. 4.5.5 have been multi~
R is the corresponding elastic limite
value for every column. l
that formula A gives safe results for 23 out of 28 tests,
and that the scatt ts is satisfactory.
Figures 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 shows that the scattering of
test s for the columns llIlcler c~a..se B is
1 It-is ;s;irnated th;t-the-reducti-;;-n-in bu,ckl - -r;8:1.s-=-
ta11ce (l~Je to El. "iJery l.ovJ "val"u.e ()f Re srlolJ,ld "be CO\le:cecl
by the safety factoro
-141
,\.~i;{
:~;;; ...
LEGENOE: DIE'20:~ <40 Iii~
~o _
., , ~ 1 .. 100, ,"8
... ~, I., ...7 ~';j0,5 ' at,e!. , ~...""
,5
',,~~tI ~~. ~~6: ~~~.~~~.~~
'II. I ..
", t.K,2 , ~,, ...
,t ...•.... , ~" M/Mo_,o
o
o
o 0,1 0,2 0.3 <),4 1.0
~E
,
~r--., LEC3E:-ND~ : PN -225:0 ••,{,( "40... a - 60, 0 .. 80
-1\ A _ 100, t>"- 130, , eo.~ V- 175,
I~'~O.5~ "" et
1\ f,," +'
"- II~ .. t"',
'"
t< "'" ..
.... 1\"', ..",,,;> 3
~~1:'~'=. <~~.
~">J ... ,~ ,"
.1\ M/Mo
0.9
0,6
0,5
0,3
0,1 0,1 0,3 0," 0,5 0,6 0.'1 0.& f,O
"
"
more severe than (~~ase of bllclcl
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accord:L11g ·to
is much more campI ated than the simple plastic bend-
A. Formula B provides safety to 51
a total of 62 tests.
Therefore, formulas A and B together give a safety
of 74 out of 90 cases.
i011 of tile cctuses l)'.LodJJ.cing; tl1e
scattering of the points
that the most important factor is the coefficient of
P:cOf)ort:Lonal:L ty'
bel~ding rnornerl t 0
ting the effective
In this respect it should be noted that the failure
load is always less than the Engesser~Shanley load for
flexural buckling:
Since' PQ is the
..L;J
it reslll. ts -tllat:
buckling load, it is given by:
Pruine Et Iyp;- <IEI:-
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above inequality, it is seen that
tl1e 'Cleglect of t11e coe~Ef'""""'lb-"-,"",_.a..." of proportionality will
result in a decrease of
n·ve:('y serlsat:i~\leiV ir1 tile case of DIJ~ 10 sectiorlS G (Dlle
to large slenderness ratios and high values of Iy/lxo)
less tl1all~ 10)
"iTa· l·il1PO )v _~~'=""a"
fo1." the PN 22 S (Due to small Iy/IX
straight line in the diagram 40563, are those corresponding
to DIE 10 sections.
Figures 4.5.6 and 4.5.7 show the results of these
calculations for sections DIE 10, DIE 20, and PN 22 S
r~es·pectivelyo Tl1erefox'e, Fig'ures LI,~503 arld~ LI·.5.4~ vvill
'It is important~ note that Figures 4.5.3 and 405~4
could not be improved by simply neglecting the factor
b~cause expression C ~eing less severe than B,
is no longer the determ factor for all cases e
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be replaced by 4.506 and 405.7. Figures 4.5.1 and 40502
should be improved by the addition of two or three
liegl ble quantities to left.
1,2 0,5
LEGENDE: DI E-2o:~. 40
i --~- 601,1
't- lIo
, c- 100,
"
, DIE-1o: ~- 1301p 7 w f15,
,
~s
, t
"
,
0,9- ,
"
"
,
0,0
"-
1),5 "
,
"~
A
0,5
o,~
0,$
~
~1
ql
"-
0,1
"-,
"-
"-
, ,
"-,
"-
"-
0,1
,
,
"-
M/Mo
0,1 0,1 0,;' q.ol O,!! 0,6 0,' 0,8 0,9 ',0
0,1 0,2. 0,3 0,4 0,5 0.6 0,'- 0,8 0,9 1.0 1,1 1,1
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~{', LEGENDE : PN ..22S:o ·;(1·"0 ,"
--0- 601 .. I) • 86_
N 'tl,) ~ V3 Ii. 100['" Vi r1 p. \30"0, v· t1S:~':;i;. ••'Iiioh It:..
:,':-, ~ \\i,~
AM~ , '30,1 ~i'~~ , A... !;:'::.":,·.·i·'.,'·,.",,b,30,6 ~ 3 9 II" .... 1iI00.5 I~ ~.":6.OA 1',.3, ',19......
I'
~l""
~~." i~ •
0, I~, q
,,', ',"':":' ,,', I~ , ,
0.1 I~ ,~
The neglect of the coefficient of proportionality
a) an appreciable simplification regarding
forLTJ'u.la B.
b) a slight reduct in safety regarding formula
B, SirlCt3 fornrtlla C gi-vss saJ:et)7 in. Ll·5 out of 62
cases (instead of 50 cases for formula B).
c) an appreciable economy in steel in the case of
w=Ld~e-flange s11al~es, du.e to ttle red-u.cecl devia.tion
of the test points from
1 (1 . ()), (0 . 1.) •
theoretical straight
Tl~~e a.. dvaIlta..ge of tIle netv interactio11 forrnu.1.as a..nd
their contribution to the present Belgian specifications
is appreciated, by drawing similar diagrams for Figures
4.5.1 thraugh 4.596 using the IBN formula:
pI M'v
0+ =R:
Ii ,I (1-0,0005!) .
, ly ,
Since .sl.fl. is defined a Q ~.
may be written as:
P' M'
OR + I =1
fl R- (1- 0,0005~) ,
v ty
c .. 1 (LJ r: 2)Iorrnu"~,",,a..-~," J 0 .
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Let us note that eq. (4.5.3) furnishes not a fail-
service load by Re/R is not sufficient for changing the
working load to failure load. In view of the possibility
of buckling IBN has adopted a safety factor variable
wi slenderness ratio. The effect of this variable
factor will be well understood if formula 40503 is trans-
formed for failure load. This may be done by replacing
j.JJ~ (L+ q 5 1& 3) R by P~e, and tIle admj~ssi'ble b'llCltlil1.g st:ress,
R:~
R ft. 1))7 tJ:le ti.ca.l. stl:ess, tl1US eliulirtat tIle effect
of the variation factor of safety. Hence the
relation (4.5.3) i~ transformed as:
~p~+ M 1) =1
Rcr D. Re! (1 - 0,0005 '7'v, ly
VJflic11 C8.11 be ~fJritterl a,s:
P M
-+-=1,
Po Mo
I ( I)':Po === R cr (2 et M o = R.e - 1 - 0,0005-;-
v Zy ( If 5·· [) \)~"~;' (II ._~. 0 I(
M/Mo diagram for cross sections DIE 10, DIE 20 and PN 22 S
santed on a p/Po,
25 kg/mm 2 is used.
tively. Everywhere,
lIlts a:ee
~tic liroit is
in Figures 4 0 507 and 4~ .8 re
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PN -22S:0 _,{y -40
D - 60
<> ~ 80
!J. _ 100
1>_ 150
V. 175
DIf: -20: t.- 40
--ct. 60
?~ eo
1- too
DIE-1o: I>...-
y.
I,Oir-----+-----I-
0.2
O,1t---+--+----+-.......o...-+---+---+---+--44~
t.2+----+--~+_____-__+_--+_-__+_--+__
O,9'f---~___:::_T"~~~__tc__--_+_.......;.;.:;~
1~.··•. ···••·.·.i·.. ii'lii·.ii.·ii·.·1
t/'3+-~--+~~+-_--+~~---I--_-t- ___+_-_
1,00,90,80:/0,60,50;040,30,2.
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These points were regrouped in Figo 40509, .and
correction for the elastic limit was lied.. as ill
the case of Fig. 4.5 0 5e
P/po
'~5-'
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1,0
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u
1.1
0,8
Fi,g; 0 1+ II 5 • 9
s t11at:
a) There is a considerable scatt
test IJo:Lnts in tIle area u"uder tIle tl1eore'tical
line$ This proves t IBN formula does not seIlt
t'b.e actllal case, t re
steel.
1)) all tIle 0
fo:r ~~ases Ollt of 90, vJll:Lctl is 'bette'1:." tlle COlTI""
b tions of A and B9 (74/ ) and A and C (68/90)0
c) If the shape factor forrnll1a p~
is eel by s
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so 5 s previously were situated on
left of s 1 :lrle rnove "to I~:Lgll:t'e
4 Q 5.10 gives all the test po s terrnined as above 0
v'7ord,s, Utlle cornl)i118.. t:Lorl of :fornTLlla..s (liIll.
\/J:L tor IZ 1 in B, gives a safety,
B)
0[16 /90),
also arl ial)le eC:()fl0IUY mat
It is proposed, therefore, to replace the IBN
specifications, by se to 1J8 defil1ed belay? & n
In order to complete ct:Lrlg sctlssiOI1,
the problem ought to be examined from s loads
int of view. Therefore, rnetl10ds
d be compared on the basis of safety factors and
failure loads. The factors of safety with respect to
failure loads are presented in two tables (#1 and 2)
\i/11iclll13..ve "beetl. COllstl~rLlcted 1.1Sj~11g:
20 above propositions 0
The above mentioned tables have been prepared by
specifications IBNe1. ttte clC
1,97 2,22
+11 +9
1,83 1,89 1,78 1,97
-1 -1 +11 +9
1,97 1,92 1,82 2,18 2,22 2,24 2,34 2,40
3
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1,85 1,81 1,88 1,98 2,14
2,03 1,98 1,86 1,94 1,87 2,01 2,02 2,02
-3 -3 -2 +12 +19 +11 +16 +19
2,86 2,90 I 2,65 2,27
+49 +43 +341 +54 .
1,87 1,83 1,89 1,78 1,97
-1 -1 -1 +11 +9
1,86
1-1
·_~~'"-----~-I---------------------- .'
1~++;'~++H++-~~~-!--- -- ----------~---
Nouvelles propositions
60 gain en % I.B.N.
Nv. prop. + DIN 4114 1,98 1,95 1,84 1,90 1,87 2,01 1,97 2,02
gain en % I.B.N. -1 -2 -1 +15 +19 +11 +19 +19
I.B.N. 1,90 1,97 1,93 2,44 2,33 2,31 2,36 2,60
--
---
------
--------
Nouvelles propositions 1,98 2,07 2,02 2,24 2,00 1,95 2,10 2,12
80 gain en % I.B.N. -4 -5 -4 +9 +17 +18 +12 +23
--------------
----
Nv. prop.+DIN 4114 1,92 2,02 1,99 2,16 1,94 1,95 2,02 2,05
gain en % I.B.N. -1 -2 -3 +13 +20 +18 +17 +27
I.B.N. 1,99 2,07 1,88 2,63 2,60 2,48 2,50 2,87 2,76
----------
--------
Nouvelles propositions 2,10 2,23 2,03 2,50 2,34 1,93 2,23 2,47 2,12
100 gain en %I.B.N. -5 -7 -8 +5 +11 +29 +12 +16 +30
~--
------ --------
--
Nv. prop.+DIN 411~ 1,99 2,13 1,97 2,36 2,22 1,91 2,16 2,24 1,89
gain en % I.B.N. 0 -3 -5 +11 +17 +30 +16 +28 +46
"'_X-~~_&~-~-,;'.1::=1-=-":-_-____ :T"""
I.B.N. 3,36 3,20 2,75 3,68 3,87 3,60 4,54 4,90 4,01
----
~-
--------
----
Nouvelles propositions 3,58 3,49 3,00 3,62 3,77 3,12 4,45
130 gain en % I.B.N. -6 -8 -8 +2 +3 +15 +2
Nv. prop.+DIN 4114
0 gain en % I.B.N.,.-.(
~
H
I.B.N.A
_.* tn = 6
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(l"educecl from CO "!'''''4,-e Q'·-~)ond·i "flIP' -; n i-e"'C8 J'" 'c' -1 0'"") ·fo"rrnl1~1 a~), 0- .L .L iJ 1- ....,.1.J ~-::,:, __ ~ t.. -. ",,,,,," ._ lL .,._ _ .,d'~... 0 <)
IBN Specifications:
proposed Formula:
( L.l. r): ,,) )j 0 '" I) I,J
safety
R
1 Pruine
s=--
Pservice
P
serv
• = 1 m J0,3 [1 + (~r] + 0,4 ~
-+~-~-~-~~--
ep Cl (1- P3;:e)
these as working the factor of
RQ
pserv. = 1
_+ m
ep 1 - 0,0005 Ay
is gi\7erl by
With reference to the above tables one may draw
following conclusions:
1) The proposed formulas give a much larger,
and uniform safety, and they are technically superior
over the IBN formulas.
2). For the case m = 0.5, the new ~ormulas result
in more limited material savings than the IENo
This results from the fact that the proposed
formulas do not change anything but the bending term
in the interaction formula; the compression term remains
e2!el +1 0 -1
Elanee- Methode
ment de ealen)
I I
I
I I I
0;15 1 3 0,5
I
1 3 0,5 1 3
I.B.N. 2,12 2,16 2,19 2,44 2,69 - 2,45 1,98* -
--
--
--
--------
~-
Nouvelles propositions 2,11 2,18 2,17 2,20 2,40 - 2,21 1,90* -
40 gain en %I.B.N. 0 -1 +1 +11 +8 - +11 0* -
--
----
------
----
Nv. prop.+DIN 4114 2,10 2,16 2,17 2,20 2,48 - 2,21 1,96*
-
gain en % I.B.N. +1 0 +1 +11 +8 - +11 +1* -
I.B.N. 2,20 2,30 1,98 2,40 2,52 - 2,44 2,78 -
------
--
--------
Nouvelles propositions 2,20 2,30 1,97 2,10 2,12 - 2,06 2,31 -
60 gain en % I.B.N. 0 0
°
+14 +19 - +18 +20 -
--------
--
------
Nv. prop.+DIN 4114 2,15 2,26 1,95 2,05 2,12 - 2,01 2,31 -
gain en % I.B.N. +2 +2 +2 +17 +19 - +21 +20 -
2>58/2>46 1 2>92
I
I.B.N. 2,59 2,83 - 2,93 3,00 -
--,---- --~-
Nouvelles propositions 2,60 2,60 2,46 2,60 2,33 - 2,54 2,35 -
80 gain en % I.B.N. 0 -1 0 +12 +21 - +15 +28 -
------
--~--------
Nv. prop.+DIN 4114 2,43 2,52 2,43 2,51 2,26 - 2,44 2,27 -
gain en % I.B.N. +7 +2 +1 +16 +25 - +20 +32 -
I.B.N. 2,77 2>96 1 2>52 2,99 3,00 3>30 13>02 3,34 -
Nouvelles propositions 2,80 2,99 2,56 2,72 2,56 2,54 2,68 2,73 -
100 gain en % I.B.N. -1 -1 -2 +10 +17 +30 +13 +22 -
--
----
~-
--------
Nv. prop.+DIN 4114 2,64 2,86 '2,49 2,56 2,42 2,54 2,52 2,58 -
gain en ~Ia I.B.N. +5 +4 +1 +17 +19 +30 +20 +29 -
I.B.N. 3,52 3,79 3,21 - 3,82 3,77 3,42 4,22 -
--
----------
-~-
--
Nouvelles propositions 3,55 3,86 3,29 - 3,47 3,04 3,20 3,73 -
130 gain en % I.B.N. ~1 -2 -2 - +10 +24 +6 +13 -
--
--
--------
----
Nv. prop.+DIN 4114 2,81 3,14 2,88 - 2,76 2,56 2,48 2,94 -
gain en %I.B.N. +25 +21 +12 - +38 +47 +38 +10 -
I.B.N. 4,21 4,27 4,16 3,99 4,19 5,47 - 4,21 -
--
------------
~-
Nouvelles propositions 4,25 4,35 4,32 3,90 4,00 4,87 - 3,96 -
175 gain en %I.B.H. -1 I--=- -4 +2 +5 +16 - +6 . -
Nv. prop.+DIN 4114 2>85 1 2>99 3>26
1
2>55 2,67 3,48 - 2,63 -
gain en % I.B.N. +49 +43 +25 +57 +57 +57 - +60 -
! [
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tl1.arl tl~le bell.d:Lng term, ~t·b.e eco110my ac'b.ie-rvedis
t, for all cases where corn'pression terrn
through the bending term is of a very small order 0
ness :catio It
columns used in our tests were perfectly aligned.
irnl)erfect:Lons of "t11e industI:"ail members 4 }lo~ve"tJer, tl1e
tI!e slerlderxless
The method increasing s with. A actually is a ~,vay
Comparison of the IBN failure loads vs safety
ratios, will be modified for the simple reason that the
factors s, shows an excessive safety for high slender-
of ,taking into account the critical eccentricities and
relation of the safety factors wi
It should be 'recalled that all the r' 0:core1.gn
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SlJeci-
fications were much more conservative at the time when
the firsi specif ations on buckling were established
tlans we~e improved by increas
for large slenderness ratios.
the allowable stresses
At the present time, we will not try to give any
precise way of modifying the relation s f (~ ) 0 11ovlever' ,
the use of increased allowable stresses will influence
the safety factors of the test columns, for high slender-
ness ratios, For purely academic reasons, let us adopt
the allowable stresses as given by the German specifica~
tions DIN 4114 9 In order to cal~ulate the corresponding
safety fac tors it :ts S"llfJ:icient to replace ill eq-u,atioIl
(L:·.5 (8) 0 b~l tile irlVerS(:; of W , tl1e :ced"uct:LoI'l coeffici~ent
Tables 1 and 2 give the safety factors obtained as
to the IBN specifications. It is seen, that safety
factors calculated by the new ~ethod present a smooth
distribution. Also, for slenderness ratios, they
ient safety to compensate for any reru~ction
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in the column's load carrying capacity due to tial
in1l)erfectio118o
rot :Ls JcegrettalJle t]J.at tble I)reS811.t tes·t progrcu11
11aroel)7 +8 1 = (::2 ~;:; 0, as to be able to dra~rJ roore gerleral
conclusions. However, additional tests will help
elirnincrting s
al cases,does not include a large number of the c
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D I V I S ION I I
TtlliORETICAL A~U\LYS
Gerleral
1:\ I)ractical desigt1. rnet110d for colllrnrls 1111.der obliql1e
compression, has been developed and presented in Chapter
IV. Next, a thorough analysis of the different instability
phenomena observed during the tests will be undertaken.
The calculation methods presented in this analysis are
too complicated to be applied in practice. Nevertheless,
this analysis gives a better understanding of the observed
phenomena. Also, the validity of the developed practical
design procedure could be checked for members wllose form
deviates excessively from the experimental oneso
The following phenomena will be studied "in the present
cllapter:
a) Buckling by excessive plastic deformations
in the plane of the w~bv
b) Transversal inelastic flexural-torsional bu~kling.
For corol:Jletio11 vJe s~tlould add a study for tIle ]~oc8..1 bu(~l\.­
ling of the flanges and web. However, this will not be
il1.Vestiga"ted :Lll "t11e following tl1eoretical allalysis.
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CllAf'TER V
PLASTIC BUCICLING It~ THE PLAJ~JE OF TIlE ~"lEB
5.1 Review of the Available lution
As early as 1910, VON l<A.PJ~N 11ad st'udied trle ·bucl\.lil1.g
of ecceIltrically load"ed Call-1InnS, \vi-tl1 a nlain o"bj ec tive to
determine the influence of accidental alignment errors in
his tests on the plastic buckling of axially compressed
col'umns.
The first rational theory was proposed in 1926 by Ros
and BRUNNER (Refe 30)0 The authors assumed a sinusoidal
initial deformation curve and elastic unloading for the
stresses at the convex side of the curved member.
1ft 193L!A, CI-IV,lALLA. attaclc.ed 'tIle prol)lern w:Ltrl a rigorous
approach (Ref. 31), and applied the method suggested by
VON l(j\m~N to a :t~ecta.ngular section. Afte:t" rnarlY laboL_lollS
calcul~tions, he succe~ded in establishing a table of the
forro:
~tJl1i.c11 ,gi..ves .tl1e ratio £X Qf t"tle critical lJtJ.(~l\.lirlg stress
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to the apparent elastic limit in compression, R~. In
tl1ese calc"Ll1ations, CI-IY/iJALIA r£lade use of tl1e sallle st:ress-.
s-train d:Lagram as ROS a'nd BRUNr~ER, narnely, a d:Lagrarn
characterized by E
R~
2,210,000 kg/cm2 ; R' = 1,900 kg/cm2;p
22,700 kg/ern; and a strain of 6.5% at strain hardening.
In a s'ubsecfuetlt study (lle£. 32) CI-Iv'JALLA in·vestigated
the effect of the type of cross section.
The behavior of members with different cross sections
subjected to average cornpress~ve stresses of ~; 1,000
and 1,900 kg/cm 2, vJas also studied by the same method.
T]J.e following conclusiol1S \il7ere dravtl1.:
The 'cri:tical stresses as calcu~la·ted f'or a rectangu.lar
section could be used to determine critical stresses for
other types of cross sections. It is sufficient to correct
the relative force eccentricity e/r by multiplying the
core radius r by a suitable correction factor 0.
ObviollSly, f/J :Ls larger thaIl 1111ity for all seci:i.ons
having most of the material concentrated around the neutral
a:g:is 8.11d' less trla11 1 for~ I sllal:Jed sect:lons wtlere tIle Inate:rial
is filaced i11 -t11eflarlg;es 0 l't was sl:1oWO by CrI\,~JPt~LLA tllat
the latter type of sections corresponds to a value of
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T1J.e ma}cimu[n e~rror j~l1.volved i'a ttSiIlg this roetl10d of
empirical correction is around 3% since the average critical
stresses vary between 1,000 to 1,900 kg/cmZ•
Finally, CIEvALLA investigated also the problem of
columns of rectangular cross section subjected to oblique
compression using the above method o Five cases were
i~estigated; namely; eZ _ 1.0; 0.5; 0; -0.5; -1; with
el
an average critical buckling stress of 1,500 kg/cru2 • As
a result of his studies, he proposed to use the average
of the two end eccentricities
calculating the load carrying capac iquely
loacled co1.urnns Q
Tl1e c~ritical s-tresses ~ 2S de"te:croined by tllis IJroced'ure,
compared to tlle rigorously obta:lned va"lues are 8.. S SllOwn
SClrl \/JclS
critique en kgjem2
s (~
1.500
1.500
1.500
1.500
t
e2!el
pour e2!el = 0
pour e2!el = - 0,5
pour e2!el = - 1
It
made only for a critical· stress of 1,500 kg/cm2 .
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Tl1e cOlTI!)lexi"ty of CH'iJALLA IS cornputatioIls is eS'pecially
d'ue to tl~le ·use of all experiroerltctl stress-s·trairl diagrarn.
Such a diagram could not possibly, give a simple analytical
JAGER (Ref. 3Ll.) re:LltVestigated ttle I)roblerl1 ¥llsirlg a11 ideal-
ized elastic-plastic stress-strain diagram (Fig. 5.1.1).
He established curves furnishing, the critical stresses
of eccentrically loaded colmons, for different relative
eccentricities e/r and many types of cross sections 0 The
German Specifications D.I.N.4114 are based on these curves.
The specified interaction formula
gives a larger safety than JAGER'S charts for all values
of e/r, \ a.nd a.ny type of cross section.
In connection with the experimental work carried out
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at LEHIGH university on obliquely loaded tfF columns
(Ref. 1.) t,'lEISKOPF (Ref 0 35) l):eoposed an arlalytical
filetrlod based along tl1.e saIne lines as J"AGER I S metl1.od It
WEISKOPF assumed:
a) A stress-strain diagram composed of three straight
line segments as indicated in Fig. 50120
b) A simplified section of only two flanges 0 The web,
being dimensionless, connects the two flanges in such a
fashion that the cross section acts as a whole.
tIle effect of arl obliqtle force in trie 'P!18..11e of trle web.
His two conclusions are:
1) In cOlllml1.S where -tIle rna}cim'u[n elastic st:L~esses are
stresses reach tl:le apI)arent elas"tic liroit, is tI1.e rna};;:irnurn
load that the column can carry.
2) Col"umns ,where tl1e rna:K.imllm ela..stic stresses a're
developed at one of the column ends and espe~ial1y under
low compressite loads (ioe. large rati.os),
can support higher loads than the loads for the case
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this case the failure load can be reached by premature
local buckling of
B
L...-.. --Il--f.
It is obvious that these conclusions do not provide
us with anything new. The first one could be obtained
without any calculations. An idealized section composed
of ttvo J:larlges, as -tIle 011e asslJ~ed [JY\tVEISIZOPF, dOtes 11.0-t
llave all.Y ·plastic capaci~ty \;vrlerl ·tl1e lnaterial of trle corn-
pressed flange is on the horizontal of tll~e clia-
gram. This flange can provide some resistance only in
the segMent BC. However, the yield strain AB is so large
that by the time the compressed flange reaches point B,
the column has undergone considerable plastic deformation
and the equilibrium between external and internal forces
is destroyed.
WEISKOPF's second conclusion is even more interesting.
It :Ln\d..ves t11e cornp·uta,.t:Lorl of tl1e f>ort:lol1. 0:[. -tIle 'to-tal
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carried load corresponding to the formation of a plastic
hinge at one end. But, as shown in paragraph 4, this
\
kind of failure can be represented with sufficient
aCCU'1;:~~tcy 'by simple interaction formula:
P Mmax
O"max = .0. +yk Re
K-
v
If d..esi.red, tIle local bll(~l:~li.11g of tl~le coropressed flarlge
tllay 1)8 talcerl into account lJy a redllced valt::te of t118
shape factor 1(.
Summarizing, we can say that WEISKOPF's studies do
not provide us with an accurate enough representation of
the actual phenomenon. As mentioned in the paragraph 2 q 2,
due to tIle res:Ldtt.al stresses, the stress-strain diagraro
for such an equivalent flange nas a very low proportional
lirnit arid dj~ffers cOIupletel)7 frOlTI the d:Lag-rarn in F:Lg. 5 .12 .
Therefore, it is believed by the author that the use of
a;sinlIJlified (<;;) e) d~Lagranl ,in-traduces more se-rious erro1.""s
than the use of an idealized cross sectione
The above review of all the existing methods for I
web reveals the fact that a satisfactory solution to this
p~coblem does Il0t e:i,~ist 8..t tile :p~"'ese11t time $ Cl·nll1.p~LLPb ' s
method could be modified to take into account the actual
material properties and the effect of residual stresses,
but it is very long and laborious in application. On the
otl1e~.t~ 11aIld, JAGER's arld \fJEISIZOPF' s nle"ttlods a"re based or1
-aSSU~1111)ti.OI1S v\711ic11 (10 110t Cfll:l.te co:rresporld to reali.ty.
will be analyzed by replacing the actual cross section
by an ideal cross section consisting of only two flanges
and ~vhicl1 1188 a stx"ess-straiIl dia"graul sirni]»ar to "trle 01le
obtained in paragraphs 202 and 2.5.
5.2. The Cross Section Consisting of Two Material Flanges
and Two Vanishing Flang~~
The follov7i.ng aSS1.1ffilJtions vvill be rnade:
The actual I section is replaced by a fictitious
equivalent section as defined below.
This equivalent section is composed of two fibers of
areas Q* , at a distanceh')ll( apart, and two fibers of
s
. j_nfirlitess~L[l1al areas",~ at a dista,l1.Ce H /(
s '
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~--~'-----l
I •
I
The quantiti.es J2..:, h« and l1* \iJil1 be chosen in
such a way as to preserve the geometrical character-
istics of the actual cross section. That is:
2 Q* =~ .Q
s
area of the actual cross section (a)
*1-1
I '*x
I-I
I
:K.
total height o~ the actual cross section (b)
moment of inertia of the actual cross
section (c)
Let "llS note tl1at t118 introdllction of tl~le two f:Lbers
of infinitessimal area, aims only to satisfy the condition
(b) above. These fibers do not complicate the numerical
calculations at all since they do not really exist o
condition (a) readily defil1.eS tl~le a1:ea
tIle real fibers:
J2.*
s
of
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Finally, noting that the fibers are very thin in the
x - x direction, the condition (c) can be written as:
:Erorn vJflere
h* = ..... /2 Ix = 2 /Ix;~<n*s ~ 0
Using the two infinitessimal fibers we succeed in
getting a fictitious cross section entirely equivalent
to the actual one.
111 fact, t11e tv.70 cross sef::tioflS have tll.e same radius
of gy'ration:
. / Ix h* .
lx === ~o =2 = tx *
and the same core radius
2 ix2 2 Ix *
rx === H === H == r x,
(5.2.3)
Hence, the conditions (a), (b), (c) are fulfilled o
the fictitious cross~section for the wide flange DIE 20.
From the handbook we get:
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J2. ~- 5703 rnrn2 I>,
II 190 mm.
From formula (5.2Gl)
a11d frorn (5. 2 0,2)
stcrn.ce lil.f inites si.rnal
fi"bex"s is:
1-1 1-1:= 190 film.
The above values define completely the fictitious
cross section. From the handbook:
and applying formula 5.2.4 we get
* _ _ 2 »i~§79.104 _
r x - rx - 57{)3 x 190 - 71,47 mm
l'Iote tl1e di
than the total height of the actual cross section (h t = 190 rnm).
material fibers (in this case h - 165 mm) is much less
As a matter of simplification, the astericks will be
omitted in the rest of the chapter. However~ it should
be well understood that the letters h,
to the equivalent fictitious cross section o
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lution for plastic
Let the compressive force P and the bending moment
M acting on a member of a determined equivalent cross
section be known.
TIle s'ubscr:Lpi: i tv:lll lJe il1.trod'uced for all dimensions
corresponding to the interior flange, that is the flange
situated near the line of actiort of the compressive force,
and e for everything referring to the exterior flange.
The normal stresses in these flanges of zero thickness
vvill be designated as G"i and ~, and assume.d positive in
USillg t11e above 11.otaticJns, -tJJ.e equ,.ilibti'urn cOl1.ditioI1S
f01: t't16 i"nterIlal arid e:Ltter'nal forces are: (F:Lg. 5.3 0 1)
p
t----h-----f
QhM :== P y :== ~--- (cr: -ae)
2
(5 • 3 .1)
where y is the load eccen ity in the deformed column
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composed of the initial eccentricity plus the additional
ieccentricity d'lte to tl-le e18.. st:Lc-I)lastic defox-Tnations of
tIle colt.1mn.
Formulas (503.1) and (5.3.2) can be written as
2Py
(1;+":".. 0':,:,. ••.....•==: n h
Introd1.1Cing tIle ave1.4 age COmlJressive st"ress
the two above reh:ions reduce to:
The corresponding strains 8 i and Be can be easily
read off (ellteri'ng wit11 6"" and G) trle stress-strain
1. e
diagram for the equivalent fiber (Ref. 2.2 to 2.5).
Thus, these strains are knovm functions of y:
al1.d ~e
From the classical pure bending formula E. = P,
it resu:lts1 tl1at:
1~ 0 ~Tl1e-£ornlula-G~ y If illterprets-t1.18-lav.1-='of c-»on~erva~tiO:11 o:E
tIle IJ1Etne sectiOl1.i.l1. p·ure bel'ldi11g. It carl be s110\~ln, by s:lnlple
symmetry considerations, that this law holds true even in the
plastic range,provided the beam is infiriitely long and
the material is isotropic in terms of plastic deformationsQ
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substituting the expressions for ee and
(6.3.6)
, as f'tlllC tiorlS
of y (502~9), into the above formula we obtain a differential
equation of the following
(5 .3 0 7)
Integrating the above equation the deflected shape of
tIl.e colurnn y f(~) can be obtained Q
Eq"uatioll. 503o7carl r)8 ~~ritterl as: dy' =f(Y)dx
11u.. l "tiplyi11g eacl1
d}{ ~ve find:
"by y'd,}c =,~ ely, 8J.ld elirn
y' dy' == fCy) dy
from which by integration
y'2 fee
- == fCy) dy + - == F (y) -r- -22
F (y) = ff(y) dy.
From (a) we obtain:
y' == ± y2 F (y) + C
or
±y'~====1y2F(y) + C
a"nd il1tegratil1.g
(a)
If dy£)'1'\12 Fey) +c = x + C1
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(5 .3. 9)
to resolve the problem into the form
given above. NoW, a simple representative relation for
tl1e elcperirne'ntal stress-stra..in d~lagrarn of tIle follo~\7il1.g
type should be found:
This relation should 'give simple integrals for the function
f(y) encountered in 5.3.8 and 5.3.9$
Having tried many alternatives, it was proven impossible
to fil1d all arlalyti.cal e:Kpressio11 of tl1e (6, e) dj_8..g1:'"arll
such as to be able to conduct all integrations in formulas
5.3.8, 5$3.9 using simple elementary functions. It follows
therefore, that we have to resort to a graphical integra-
tiOl1. method.
above will be abandoned. A new graphical method of succes-
sive a]?proxirna'tiorlS f:or~ ol:rtainirlgt"fle deflectecl s11ape of
~l cOltlrOl1. und,er a load P, will be tlsed.
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s- oL~. Oll-tli11e of tIle G1."ar>llical r''1fetl1od of De£:tni11g 't1:1e El~ts-t
Plastic Deformation of=a' column'
PRINCIPLE: The adopted graphical method is based on the
corljl.1gate beanl, is l08~ded witl1 tl~le f:Lctitiol1S ·u.lliforro load
Trle farniliar IJolygoil of trlese loads p, dra~Jll t~]itll a IJolar
distance EI gives ~he sought deformation y = f(x).
However, the moments M are of the form M = Py ' and
are not defined unless the relation y = f(x), deflection
c'urve :Ls lCIlowrl e
1~11.e·refore, tr1e col'UrO'Ll. will be given a tr:lal de:Eorrna-
tion. Using the above graphical method, a new deflection
cu,.rve 'ivill be olJtained. Afte"r a n"lunber of trj_a:ls tl1e
required sirnilarity be'tvJeell tl1e I)reviotlsly assurned a11d
graphicaliy obtained curves will be achieved.
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a series of p values. The load carrying capacity of the
co111nln I? w:Lll 'be defirled as tJ:le load :Eor \vtl:Lcll tIle
eql:!il:Lbr:L\lm becomes 'llnsta'ble, al1.d tl1ere e:ic:lst rnany 'possibJ_e
deflection curves y f (:i() for same Val1.1e of }1 0
For every value of P to be determined, say PK-~' we
assume as a trial deflection curve corresponding to the
preceeding load PK.
The Mohr method could not be applied directly, since
the elastic equation:
does not hold true for a tly plastified section.
Plastification of the material results in a reduction
of the bending rigidity of the member from EI to kEI,
1 1" r"f- ? '1' 1 1 ~ 1wnere ~ 18 a coer- lC1ent ess t~an un1ty.
Hence, the elastic curvature as transformed for
plastic deformations is equal to:
1 For ex.·~Ilpl;,-it is-shovn':i; resist;~e-of ~~ater:Lal; -
ttlat, for a rna+ter:Lal \tVll0se (to,€.) diag:ram i~s composed
of Hooke's straight line and a horizontal part (Fig. 50501),
we
,t; 0(.. _ ....
k=M./3 _ 2 MMeV Me
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It follows, therefore, that
(5.4.• 1)
Mohr method can be
'utilized by loa..ding t:l1e .conjtlga'te 'bearn witll. arl ~/l/1(
di.ag:carn $ T"I1e factor k :Ls a COn1l)lica'ted f'UriC"tio'n o:E
the degree of plastification in a section, and is depen-
dent of the force P and ,bending moment M acting on this
IJarticl11a"r section. lI()wever, tIle f"llll.Ctioll.
k == k (M, P)
should be defined in order to apply Mohr's method. We
8..re, ]:10wever, 11.0't in-teres·ted ill tlle al1.alytic8..1 e:x.'[Jression
of this function. Nevertheless, a graph defining all
values of k will be constructed with M as abscissas
and p as ordinates. A series of curves, of the equation
k ~ constant (Fig. 5.4.1), drawn this graph by inter-
'polatiorl v7ill prov:Lde values of 1< for any giverl M and Po
5 .5 ConstructiOl1. of tl1e grap11 l{., f (t!, fl) ..... Tl1eoretical
E:K>pl_ana·t~lorl
Let us substitute the curvature
by its expression from (5.306)9
,d2y_ _ M Ee - Ei :'
dx2 - k E I h
or
Equating this expression to
Oh kEI' i
M =T(cr;-cre) =T (Ei-Ee)!
From formula (5Q201)
Oh I
'2 ==];'
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one given by formula
Tl1erefore tIle tion can be written as:
at' == (J.e, ,:a =kE-cr
T118 al)ove eCfiL!ation gives us eno·ugll informa..tion for
the construction of the k = constant graph of the equa-
tion 1< ~~ f (M,P). Tl1~ Ctlr"Ve ex = lcI~ ..... b carl be dra\iJl1
for any given value of k. The resulting curve has the
. ~I f ~ "1 N =f~' (e) ~·le-"" r~1~~_1]__. "1""ed1,'lceva,,"",:ue o~- c;.. r.; ·USl.llg t:le Cllrve V\ __ V\ '",,--L .... .L ,~-_1.
horizontal line of values - ~ cuts the curve ~e (t: )
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also at F' whose abscissa necessarily is Eoe
G 8JJ.d tl1e
e
carl o'bi:airl st:c'esses 6 i a11(1 6 e @
I
I
I
I
I
I
,e
'COURBE Ke€-<i=fCf)
POUR K-o,88G'
OCQ - - -- - - - - - - - - 11
DIAORAHMI:. ~xpi:RiMl!'l'ITRL. fj./(E)art<COHPRESsioN
+--_-+--~--+--_-------f_.....-r~--+---I DiAG,RAHMa~ rr/Cf) DERivE.
DiRGRRHMe: O-{(E.) EN TRRCTioN.
DiRGRRMME t:-JCE) DERivt -+----+~
F:Lg" 5.5.3
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lyirlg formulas given above,
stJcesses b i al1.ct 5 e call lJe redtlCed.. to tlle vall18S
o ~f P a..11d IV! :
cU~ld
Q h '
'M = T(cri-cre),
s11es OIlt3 1JO
for a given value of k. T1J.en, anotl1er 'vallle of e" is
1.
assumecl. Ft81Jeat:
second point is determined on the curve with parameter
k constant. This curve is completely constructed point
by pointo After the completion of the first curve, another
round value of k is assumed and a second curve corres-
ponding to the new value of k is constructed, The same
Some details on the construction of such a graph for
a DIE 20 section will be given below. (Fig. 5.506)
It ·been ctecidecl to draw tr1e c'urves ~Eor pararnete"r
().70 "by 0.02 il1crenlerlts; ~Oq70 to Gille) 'b)7 fJ_Q]~O i11crenlents,
plus the curve k = O.
0099 to 0.90 by 0001 increments; 0 0 90 to
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The first fundamental diagram, is the (6J e) diagram
for one flange under compression; 5 0 5 .2) it 11.as
beerl C011structed on tlle aSSllrrrptiofl tl1at tangent
li~near relat-'--'<...J,...... <--#.'L..L_,_
tically follows
Et == 14.3.10-6 E + 26.667
(380.106 < E < 1880.10-6).
(
'F.'l"10"£-0 0
with an excellent approximation by the integral of the
serlted
functioll
we fil1.d:
e -'t,r-.... Lb.
we can express analy-=E (e.)
:' _ 15 106 e;2 + (21.000 k - 26.667) e; + 1,117,
"(f.. = k'E E -crc, - 7, ·
For each chosen value of k, the above analytical
From the relation 6
c
, ,
crl' =- 7,15 . 106 E2 + 26.667. E - 1,117'
...... - I J _ ~,# •
The calculated va~ues from this formula do not deviate
pression enables us to draw with precision the curve re-
peated in Figure 5.501. The use of this method results
in an appreciable saving of tedious work.
more than 0.25% from the corrected experimental values.
by s value from (5.544) into the expression for ~ ,
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The second fundamental diagram is the (6~e) diagram
of the other flange which is under tension. (Fig. 5 0 503)
Tl:le deri"ved tangent rnOdlJlllS is S110W11 irl tl:1is f·igt1.~~e. }low-
ever, it does not lead us to a single expression as in
the previous case~ Luckily though, the f~ange under tension
remains always elastic. Therefore, its stress-strain dia-
grarn o'beys to tIle sirnple relat:Lol1.:
cre == 21. 000 Ee•
The figure 505.1 shows that any horizontal line will
c'ut tIle Clrr"ve S ~ln o11~e, two or tl1:tee fJoints a 1\ study oJ:
the properties of this curve is therefore necessary in
order to determine the useful range of the diagram.
a) It is obvious that the interior flange (i) is
always compressed (Fig$ 503.1)~ If both of the flanges
are wider compression, the most compressed flange is the
flange (i). Therefore, the points representing flange
(i) should be along the part AG of the curve Si (Fig.
5.5.1).
b) Let us exa.mil1.e tl1.e form of tI1.e grclpl1 1~ f (rl) 1J )
for tl1e lj_miti11g case lz ~"":":':";' 1 w'tlicll S~2p8.:rErtes tIle elast:Lc
from the plastic region. s limiting curve represents
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the beginning of plastic deformations in the interior
a stra:Lrl of
As long as the flanges are elastic, the relations
and
and (50382) it becomes:
(50301),
(5 0 3 82)
Elimination of ~e between the two equations above,
2M .
P+~=2EE'(\h I ~~,
lirll~l
The above relation shows that the limiting curve is
a straight line of a slope - h
2
and has an x intercept
of 2 EtC ~.Q,'tl = 16 sQ leerc:;....~ - /it. "60
tJJ.e case tv11ere tIle col-u.rnn is IJart:ially in~elastic 0 Elim-
c) Notv, let llS consider tlle c:as(~ of Ie ~ 1, i $ e.
p 2M
+T =2 .Qai
i11at:Lrlg
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which is linear and is represented in the (M,P) diagram
by a straight line of a slope (_ h).
2
follotvi:ng l~~es'ult: Or1 t11e Ie. ~: f (M,P), tIle locus of l)oirlts
6~ = constant (or
~
11
slope - '2
= constant) is a straight liil.e of
d) T'b.e l.~elative !)ositio11 of tlle I)oints ){ a..nd ){ , on
tIle diagratn l:(~E e ... to ~C ( E.. ) (F"~ o- S t.... 01) fo:r i.nter:Lor~J_ ~;.':::J 0 oJ
and exterior flanges respectively, can be guesses with
enough accuracy, only
1) If X is at A, the lowest point on the curve, At
coincides with A;
form compression;
The corresponding value of CiA for this case, and
for different k values, can be obtained from the horizontal
tangent condition:
d(k'E Ei -cri),= ot
d~r " i
ReIJlacing to ~ witl1. its
:L
ssion given by (592.18)
_ d (kEi-cri) ,
0- dE; =2X7,15E(26.667-kE)
o:r
k E£i- G,"= 7,tsis2 - (26.667 - kE) z +1,117,'
(5.5.7)
26'.667 - k E,
ZA = ~4,3d
A-184
and then the uniform com-
pressive force P can be calculated as:
p =:: 2 OO'A = 5703. ~Akg.
Tl1e formu.,la t established, enables us
-to .s·Lt'bdivide tlie abscissas o~E tIle d:Lag1.<>arn Ie = f (11,P)
2) We have treated in 1) above the case o~ pure com-
asian (M = 0). Now, let us examine the case of pure
lJel1.ding (P 0). The condition p () gives:
S2 ( 6" + 6 ) = 0 from vJhere
J_ e
TIl.US, t]:le tVIO flaIlges are s-u~bjected to eq'ual and
opposite stresses o The equation:
should hold true just the same. il1trodu.cing tll.e
cond:i.tion fO VIe obtail1.:
20'kE==--.
Ef -Ee
Tl1e corrrDu·batj~o-L1. of tl"'be ~val··ues of 6 e. e.
-- ... 6 -- ~..L . i' i ' e '
satisfying the equation, is carried aut in the following
W8..y:
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Giverl a ser:Les of values :Eor (5 , and ·USil1.g tl1e
diagram 6'::: f ( E. ) ,- t't:te corresponding values of £i and
£e are obtained Q In turn, values of kE, as calculated
by the formula (50508), are used for the construction
wtlic11 It tEll<es all ttle cl10sen v8~lues ( lc
etc) can be read easily from this curve.
F:l11ally, llaving fo"und 6 , tIle filoment ~tJill eCfu"al
for example \il7:i.th 11 "'" 165 mmal1.d Q,~ 2,851, 5 111m 2 , (See
i M = 470,5 (J kgm (5.5.9)
This formula together with the diagram mentioned
. above enables us to subdivide the ordinate axis of the
chart in Fig. 5.5.4 into k units.
For example, for k 1. we get
and M = 3945 kgrn. For k ~ 0; 6= 2-4.03 kg/rnm2 and
Iv! =:: 11, 300 l~gm.
0,99
, 20.oo,c>t-----+-~.".......__-+__--____l
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0,94
+-_----+-__~0,93--+-------l
0.92
252015
le.ooo+-----+-----!---4~---1··
19.ooo,t-----+-----4---+-------1
The correspondLng points E and E' for the case of
pure bending can be added on the curve S (Fig. 50501)
In order to achieve this, it is ~ufficient to read
from the diagrams €r 1i ~ f ( e ,5;) al1d 6'e = f ( c'e) t11e
..:- .L
respectively.Then, we locate on the curve S, point E
values of the strains e i and e e corresponding to a
compressive stress t;;i a.nd to a te11s~Lle stress ~ = - c~e :t
of abscissa ci and point E' of abscissa e.
e
3) Between the extreme conditions represented by
'poirlts A., A,' (tlIl:Lfo1:'TO corn'pressiorl) and E, E' (pllre bend-
ing) , we can consider an infinite number of points
c.ox"x'esporld:1-11g to J:eal loaclil1.g C011d:LtioflS of the Icolu,m!l. Q
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rrtU.lS, 1)o:iI1tS (B ,B') :cepreSell"t a coll1rnrl vJitl:1 botl1
flanges compressed, whereas points (D,D f ) correspond
to a COl·Uffil1. vJitl1. one fla11ge COn11Jressed all.d tlle otl~ler
under tension. Between these two conditions, there is
a third one (C, C') for ~lich the exterior flange is
not stressed at all.
The graphical solution explained above, has been
applied up to a value of ~o = 1900 millionths.c:;.~ BeyoIlcl
this value, it is simple to £indan analytical expression
for the coefficient of proportionality k by assuming:
I. that the point representing the flange i
moves as the straight line AB (Fig. 5.5.6) of e~la-
b ~: 23671
o
-!b6'0 + E'. £.i (for £,>2500 x 10 . where
1.
E I ~,~ 65 kg/mrn 2 (I
B1 '!.-~-====::---= --i--------- ~~-----~
I
2~71 I
I
I~l:-1-*-.::=-2,-5_0=-0-.10-~,--t.:-,-.------ Ci,
o 5 $ 5 ()
2~ that the exterior flange remains elastic,i.e~
By feeding-in the values of 6~ and 6 into the
J e
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express:Lon
making the necessary simplifications we obtain:
4M
k= P
~ (h + 2 M_ Q (30 h)_ (h _2 M) ·
E' P P , P
the analytical expression for k.
The curves k = constant, calculated by the above
fOrlTIllla, are straiglrt li.lles corlverg:Lng -to a IJoint orl
the p axis. The portions of the curves corresponding
to the values of k given below, have been drawn with
dotted lines on the graph 5.5.40: k = 0 05; 0.4; 0 0 3;
0.2; 0.1; 0.09; 0008; 0.07; 0.06; 0.05; O,OLl-; 0 0 03;
These portions of the lines are not valid but for
a small region of (M,P) values bounded by the three
da.. sl'led lines,1t
The graph for the FN 22 S section has been drawn
011 -tIle same princ:Lples described a"bo·ve; :L.t is Sll.O\Vl1~
A comparison of the two graphs 5.5.4 and 5.5.7
s110~qs tIlat the case of the PN 22 sections, k de-
creases much more rapidly than in the case of DIE 20'80
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It is assurned t11at t11:Ls is dtle to tIle resid~Llal stresses
~411icl1 i11 J)IE 20 tally· 'f)rov:lde eq:u.:L1 ibrillnl irl one
isolated flange, whereas in the case of PN 22 sections
form a tensile resultant of considerable
Fig. 5.5.8
The result is that in the case of DIE 20 sections, the
(S)E-) diagrams are ctl.fil0St tl1.e same for tIle eqtlivalent
flanges under tension and compression. (Fig. 5.5.8a)
However, in the case of PN 22 they correspond to elastic
limit values which are different from 8.8 kg/mm 2 . (Fig.
5oS.8b) Besides this , a graph for the PN 22
section (Fig. 505.7) has been drawn. At first sight
the curves k = constant for this case present an inter~
est Ma:K.irna i·n tlle region o:E
moments (large M/p)~ For the curve k = 1
explained simply as follows:
s can be
-191
The elastic limit of the flange (e) under tension
is low (-8.57 kg/mm2), whereas the compressed flange (i)
has a hi~er elastic limit (12.85 kg/mm2). Therefore,
=Ll1. IJu.re elastic "beIlclj_ng, tIle fna}{inTuro berlding stress is
8.57 kg/mm2 . The application of a compressive stress
of 1/2 (12.85-8.57), that is a compressive force of
8,.8 a ·t~esult t'1:1e :eedllcti.Ol1 i.ll t118 e}{:Lst-
ing tensile stress in one flange by 2.14 kg/mm2 . The
application of such a compressive force, will increase
monlerlt car1."y:Lrlg capacity of tILe COl:l1Hl11, Witl'lOllt
entering the plastic range, corresponding to a pure
bending stress of
5 •6 TIle Deforroed S1-1a"fJe of tIle J?lastical1y Bt.1clcled Colunlll
~b:{ ,t:'b,e Grapl1j~cal Metl'iod. Compari.sorl ~(J:Ltl1 tiie Test
s"ults.
The fundamentals of the graphical method are given
in paragraph D above. In order to find the deflected
shape of a column corresponding to a given value of P,
the operations listed below should be followed.
1) Assume a critical deflection curve Yo ~ £ (x)
where XiS are measured along the length of the column
axis starting frame one end, and Yo is the distance
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between the center of gravity of the section and the
line of action of the force P; and is measured perpen-
dicular to the x aXlS o
2) Measure the eccentricities Yo at 11 sections of
X
T 0 ,0 .1, 0'02, 0 G 3 , 0 • I) O. 9, al1.d 1. 0 frOQl t11e assLlmed
1
deflection curve, and compute the corresponding bending
monle11ts M = Py •
, 0
3) I(I10t~7ing ~1 a,:nd F' for eac.:ll sect:LOll al1.cl 11S:l11.g trle
grapl1 o:E I( f (M,P) find the corresponding values of k.
ing moment diagram Mo To accompli this the conjugate
bearD is loaded~ wi ttl t11e Mile cl:Lagrarn, a11d u.. sirlg a lJolar
clistarlce of I~I ~/~ EI a flJ.rlliclJ lar pOlyg011 of -t11e fictitio'us
load is dravrn" If a longitlldi"nal scale of 1/10, a11d a
deflection scale of 10 is used, the polar distance
EIbecomes H = 100
5) If the deflection curve Yl = f(x) obtained in (4)
is rnllcl1 different 't11a11 tIle ass-ctroed one y , tl1e 0IJeratiorlS
o
1 through 4 should be repeated assuming Yl ~ f(x) as a
tr:La.. l curve.
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This method was used in the following cases:
DIE 20, 'A -......,::)1 6() ; lTI ~~ 1; eZ/el ~~;I 0; 1~ .---. 60-70-75-80 tonso
DIE: 20, tA 6() ; m ~..... ...-...... lQ c Ie 1; p 60-70-75-80 tOllS e, -~2 1
In both cases, the first approximation was taken as
the experimental deflection curve. As an example, the
construction of this curve for eZ/el = 0 and p 7-0 tOIlS
is given in Fig. 5.6.2. The theoretically obtained de-
flection curves for the case eZ/e1 ~ 0 are represented
by solid lines in Figs 5.6.30
For P = 80 tons, the method gives diverging successive
deformations yo'yz' etc. which means that the theoretical
critical load is less than 80 tons.
Figo 5.603 shows the theoretical deflection curves
method of successive approximations gives divergent
for -,-"t"le ~aC'e e /e -'1"Ll ..... t:J 2 1 = .. As in the previous case, the
results for P = 80 tons shows that the theoretical
critical load Per is smaller than this value. Figures
506.3 and 5.6.4 represent in dotted lines~ the experi-
mental deflection curves. It is seen that the correla-
tion of theory and experimental results is satisfactory~
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Figure 5.6.5 shows the experimental (dotted lines)
arld tl]eoJ:etical (solid l.i'ues) load deflection diagraros
which have been drawn using fig. 58643. Similarly,
lOctd-deflec tion diagl_~arns :l11 Fig e 5 I) 6 • 6 l1ave 'bee11 drawl1
·us deflection curves of Fig. 5.604Q
P(tonnes)
80
(",m)
Tll.e e}CI)er:Lmell.tal fle:g:ural "torsi011al bucl(l:lng load~
11as been i'ndicated OIl eacl1 of tllese two fig'ures',
5 •7 Siroplified PJ.Ilalysi~ of Ecc~~ally Loaded COlllIDI1S
and COml)a:cison for ~~;L~O, 60, 80~"10~
Before adopting the graphical method explained in
paragraph 5.6, we have investigated the theoretical de-
flection curves in the plane of the web for the simplest
case of eccentric loading e2/el 1. The results of
this study, to be presented below, are the b~sis for
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trle a..nalysis and ttle 'betlavio:c of slJc'h COl'llfOl1S at tIle
time of inelastic fleJrural-torsional buckling.
Let us first consider the case of ill 3. Trle ini"tial
eccentricity el being 3 times the core radius r x '
(e1 = 3 x 71.47 = 214.41 mm), the additional displace-
ments (y-e) due to the elastic-plastic deformation of
the column are negligible compared with 810 Therefore,
it can be approximately taken into account, by considering
that the initial deforma~ion 61 increases by a constant
q'ua..l1.ti ty £ eqrual t:o tIle m:ld11eig11"t deflec t:lOfl o:E "t118
column q However, in the case of rn 1, and particularly
for m = 0.5, this method does not give accurate results
du"e i:o tll.e irlcreasirlg relative error involved 0 Never--
theless, assuming a circular deflection curve
1 Ei -Ee
-==~- ;,
p h
TriUS, tll.e eq·u.a~tio11S of t·he lJrolJlern are reduced to:
P == 0 (cr; +cre)
Oh
M == -2- (ai-ere)
M 12 '
P == m r x +8h (Ei-Ee)
(5.3.1)
(5 0.3 .2)
(5 •7 .2)
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Replacing P, and M by their expressions into (5.702)
Simplifying, multip,lying by 2/h and replacing r
x
by its expression:
2 Ix '
, f x == n h
t
'
(5 0 2 04.)
cri - cre 4 Ix 12 )~+ :::::::::m'''h h +4h2 (e:;-Ee ;fJ,. cre ::"l.. t '
btlt
(5.2.1)
from where we finally reduce:
Ill. order to establisll. one [Jo:Lnt 011. trle c:"urve (1) , f)
f:lrst, "tIle in~terior flange is gi~\Te11 an arbi..tl~'lary strain
t~, and using equation (5.7.3) the corresponding c is
~ e
computed. Since the exterior flange always remains
elastic., be Ee e and (5.7~3) becomes an equation of
the second degree in le-
Ha'~lg computed the values of
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~~ and ~ the values~ e'
of P, M 8"ncl f carl be eas:Lly dete:rmilled lJ.8j"~11g eq'uations
(503 0 1) (5.3.2) and (5.7u1) respectively .
.A~s 8.r1 e:2(amrJle, detc:tiled COrrf£yu.ta.. t1..ons for ~t11e case
) - 80, and rn - 3 are given below.
Ej X 10' i Eo X 10' I p I en~/ml en:men kg
400 -183,18 12.984 2.879 6,96
600 -272,88 18.871 4.251 10,41
800 ~350,08' 23.663 5.408 13,72
1000 -416,29 27.540 6.381 16,90
1200 -471,02 30.535 7.167 19,93
1400 -513,74 32.683 7.766 22,82
1600 -546,42 34.147 8.209 25,60
1800 -556,71 34.244 8.318 28,11
2000 -562,46 34.070 8.360 30,55
Fiicrure a [)~' a7] 5.72, and 5.73 show the theoretical~-6 .~ "" l:dl ~ Q => , '" ,..-
load-deflect curves, as obtained by the above mentioned
metl10d, :Eor vallles of rela..tive eccel1tricities of m
m = 1 and m = 3 respectively.
Dlle to· tll.e :r'eaSOll.S l)reSeIlted crt tIle beginl1.ing of -tIle
paragraph, theoret al and experimental results for the
case of m = 3, are in closer agreement than in the cases
ill = Oe5 and m 1.
P Tonnes.
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CJ:lAPTER VI
FLEXURAL BUCI<LII\fG TI-IEORY OF AN ECCENTRICALLY LOADED COLUl:1l~
Comparison with Test Results
;5 .1 A. Gel1.eral
T'1:16 inelas"tic fle:K."Ll:cal-,torsioI1al "b'ucl~lirlg tl1eory,
vvl1ic11 is treate'd i.n -erie present IJa'ragraptl, is a ge11eral:lza.-
tion of the corresponding elastic theory.
Tllis elastic tll.eory, w1:1icl1 is recent and qui"te com-
plicated, is important for the review of the fundamental
characteristics of the problem.
The possibility of pure torsional buckling of a
cornp:ressed 'base tvas f~lrst discovered~ by WAGNER in 1929.
Genetal iz ilig ~NAGl~ER1 S reaso11ing, KAPPUS in 1937 Sliceeeded
itl esta'b,lis'hi11g ·t11e differential eq"Ua'tiollS for flexu..ral--
torsional buckling. He also presented the expression for
the critical load for the case of a simply supported column
load ,w:Ltl1 a constant e(~cerltricity wllose ends were eitll.er
free to warp, or perfectly fixed or completely prevented
froro vvarpi11g. CH\~ALLA, :tn 1943, IJrodtJ.ced an e:itplicit solu-
tion to the most general case of the problem, the case where
the ends were lastically restrained against rotation as well
as warping of the cross section. (Ref. 37)
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Irl 194·5, TIMOSI-IENICO pub,lislled all excellerlt 'Cl"eat:Lse
of tIle el1tire problern (Ref. ) Wliic·tl was traIlS la-ted in'to
F'rerlcl1 by one of 'us. (Ref. 39). Oi1.e of tl1e aut11ors, also
attacked tl1e 'problern of c01U~ml1.S uncler o'bl:Lq"ue loading by
an energy method (Ref. 28) and obtained an approximate solu-
tiouo Finally, KAPPUS in 1953 investigated the problem of
the influence of the elastic deformations of the eccentri-
cally loaded column, on the critical load.
As at! introdllction to tIle I)lastic
f:le2{:'ural-torsional 'b"ucltling tl1eory to
be studied later, we are going to give
a brief review of the elastic theory
developed by TIMOStlliNKO (Ref. 39), as
well as some additional comments. For
the details of this demonstration refer
Ref. 39.
Let us consider (Fig. 6.2.1) a prismati~ column of '
axis Oz, having y z as its plane of symmetry. This column
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is loaded with an axial force P, and with equal end moments
M applied in its DIane of symmetry. If the elastic deforrna-2{ !.~
tiOl1.S of tlle col·umIl a're l1eglected, it can "be assumed ·tl1at
this kind of loading is equivalent to a compressive force p
with constant eccentricity (negative):
III order to st'udy ,tILe sta'bility of trlis tYI)e of eq'uili-
briurn in t118 bar in tl1e IJlane of its \veb, we s11all ass'urne
that this bar, can take a deformed position which is infini-
tesimally near tl1is tYf>e of equili'b:t":Ll1rn and we s'hall study
tIle conditions ul1.de1:~ w'tlicll i't s·hall reJI)ain in eq-uilibrium ill
this new position. This analysis is based on the assumption
of an initially straight axis. Consideration of the elastic
deformation of the column axis is very laborious and complicated
(Ref. 4~1). N'url1erical co[nputa"tions executed on t'rlis subj ect
for the case of our tests have indicated the correction
factors to be negligible.
The new deformation at a section (z) is composed of
the translations u, v and rotation ¢ all with respect to
the shear center o. (Fig. 6.202)
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The displacements in the x and y directiort of
any longitudinal fiber are
u+(yo-y)cp etv-(xo-x)cp. i
The magnitude of the fictitious lateral forces and
torsional moments produced~ the cornpress~on load
in the fibers of the slightly displaced section are given
by
\ qx =-llorId D,[u" + (Yo-y)rp"].
Iqy =- IlorIdD,[v"-(Xo-X)rp"]. (6.2.3)m" = - I f orId D, [u" + (y~-y)rp"] (Yo- y) + I I D,rId D, [v" -(xo-x)rp"] (Xo-X)'
y
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1r1 tlle case of arl I sllaped sec tiOl! ]{o::.-:: 0 ~ Moreove:r,
by choosing a set of convenient axes:
crffndD.=p;f fnxdD. = f fnydD. =0
(6.2.4)f f Qy~d D. = Ix, f f n x2 dD. = Iy •
Using the above sirol)lificatio"ns, forululas (6.2.3)
can be written as:
substituting the expression (6.2.5) for qx qy and IDZ
(6.2.6)(6.2.6)
!qx = - P uJl - (PYa + Mx) cp"qy =-Pv" (6.2.5)rnz = - u" (PYa + Mx) + (Mx ~,x - P r~) cp",
w11ere
into the classical equations for bending and torsion of
t11il1.-walled rnembers, Itll0Wl1. as:
(6.2.8)
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we find equations 6.2. 9 wl1ere C, arid Cl are tIle torsio11a.l
rigidity and the warping rigidity of the section respec-
tively.
Tilis systern of differen·tial equations bra-Ices dOW(1
into two independent groups. The first group, corresponding
to the second equation (6.2.9), represents the Euler buckling
in the plane of the web and it is not of any interest here.
From formula (6.2.1) r.i'here ew y
is a g:lven oriellted cruantity vvrlickl is
act"'ual case ..
!Ely uIV + PUff + (PYa + Mx) ep" = 0 c.Elxv1v + P v" = 0,C1 cpIV - (C + M x ~x - P ro2) ep" + (PYa + Mx) u" == 0
1') (9,;)
a tt.,~ a
Using this notation the second group of differential
equations (6.2.9) is given by (6.2.10).
For ¥tl1e C8..se where tl1e ends of -tile cOl'Uml1. are SilUply
Sllppo:eted, prevented frorn rotatioll 8..bollt a){is 0z' and f:cee
o arid z 1) t'lle
system of differential equations (6.2.10) gives a solution
itl t11e form:
(6.2.11)
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Replacing the values of u and ~ from (6.2011) into (6.2.10)
we get tIle sys'tem of differerltial equa·tiollS given in (6.2.12).
Equating the determinant of the coefficients of the
02,.12)
7t
2
)Iy12 -P A1 -P(Yo-ey)A2 ==O
(P(Yo - ey) ~l +(c1 ;: +C -P ey - ~x~pr~) A2 = 0
==0
~P(Yo-ey)
unknown Al and AZ to zero we obtain the bucl~ing criterion.
By introducing the definition of the Euler load
and the critical torsional buckling load:
(6 .2 .15)
Tile 'buckl.i11g criterion (6.2.13) calI l)e written 8S:
From "t11is q'uadmatic equation, tile critical elastic flexural-
torsional buckling load can be easily determined.
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In the cas~ of a perfect fixed ended support condition,
and complete prevention o~ warping at both ends, the boundary
COfldi'tions are:
·u::::: tl' = ¢ r/J~ ::~ c~ for Z =-. 0 or Z =~ 1.
Tims, the lateral and rotational displacements of the
column are given as:
( 27CZ) ( 27CZ)Al 1 - cos -/- ,cp == A2 1- cos -z- (6.2.17)
The buckling criterion remains the same as equation 6.2.16
provided that
In our tests, warping is almost completely prevented
since the coluluns are conrlected'to trle bea:ring ·plates, O)~
about 20 mm thickness (and later stiffened), whicl1 are bolted
to the cast iron plate of the spherical supports. It is of
importance, therefore, to provide a calculation of the
critical buckling load for this particular case. An. analytical
expression for this critical load would be obtained using
CID~ALLA'S analysis (Ref. 37); but a tentative analysis
showed that this ~ethod leads to an extrem~ly complicated
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formula. It was decided therefore, that an approximate
type of solution would be preferable, and the problem would
be solved by the energy method of RAYLEIGH-RITZ-TIMOSHENKO.
rr1-1e go"verning eq'uation for tI1.e probleul is presented
in Ref. 40 page 5.
Applying the rules of variational calculus, it can
"be shown tl'lat -the Euler equations associated to tl'lis pro"blern
(6.2.19) are exact:ly 'the same as eClua-tions '(6.210). Tl1is
proves the identity of the. two methods.
E IYf 1 [ )] fl C fl
-2- u'2dz +2 C-P(eysX +ro2 a rp'2dz--f a rp'rplll dz
PJOl JI
-'2 ou'2 dz - P (yo-ey) a u'ep'd.z=O
TI1.e bo"undary conditiol1.S for colu[nns preven"ted frorn
warping (0 ~ 0) are:
u ..- u B ........,.:;.~ 0 for z ~ 0 and z ~~ J
r/J fIJI = 0 for 0 and t (6.2.20).p;-.=~ Z ~"""'..JI Z = If
The deflection curve of the column can be approxi-
mated by the expression:
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(6.2.21)
which satisfy all boundary conditions.
substituting u and W in equation (6.2.19) by these
e},-pressions from (6.2 0 21) and carryirlg all t:lle rlecessa'ry
integrations we get:
~I 7t4 A 2' 1 . 27t2 A22 C1 87t4 ·A;z2~2Y-2zal +2 [C-P(ey~x+ro2)] Z +2~
_ ; 7t2:/__ jJ~~{,{~i~~~~~ft~1/,,2==O
.2.22)
For tIle member the variation
of total energy A& represented by the left hand side
of equatio11 (6.2.22) S110uld be rnillimurn o Tl'lis gives us two
conditioI1S.
ir~~¥iEI.v2~A1 _ 7t2 :ZA1 - P(Yo-ey) 837ti~~ ..••.. 0
o(LlJi).~. ··2 2 7t2 A 2 S-7ti A2 ,·. .87t2~1~()Ai\EC-P(ey~x+ro )] Z +C1 ~13-~P(Yo~eY)a1cl -
Irltroducing tIle nota"tions:
(6.2.2~)
(6.2.24)
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corresponding to transversal bending of section DIE 10
and PN 221 decreases rapidly with strain (See diagram
F:Lg. 6.3.3) al1cl is much less than the one obtained
oonclude4, therefore, that the critical load computed
this way will be much lower than the ones computed by
formula (602.26). The main reason for such a decrease
rnodul'us for tll.e case of tra11sversal 'b,e11ding, Wllicll due
to tIle ·pressure of residual stresses becornes
j_nstead of Eo SiIlce tl1e [nodulus T l1as ·no·t -bee11 estituated
for sections DIE 10 and PN 22 S, the calculation of the
above ratio is not possible. However, it should be noted
that the decrease in critical load for the DIE 10 section
will be quite more noticable as compared to section PN 22 s.
rr"[lis is due to t'he residtlal stress dist:t~:Lbu·tion at t"tle
f·larlge ·tips, vvl1icll is a deterln:Lrling fac·tor for tIle
decrease of the modulus To These stresses are 709 kg/mrn2
]:or PN 22 s.
lFor the definition of this modulus see paragraph 6.3
belo~I'7 0
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We shall not investigate the quantitative analysis
of the results any longer because the effect of the reduc-
tj_Oll :ll1. tile value of modulllS T, on t'he critical load \)Jill
be discussed in detail in paragraph 6.5 below.
If the deformation of the column is neglected, the
maximum bending and axial load stresses is related to the
compressive force P by
p .
Omax == 11 (1 + m).
Let llS replace in tb.is formula G max by Rp .... 12.8
TIle l~L'rl1it vallles of P 8,.re found to be:
t»
12,8 n
Plimite =::: 1 + m'
and are tabulated below
m I DIE 10 I PN 22 S
\
0,5 18,3 32,8
1 13,7 24,6
3 <?,88 12,3
Compriring these values with the experimental critical
loads it is seen that
P"L" c}. <P ~~ :Lnl1.'C cr~ t &
for A ='> 175 , ill ok=,:....-:1o 3 arid
for A ~~ 130 , ro 'ti±'~·r 1 and 3 l)I
U==
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(6.2.21)
which satisfy all boundary conditions.
Substituting u and 0 in equation (6.2.19) by these
ei(pressi<?us f'rOUl (6 4} 2 0 21) and carryill.g all tIle 'necessary
integrations we get:
l1:iI 7t4 A 2' 1 2 1t2 A22 C1 87t4!1.~2t/ -2131 +2 [C-P(ey@~+ro2)] 1 +2~
_ ~7t22~12~;(~~i~;~'~~~i/"2·········()
For tIle member the variation
of total e11ergy A&, represented by the left hand side
of equatio11 (6.2.22) sl1.ould be mil1imurn. Tll.is gives lIS two
conditions.
gi~~~!EIY2~:A1_*2:lA1_p(Yo-ey).831ti~2 ()
o(~$}' .' <2 7t2 A 2 < ······87t4A 2 ,' ' ·Src2 .t\1OA2[C-~(e.v@~-+ro2)].'. 1 +C1-13-"C.. P(yo-ey) ....3fr;1~9
Il1.troducirlg tlle 1.1.ota'tio11S:
(6.2.2~)
(6.2.24)
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and ,sirl1plifyiIlg the systerfl of equations (6.2.25) can be
wr:Ltte11 as:
In order for this system to have a non-trivial solu-
tion, the determinant of the coefficients of the unknowns Ai
and AZ should equal to ~ero:
The above equation is identical to the one found for
-trle casevitlere the ends are free to tvarp, (6 .2 .16), excep-t
fC4
the last term which is multiplied by 9rr'l.' The symbol q
~2 stands for different quantities in t11e two cases.
vIe will in-trod·uce tIle va:lue of "A, tl1e ideal Slel1.der-
I '
,:less l.$at:io, since a rl'umber of sucl1 a slenderness ra-t:Lo, will
fail by Euler buckling and have a critical load of:
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It was mentioned above that
(6.2.28)
Dividing equation(6.2.28)and (6.2.27) side by side
(6.2.29)
In order "to solve equatioflS (6.2.16) or (6.2.29) in
terms of Pl/p, they are first multiplied by
introdtlCing tl1e !."otati.Oll.
P2 r~ 2
--- =c
Pi
one gets:
c
2(~1) 2_(~1)(C2 + r~ + ey ~x) + r~ ~ ey . ~x ;
-M(Yo-ey )2 =0, (6.2.31)
al'1d
(6;2.30)
where the coefficient of M has the' values of: a) 1 for
equation (6.2.16) and b) ;:... =-0.721 for equation (6.2.26)
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New coefficients ~ and Po will be defined below, >
in order to obtain a unique solution for all cases of
elastic and restraints and elastic warping at the ends.
(3 -
1 if column is simply supported at the ends.
0.5 if column is perfectly fixed at the ends.
1 if the column is completely free to warp
at tIle el1.ds.
01)5 if tl1e col'ulua is completely preve11'ted
from warping at the ends.
~tJitll tllese rotatiOI'lS, eq-uation (6.2.30) ca11 be written as:
2_ 1 [( ~)2 Ct· 1 C 2]
C - Iy ~o E +2,6 7];2 G(~l) , (6.2.32)
which takes into account the 3 possible expressions of PI
and P2 (6.2.14)and (6.2.15); (6.2.18); (6.2.24) .
Lilcewise
MT 1 - 0,093 [(:oY--l] (6.2.33)
This formula has as special cases the values of 1 and 0.721
fOtlUd above.
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Replacing M by its expression from (6.2.33) into
equation (6.2.29), and solving the resulting quadratic
equation with respect to ~;lp
P1 ==(A.i..,.),:,.2. : ,. c2 +r~+ eY~XllpAy.. ... 2 c2 ~
we finally ge-t:
This formula is identical with different rotations,
to the one given by the German Specifications DIN 4114
(Ref. Richtlinie 10.12)e
t~OTE :
It is suggested, in these specifications· to take
in"to aCCOullt tIle IJOssi"bility of flexural--torsional buckling
by reI>lacing tll.e actual slenderness :r.."atio of tIle col'unln
by tl1e uideal n Slel1.der lLess ratio as
defined by forrnula (6. 2.34), everl ill a case vJhere buckliIlg
,occurs in the plastic range. The best section is then
estitnatecl on 'tIle basis of fle:K.llral "bucklil1.g 0111y"
It is obvious that this procedure is perfect for
tIl.e elastic range, since :l.t only re~places ,t11e F,;'ule"r buckli·ng
load
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c:ritical flexural-torsioflal
'bllClclil1.g load.
}-lowever, il:! tile plas'tic domain tIle above llletrl0d
does 110't llclve arlY ttleoretical j·us·tif~Lca'tion0
In the following part of the present paragraph we
will at-tero'pt: to extend ~t'tle flexural-torsio11al 'b'uclcling
theory, into the plastic range. Later (6.6.5) this theory
w:Lll 'be llsed as vvell as tile lJrocedure recommended by· tILe
German Specifications and will both be compared in the
experimental results.
As a closure to this paragraph, the elastic flexural-
torsional buckling theory will be compared with the experi-
men+tal :t"esults 0
Before going into detailed sumrnerical comparison,
let us consider the sectiolEwhich are justified by the
elastic theory. The sections DIEIO and PN 22 's have elastic
proportional limits of 12.7 kg/mm2 and 12.8 kg/mm2 • (See
diagraros on Fig. 2.34 a11d 2.55) Beyond -tliese stresses,
these develop an important relaxation of the residual stresses
in the flanges. Furthermore, at the ends, which are under
residual COH1IJressive stresses, tl1e Osgood ta11gerlt rIlodul'L1S T
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corresponding to transversal bending of section DIE 10
and PN 221 decreases rapidly with strain (See diagram
Fig. 603.3) and it is much less than the one obtained
by a (<0, e) diagratn fot."" a CorUlJression c'O'UPOll e It is
oonclude4, therefore, that the critical load computed
this way will be much lower than the ones computed by
formula (6e2.26). The main reason for such a decrease
irl tIle vallIe of I~ is t'tle :ced'uctiol1 ir1 t:l1e elas'ti(~
cr'
11l0dul'llS for -tl1.e case of trallsversal 'b,el1.ding, wll.ictl d'ue
to tIle 1:Jressl1re of residual stresses becorn8s
il1stead of E. Since tIle roodl11us T 11as no·t bee11 estitnated
for sections DIE 10 and PN 22 S, the calculation of the
above ratio is not 'poss:tble. lIowever, it s'ho'uld be noted
that the decrease in critical load for the DIE 10 section
will be quite more noticable as compared to section PN 42 s.
rrllis is due to tIle residual stress distrib"ution a-t tlle
flarnge ·tips, whic11 is a de-terlnil1.ing fac tor for tIle
dec,rease of tILe rnod·~llus T (I T'tlese stresses are 7 ff 9 kg/mro2
fo:r PN 22 s.
lFor the definition of this modulus see paragraph 6.3
'belo~v•
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\~Je s11all not investigate tile q"ua'utitative analysis
of -tl18 re -ts an.y lOflger 'beca~use tIle. effect of t'tle red'lie""
tion in the value of modulus T, on the critical load will
be discussed in detail in paragraph 6.5 below.
If d,efornlatiorl of tIle C01"Unl11 =Ls 'neglected, tIle
ma~~ilnum bel1.di'ng al1d aicial l08..d s'tresses is l.~elated to -tl~!e
compressive force P by
p ,
. O'max == Q (1 + m).
Let us replace in this formula G max by Rp ~- 12.8
k.g!mm 2 . The limit values of P are found to be:
0)
12,8 n
Plimite == 1 + m'
and are tabulated below
m I DIE 10 I PN 22 S
\
0,5 18,3 32,8
1 13,7 24,6
3 <?,88 12,3
Comp~ring these values with the experimental critical
loads it is seen that
P;·i·" <J~m~t < pcrito
for A =:: 1.75 , ill ~~ 3 a11d
for A ~~ 13() , rn ~~~ 1 aIld 3$
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11e"nce, for trte above sections, \tVe ca11no·t obtairl 8"
good correlatio11 betweeIl t1180retical Cll1d e}cpe:t:'imenta.l
The table on page 130 gives values of the experimental
crit:lcal loads, togetl1e1.<> ~rJitl1 trle ttleore'tical 011es Wl1icl1
have been calculated on the assumption of end sections
be£ng prevented from warping
or -1, using the equivalent moment given by
Profil DIE 10
Pcritique Pcritique
A e2 m theorique experimental
el kg kg
+1
0,5 15.211 13.800
1 14.052 12.400
175 0 0,5 15.342 11.800
't - -
,
-1 0,5 - -1 15.167 14.050
+1 O,S 26.069 22.800
130 0 0,5 25.895 25.000
-1 0,5. 25.714 30.800
1 25.626 24.100
'.
---
A e2 m.,....-
el
+1 ,O,q1
175 /',-., 0,5
'0 1
~1 0,5
1
+1 tl,s 46.3081 44.749
0 0,5 46.288130 1
*-1 0,5 46.7191 46.257
Pcritique
experimental
kg
27iID60
25.800
25.650
25.300
25.450
::,45£550
i;43.6€JO
44'1000
44.300
48.500
ses
The transverse plastic buckling theory for the test
columns will be presented taking into account all related
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factors.
Par-tially plastified sections - residtlal st:resses .-
variation of the elastic-plastic properties of the material
for different points of the cross-section - plastic deforma-
tions by bending and torsion; it must be borne in mind that
this theory will present many complications. This is the reason
of first neglecting torsion and generalizing the classical
d 'EI\1GESSE:bt-SI-lANLEY IJlastic bllcltling tlleory for I)ure be11ding (I
t~'umeri.cal calculatiol1.s 'based on ttle o~bt8..ined fOrlTIllla, 'i-lave
given critical loads quite higher than the experimental
failur:~e loads wI1ic·.b. dernonst'rates the necessity of taking
irlto aCCOllnt 1Vto'rsiol1.Y?
Nevertheless, it is worth~lile to present once more
tl1e generalized d~"Et\fGESSER tl1eory', e}Cl)lained al)o've, because
we \iv:Lll ill.trodtlCe fa!." t11is case tl-le tangent mod"ulus T con-
cept which is indispensable for a thorough understanding
oj: t11e mos·t ~refilled tl1eory -tal<il1.g irlto aCCO'U11't 'torsion 0
We will assume, according to SHANLEY's theory, a lateral
-b'uclc~L:Lngvihicl1 is IJrod'uced by fle:g:.ure. Tl1e c:d.tical loa~d
(for safety purposes) will be defined as the load corres-
ponding to the beginning of such excessive bending.
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Let us consider a member partially plastified
to s deflectiorl ifl plane of the web under the effect
of the eccentric force Pe If the additional lever arms
l)"t~oduced by tIle de£lectioIl of tl1e COl"UU111. are neglec<ted,
or taken care of by a constant correction factor, the degree
of plastification is the same for every sectiollQ Let f I y
be the flexural rigidity of the member in the plane of
bending ss which is perpendicular to the web 0 The elastic
(6.3.1)
where T is the tangent modulus to be defined latera
Re'peating ttle same" E'uler." :a;easorlirlg ttJi
of EI we firldy'
p _ 7t2 T Iy
cr - 12
T I ins-teady
(6.3.2)
which is the critical load for lateral buckling $
berlcliI1g of tIle co~l'unll1 :Ln t11eplane of :l~cs web, followed by
pla..stificatioIl of trle wel) , tl1e"n sudderl Euler bl~cl(ling
normal to the webe
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It only' retl1ains to define tl~le tangerlt rnoclul'us T in
formula (6.3.2). At this stage we have been inspired by
OSGOOD's study on the effect of residual stresses on the
l)-llCkli'ng load (1:1.ef. L:.1) 0
At the verge of lateral buckling, the flanges i and e
attain two different degrees of plastification, which are
known for a given force P. That is, the average strains
E_i arld f carl~.1- e calculated (See paragraph 5$7).
For example, a fiber of the flange iat a distance
:K frarIl a:;g::Ls y' y', takirlg In"to acc~ount tIle' 1~110wn Y"es:Ld'ual
st:t~ess distriTbution, l1as a tange11t roodllius Tj<a (x) \'jvl1ile
the corresponding fiber on the flange e has a tangent
modulus of Te(X) =
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Let tIS SlfPIJOSe 11.0\11} tl18.. t d"ue to late'~eal 'b"uclclirlg, ct"OSS
sections also rotate around the axis of symmetry y y. The
additiorlal strains d'ue to S'UCll a rotation a:re:
X~€ =-,
(Jx
vJl1el:~e x is tlle d:ls-tance of a11Y fiber froIu -tlle a:x.is of
"rotatioIl, a'nd P is the l.'"ladi·us of curvat'ure of ttle col~umn
2{
:Ln IJla11e }C x.
The additional stress in a fiber will be:
Tx
uO'i=::::::.·.·..·.:l·.Ll € -.
px
Eq-uilib:ri\lm of exterrlal al1.d rnOrne11"ts gives:
By, definition:
(a)
If r\ (6.3.3)TX2d~.!.T ~i\··n................ = .!..ff.·.. ·.· T x2 d·QJfn~2dn Iy . n
w'here T denotes lV tl1.e OSGOOD ave:rage tal1.gerlt rnod'ulus H •
Using tl1is l"lotatiofl, eq"uation (a) call. -be writteIl as:
M - T Iy ~ - I d 2 vx-- -Ty-px dx2 (6 •3 .1)
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which is given above.
It remains to explain the practical calculation of T
for a given section, say the DIE 20e For a section composed
of.only two flanges, formula (6.3.3) becomes: (Fig.6.3.1)
I
~
.1f.. i
t:= .34.S------..! .
r-- 57.5~
_--- "0,5 _'_~
---- 98.&--__-..1
As recalled, compression tests were carried out on
small coupons cut out from each flange. (Fig. 6.3.2).
Therefore, both terms in formula (603.4) can be evaluated
by replacing the integrals with equivalent sums. We find
-224
e.,o'"
Using forroula (6. 305) the diagram (6.3.3 )wllicl1. gi~ves
the variation in average tangent modulus of one flange, as
a, fU11ction of t11e strain € of the saUTe fla.nge can be C011-
structed. One of the curves in this diagram corresponds to
tIle COrnI)1!essed~ flarlge, w11ereas t'he otller to flange under
tension. The marked difference between these two curves
sl1.0W the irrJportant effect of tl1e l.'"esidual stresses on tI1.e
COlrilHl11 stability in lateral ·bucl{ling,.
In order to determine the tangent modulus T to be used
ill. formula..
(6.3.2)
the interior and exterior flange strains i and
be determined for a given load P, using the method explained
in paragraph 5.7. Then,values of Ti and Te corresponding
to e~ and E are read off the curves given in, Fig. 603.3.
J.. e
Having obtained Ti and Te
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Some of the critical loads, obtained by the theory to
be developed, will be presented in paragraph 6.50 As rnen-
tioned above, these theoretical loads exceed the experi-
mental loads 0 This indicates that the torsional deformation
should be taken into consideration. The analysis of the
buckling phenomenon, considering torsion will be presented
6$4 Flexural-torsional buckling of ~ column considering
residual stresses. arld \lar.y:!:Etg mclte~iaJ. '- ,-'iTpJ:"oF~erties
in its cross section.
A. General
We propose to extend the elastic theory (paragraph 6.2)
into the elastic-plastic region. In order to simulate
.
tI1.e acttlal co'ndi"tiorls a stress-strai,..n (6.1 e) diagx"am Wllicll.
differs for different points along the cross section will
be ell-Gsen 4 IA. residual stress dLst:t~ibutioIl, slmilax" to tl1.e
one obtained experimentally, will be assumed.
Let us consider the loading case of a compression force
:P, al1.d~ el1.d berldirlg roornerlts M2{ acting in ~tl1e pJ_ane Y y $ T11e
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The sign convention and position of axes x, y and z are
. SllOvJll :Ln F:lg 06 .l;.. $1 Q
The first order theory will be assumed. The effect
of the force P on the bending stresses will also be neglected.
Ha\irlg made these aSSUrOIJtio11S, we carl star"t st"'J.dying trle
plastic deflection of a column in the plane of its web,
strains E i and €e in the fibers of the corresponding flanges.
At the present time, let be assumed that the column
• + ~ • •
...
Let tIle COl.UU111 be given all i'n~fillitessi.mal virt"ual
deformation of cornbined 'belJ.ding and tnrs:Lorl and st"udy tIle
equili"briuro of ~tllis C01Ulllfl :lrl tIle
corresponding value of P is the erit
bucklillg load Q
f
e
I
Semelle i
1
5emellee
flexural-torsional
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B. prelin~n~~Calculations
1) ic state of an eccentrical loaded
simplifying assumptions:
loaded colurnn carl be de'terrnirled by rnakitlg tile followillg
tic stresses in an eccentricallyTIle elastic
a) nplane sections rernain plane n , i.,e o irl al1Y sectio·n
of a member under bending and axial force we have
- y
e:-s:o +-px
where Co is the average strain, and ~ is the curvature
of the axis of the member.
ianal lateral dis-Val"lle of tIle
b) The elastic-plastic deformati6n of the column
wl1ic11 is an
will be taken care of in an approximate manner, by adding
IJlacernerlt of
ree~
·T·~
Y·N? !
-+---f--~'
y=--h/! I 1
1~.. c,.........•.....•..•...•. , .•.. '...· . mrx+f·"~l~--_. .
.P
Fig. 60.4.2
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If the secant modulus is taken as the slope of the
straight line joining the original 0 to a point on the
(Gte) curve .(Fig. 6.4.3) corresponding to a particular
fiber of the member, we have simply:
is == S €,
and the normal stress distribution
is giverl by:
on the cross section
l:~ote tl1at tlle ordinate HyH ill tJ:le above fornlll1a :Ls
measured from the geometric center G.
Fig. 6.403
For the simplified case of a section composed of
only two fibers, discussed in paragraph 5.2, Fig. 6.4.3
S},10v-7S t1:ta"t:
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(604.4)
vnlere s~ and s· reDresent the secant moduli of elasticity~ e.t
of the interior and exterior flanges re?pectively.
Writing the equilibrium for internal and external
forces (Fig. 604.4) we have:
F o) 6 4 L.19 ."- 9' I. +
Jl
2_-+-=----,
x-~-+.~.
·J_I·
Using the theory explained in paragraph 5.7 and the
(G,~) diagram of the equivalent fiber, we can obtain by
E. ~~, £- , 8-i, Se,
o>L e --
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and f for a given load P.
2) Defil1.itio11 o~ tl1e elastic center E.
In the development of the elastic buckling theory, the
IIoyd 0. == IInxd n ==IInxyd 0. ==0,
and viLl.ich l1ad reduced Otlr warl", lYe
In the extension of this theory into the plastic range,
the axes should be chosen in such a way as to benefit from
the same simplifications. In other words, the position of
the origin should be such that· all three of the integrals
I Ioy d Q. == I IS x d 0. == I In Sxy dn
beCOlue zero. TIle las't two, are zero due to syrnmetry of
the cross section and the ~oading with iespect to the y
It is sufficient therefore to find an axis about, . ,
Wl1 i ell.
I In Sy d n == o.
For a section reduced to two fibers of area
this condition is equivalent to (Fig. 6.4~Lt).
(a)
with the provision that y will be measur~d from a certain
l)oint E, clefined as Htlle elastic cerlter U arid whose posi-tioll
is 11.0t 1{I10Wn off-l1arld. Fig. 6.4.4 S110'~lS that
Yi =Ye (Yi < 0)
substituting into equation (a):
-Seh
, Yi = Si + Se (6.4.7)
From here on, the point E will be taken as origin of the
a:t'{es.
The new ordinates (y') are related to the ordinates
~) with respect to G, by:
" s,.- Se hy=y ----~_.
St' + Se 2
Replacing y by y' in formula (6.3.3) and omitting the
-232
(6.4.• 9)
where A is a constant equal to:
A
which is the strain at the elastic center. Formula (6.4.9)
enables us to decompose the composite axial force and
bending stresses:
illtO ptlre compreSS:lOl1. s·tresses
It is obvious therefore:
(6.4.11)
(6. L~.• 10).10)
A
t~cesses I)
and'
d ... ···1 1 1'1an s ~"'F e DerHJ.~llg
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is the external moment M which is balanced by the internal
x
moment and should be measured with respect to axis x x
through the point E. Therefore,
3) Definition of the shear center or center of elastic-
plastic torsion.
The following question arises in the study of a plas-
tically bent COll-lfl1U in tIle plane of its vJeb: at W11icll
point 0 on the y axis sl~ould a transverse force be applied
so "t11at t"he col'urnn co"uld belld vJitl1,o1..1.t twisting ~L'n tIle I>lal1.e
x z1 The point 0 in question is defined as the shear center
of the cross sect
I
I
''1
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Let t and t~ be the ,shearing. forces in the ~.Lclange8e ~ '-'"
e and i respectively. (Fig. 6.4.5). Since both of these
flanges undergo the same vertical deformations u - u(x)'
we l1.ave
T =: -E I d
3
y
dx3
__ Te1y d3 u. t.=:- Ti1y d 3 u
te - 2 d x3 ' t 2 d x3
(6 •L~ e 13)
where I~ is approximately the moment of inertia of one
flange neglecting the moment of inertia of the web, Ti and
Te ref)reSerlt tIle average OSGOOD I S tangent ulodul·us for ·bendil1.g
of the flanges e and i i11 trle:lr ·place 8.. 8 defil1.ed in IJa.ra--
which reduces to
through a point 0 such as (Fig. 604.4)
The resultant of the forces t e and t~ acts~
Therefore 0 is always situated between the exterior
l\lote that always
Yo == ii + te == . Ti h~
tih Ti + Te :
Ti Si
::=- < -I
Te Se
se)
flange and the elastic center E.
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The ordinate of 0 with respect to the coordinate
axes through E is:
(604.14)
4) Definition of the warping rigidit~ Cl'
• 6.4.6
Let the. member which is already in an elastic-
plastic state be subjected to an infinitessimal non-
uniform torsional load. This torsion will be accompanied
by bending of the flanges in their plane. Let, also, as
in 3) t i and t e be the shearing forces in the corresponding
flanges. The cross section turns through an angle ~
around a certain point F, and the resulting flange
-236
displacements are equal to: (Fig. 6.4.6)
Ue == -"cp Up, Ui := cp (h - y!).
The corresponding shearing forces being:
These shearing stresses should form a couple, that
is, tIley sl1.ould be equal and opposi-te; t11uS
Tih
YF == - - ==: Yo ·
Ti + Te
e
It is obvious, therefore, that the center of rotation
·F coincides with the shear center 0, which is also evident
froro -tr18 "MAX\NELL trleorem:> Kbut needed to "be verified fox~
the plastic range too.
The above computation enables us to evaluate the
-237
1
Or1 o e rnornerlt
uniform Saint-Venant's torsion is
ttle total momeIlt
Mt = M! + M" == C t!1_ =--Te T~ _~~ h2 d3~
t dz Te + Ti 2 dz3 •
Let
'-T -T' I h'2 1
e ~ _Y_ = C
Te + Tt' 2 1
(1)
and solve formula (6a L}.14) with respect to z. After
lia-ving etta'nged tlie signs 011. bottl sides of tlle 8clua"tiorl
we get:
wlJ.icll is tIle relcrtio11 dbetweerl t11.e angle 0:1: rotati.Ol1. 0
and the intensity of longitudinal torsional moment mz o
5)
At the present time the tial transverse elastic
111,?dulL1S Go of a roember tq11icl1 ltas alreacly -·tlrld~ergo11e tic
1. For the elastic range, Te
class:Lcal 'val"ue
E and we find the
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deformation is not· well defined. (See Re£~rence 42). All
for both loading and unloading; vn~ereas all theories based
on HTotal Strain" irOIJly that:
for loading (a)
for ·unloading
Formula (a) shows that, if the rotation of the section
occurs at a pointwllere S is corlsj=derably sfilalle:r tl--:tarl E,
the denominator is reduced to 3 Go 'S' ause tl"le term
j 1- 3 Go == 1 3
E (2 (1 +1J) == - 0,15., and is negligible compared with
lated by formula (6.4.17) by replacing E by the secant
There
equal to s
for all. pract:tcal ffurlJo'ses, should
ViJll:Lc11 co:t~responds to a 'value of G calcu-
modulus and considering the material incompressible 0
(y ~: 0.5)
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We have agreed to assure the highest value of the
torsional rigidity W11icll i.8:
e Go=--~hb33 (6.4.18)
c. Flexural-Torsional Buckling Theory
1) Calculation ot the lateral reactions and distributions
Of=torsional A cO'uples due to a virtuctl deformatiorl~M:of
tIle CO~Uml1. {u,v, 0) '~..
Having clarified the elastic-plastic bending (lateral
bucl(lilLg) pl'1erl.OlllenOll. of a column ifl ·tILe pla.ne of its ~'Jeb,
Vt7e can l)roceed now ill. studying tl1e fle:K.ural-torsional b·ucl<.--
li11g ·pll.enOmerlon.
On this subject the reassuring given in paragraph 6.2
can be repeated, with the only difference that the normal
stresses have an elastic-plastic distribution.
(6.2.3) can be utilized:Tl=te sarne formula
qx ==-ffncrd.Q [u ff + (Yo-y) cp"],
qy == - f fncr d .Q [v" -(xo-x) cpfJ]
mz = - fIn cr d Q[u" + (Yo -y) rp"] (Yo -Y) + fI ncr d Q [v" - (xo- x)rp"](xo- x).
For I shaped sections we have }{ -- O.
o
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substituting G in (6 $ '1- .19) by its e:K.pression
from (6.4e9) and recalling that &18 to the chosen position
of E:
!qx == - p u" - (PYo + Mx)~"qy ==-Pv". (6.4.20)mz = u" (P Yo + Mx) + (Mx ~x - Pr~) cp"
where
SSSy3 dQ+SSSx2ydQ-2 0
px== SSSy2 dO y
Also, from (6.4.10) and (6.4.11):
ffAsao=p
(6.4.22)
and
~241
1
- ffSy2 .o ==-Mxe
px . _
2) piffere~~cial=-~qua~tionsof the_ b\.1.clcling problern.
The relation between the angle of rotation 0 and
the distributed torsional moment rn z has been established
USil'1g t11e bearn
theory the relation of q~ and q to the lateral displace-
.c~ y
ments 'U and v can be wr:L·tten as:
(6 .L,~.23)
wllere l' represents tile Osgood tangel1.t modulus wll.icll wasy
discussed in paragraph 6.3. ~ represents the tangent
x
modulus corresponding to an additional infinitessimal bend-
ing deformation of the column in the place of its webs
Formulation of Tx proves to be useless, because, a'S will
be seen later, the corresponding term disappears from the
f:Lllal calcula"tioll.s. Re!Jlacirlg in equatiorl (f5 (14 It 23) and
q~, q and ro, by their values from (6.6.20) the.t:'~ yz
follovJing cliff. equatiOl1.S are ob.!cairled:
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Tl1e above systenl of ecp.lations is l.~edl,lCed to two ill.del)erlde11t
gro"UIJS; trle first, Wflicl1 C011s::Lsrts of tIle seco'nd differential
equation (6.4.24), represents an Euler buckling in the
plane of the web, not of any interest here.
or
(ey being defined as negative in the actual case).
Using the above notation, the second group of differ-
erlt:l.al eql.lations fl.~orn (6.L}o2L~.) is t'Jritten as:
~ TyIy uIV+Pu"+P(yo-ey)<p"=O
· ~ c1 q;IV - [C +P (ey ~x + r~)] cp" +P (Yo-ey) u" = o.
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Irltrodllcirlg trle critical ENGESSER -SlJA.r~LEY -OSGOOD
load
are the critical elastic
bllclcling loacl:
tic fleID~ral-torsional
orle~ obtairlS tIle sarne bucli~ling cOl1.ditiorl:
I! 2f).·, )
{I C j , '" 0
The tical elastic-plastic fle}(ural-torsional
buckling load, P
cr
' can be found easily by solving the
above quadratic equation. Final Remark. For I-shaped
sect:Lo'ns, for wh~Lcl1 'trle tl1eory vJil'l be d~eveloped, the
expressions for r o
2 and ~x (6.4·.21 and 6.4.22) are
simplified as follows:
.f f S d {) = ~ (Se + Si)
f f Sy2 d {) = ~ [Ye2Se + (h - Ye)2 S;)
f f Sy3 d {) = ~ [Ye3 Se - (h - Ye)3 S;]
(y's being negative for the flangeL)
Inodu~lus :
_ 2e f +tj; SeX2dX
Se ==~~-----
Iy
_ 2ef ~ tj~SiX2dX
Si==------
Iy
\PIe get
and
f f S x2 d X = r(Se +Si)
Si~ilarly, the results obtained for the elast ran.ge
irt ive to members whose warping
ially or completely prevented, are val a~lso
ela..st:lc ic ? lr1 formulas (602.17),
can be used provided that parameter E is replaced by Ty
and quant ies C and C1 be given corresponclirlg
·vclllles :Eor elas -'plast rcLrlge e
rrhe critical -torsional buckling load
be calculated by the method scribed above for a series
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values of the load P.
The ordinate of the intersection point A of these two
curves relJreSe11'i:s t'he fa:Ll'llre load of ttle COlllHlli; tl1e
abscissa A of point A represents the deflection of this
col'urOll at irlstarlt of failure.
In order to obtain Per' the following operations
should be performed:
1) The quantities defining the elastic-plastic
state of tJ:le col·unl'n are (~alc"ulated by tILe
c c ~ ,- q. . S arld f ..i' <-e' '01' °e' ~i' e' Y
2) TIle 'val'ues of
-246
3) Also, the following quantities are calculated:
·r~edu.ced froro (6 e 2 0 2~~)
I by replacing E by T
Y
-247
4) Finally, the smaller root of the quadrat
eCfuatioll :
is :EO·Ulld.
load p
cr
s root gives the sought critical
Let us suppose, for e, that PI COl1.siderably
smaller than Pzo The first member of above ecpJ..atiorl is
siti.ve foY~ :p o and negative for P - Plo Therefore,
tiOl1.
root, let
one root from 0 to Plo To find
a == (~y ~x)_64 (Yo - ey)2
ro2 91t'2 ro
b==-Pl(l +ey~x)_p
ro2 2
C == PI P2,
s
and the equation can be written as:
a p2 + b P + C == o.
,vJitll roots:
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6 6.3
As mentioned in paragraph 6 0 3, we have first tried to
define the experimental critical buckling load by using
p _ 7t2 T Iy
cr - [2 (6.3.2)
and have evaluated all calculations for 9 eccentrically
loaded ( <L~I = I ) DIE 20 COlllffi11S of rn ~ () 05 -. 1~ -- 3
and, 60, 80, 100"
Ptonne5
f00-r-----~--+_-~--+----~-----=-
p Flexion et Torsion.
er
fmm
25
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Table 1 below gives the assigned values of strains
f in the plane of the web, and corres--
ponding critical loads as calculated by formulas (S.7 e i)
Tlle e:K.tex"ior flal1.ge of tIle cOlllfrJl1 rerfJailiillg always
elastic for all the 9 columns,
the average tangent modulus for
T is constarlt ..e ..
colllrrrrl
TI10U"gl:1 ,
in formula (6~302) is deDendent on T~ thatI; J... , of tl'le
assigned value of el' This is the reason vnlY all three
values of p are the same for the three relative eccen-cr
tricj~t:Les (rn ~ gO' L~. -1 -3)~ . I) oJ , ..".. , "
vall-lesIf the curves Pcr ... Pcr (f) are dra\il7n. llsing
from this table it will be noted that they always pass
under the P = P(f) curves or the theoretical curves of
IJaragralJl1 5. 7 0 1\8 al1 e:L{an1IJle, -tl1e c'urve P =~ Pc· "1"'" (-F)
'cr .L. .L.
corresponding to e.~l= I , A= 80 , and
represented by dotted lines in Fig. 6.501.
m ~-. 1 l1as been
Close examination of this figure shows that the torsional
TABLEAU 1
Tableau des valeurs P~r' f
).=60 A=80 A = 100_
II fmm II
m = 0,51 1 3 P~r Kg II f IIm = 0,5 I 1 I 3 P;" Kg
II
~= 0,5] 3 P~r Kg
117.919
100.552
80.216
71.264
65.962
(),~t~~!
6USIOS
sg·§Zg
59)430
59.309
10,92
16,38
21,62
26,65
31,48
36,06
40,48
f
7,29
11,21
~§,27
19;45
23,68
27,95
32,20
36,36
40,49
I 50,72
II 5,12
7,80
11,09
14,71
1$,62
·~~,74
27,00
31,40
35,78
184.247
157.111
125.776
111.348
103.064
97.251
93.913
93.091
92.858
92.669
~~~§
·~~~41
13,72
16,90
1~,~q
gf~§2
25,60
28,11
30,55
3,•.'''''.''.:':'::'.0':''.''.':'.'5::.'.'.•''''.:',.::,' I".".'.:'.",'.'.:',.".:".. ,..,4:"",.'",':,'.",'.,','.'.•.'.:,.,•..',.:••,.,•,: .::..,.,5.:•.,:,'.',.,'.,••..,',::,.,:..,••. 8..••..,.:',:.,••,.,:."•.,:,•...,.':.,.,::...••••••.: ,.,:4,61 ,,::6,99
p~~~ '<~;)~~
§,§~'~t,OO
1,"·1,08~~)§,7
13,50 17,16
16,03 19,77
18,71 22,35
21,40 24,92
28,08 31,32 I
327.553
~£~.q.~.~
~~e7§~~
1~{..~~~
-183~22'7
172.892
166.958'
165.496
165.082
164.746
q,89
§:,§~
Z$~~"·"':"':':';
9;43
11,10
12,71
14,26
15,66
"
17,03
20,44
3,85 '
5,19
6,55
7,93
9,33
10,73
12,14
13,54
17,05
II 1,68
II 2,59
3,60
., 4,70
5,89
7,15
8,48
9,91
11,35
14,96
Cl
~§saye
400
·,600
800
1.000
1.200
1.400
1.600
1.800
2.000
2.500
M 0 !)l J-h '~ U P>- aC) p, 00 8 ('j to ~\ a
r-'; OJ
l='"
~.
t"l"' ~ ~ 0 ~'" ro r'" u CD r.o 0
e
F-r' ro ro ror-I
O'Q CI'.lIC/) < ri r'r Ii -< 0 (j CL a ro
p UQ I-'h
n. (b
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t::L ~ 0C' rt 0 00 iJ (D
r,:, f....J ::I' ~ 0 PJ 1-''' ti
f-i" CD ~~
l-1'=~ r'i ~ C 0- 0 i-h CD (j) CD 8 i-.J. {JQ 80)--1. i-J
ri" ro =t ::; 8 J-lu ::J 0
nc" 0 NI (D r~ p.,
'-00
r"'1
~, 0 CD ~ ro ~ M (D ti ~
H I-j u· ri-~
rt 00 0 \..0 H PJ ~~ ii 0 0
I~ re"
0 0M~
?r'?:t (D 1-1<1 0 ~1
p~: ttl rl· () PD P [-.1 ro 0
r=J
ro crq(Jq (j X iJ rn ~ ro ~ PJ ~
ill (D v- H
1- fIJ
l-~ SS a rt r-i CL ro }=-l B v
S 8~ j-.1 ro rt rt rt 1-11 ro
(J H r~ IV
1-;".;) ~ .r,; ~ 1'-4;'-'• 0 h"1 t...O r-: 0 ~
1-l ~
1--" .~"".
~y {.-l
flj a r....l<> fD ro u l~h r~ r Ii PJ Ii
0 ~! ~ 0 a i:J
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~ 00 M rt (') 0 ~ ro- o rt r~
~ m <r-l
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Gk
C == 3 ~ h b3 == 2059, 11.106 kg. mm2
I h2~ == 22,4768.1010 mm6•
Using the values of Table 2 for each of the 9 columns
a P = P curve can be dra~!, analogous to the one
c'r cr (f)
on Fig. 6.5.1 which meets the :P := P (f) curve at one point.
The ordinate of this point is the corresponding tical
flexural-torsional buckling load.
Table 3 below groups theoretical and experimental values
for P for all 9 columns. It can be said, without exagera~
el'" ~
tion and remembering the complexity of the phenomehon that
th~ accordance "between theory alld experimerlt is quite re-
ularkable. TIle fa.ct "tlla't tIle same correlatiorl is -valid for
all 9 columns of different sizes and loadings excludes tIle
possibility of a fortunate coincidence. We can then very
well conclude t'llat nour flexural-tor~sional b\J..cl<ling -t'heory
represerlts tl1.e real:Lty ve1.'Y \>1e11. it
It is interesting to compare the approximate theoretical
values o'btcined 'by the form'ulas !JrOl)osed in tIle GerlUal1.
85,2
75,0
62,7
118,0
184,3
328,6
PEuler
tonnes
0,5
84,8
71,0
62,5
0,5
1
3
m
0,5
1
3
0,5
1
3
Experiment. I Theoriql
Comparaison entre les cha
p.
Ay
100
80
60
A~
60
80
100
m~
it l'aide duquel on calcu1e la tenf
de la barre comme si elle flambai1
NallS avons calcule 1a charge c
tique de flambement par flexion e",
l'equation (6 .. 2 .. 16), c'est-a-dire e;:
du paragraphe 6 .. 3.. Rappelons qu,
a substitller a l'e1ancement reel d'
un elancement ideal
A" -A JPEuler.
z - Y Per
499,88
248,37
89,68
812,99
499,88
248,37
89,68
1..259,88
812,99
499,88
1..2~9,88
812,99
499,88
248,37
812,99
499,88
248,37
89,68
1..259,88
812,99
499,88
499,88
248,37
89,68
812,99
499,88
"248,37
89,68
- 75,26
-105,48
-126,60
-143,62
-105,48
-126,60
-143,62
-J54,26
- 75,26
~105,48
~12.6,60
-126,60
-143,62
-154,26
-126,60
-143,62 _
-154,26
-105,48
-126..60
-143,62
-154,26
m.m2
10..398
11 ..398
12..161 .
10..398
11 ..398
12.. 162
12..742
11 ..398
12..161
12..742
12..930
12.. 161"
12..742
12..930
11 ..398
12..161
12..742
12..930
12.. '161
12..742
12..930
-237,13
-243,00
-249,05
-255,08
- 49,81
- 55,95
- 62,70
- 45,41 ~"",',',II0""",3,,,98
- 50,04 I:; 11 ..398
- 55,16 r 12.161
- 94,55 '112.. 161
-100,18 t, 12..742
-106,05 r 12..930
- 87,89
- 92,35
- 97,01
-229,67
-234,18
-238,92
-243,74
35,43
48,56
56,70
56,70
62,38
64,67
48,56
56,70
62,38
64,67
YE
rom
74,2~ _
71,08
67,82
74,22
71,08
67,82
2488
1166
407
13.285
11 ..639
10..278
13..285
11.639
10..278
Si Ti
Kgjmm2 Kgjmm2
Si
19..562
18..400
17..167
17..167
15..893
14..656
18..400
17.. 167
15.893
14..656
X 106
Ee
+239,39
+262,20
+271,10
- 21,61
- 39,02
- 57,22
Ei
800
1000
1200
1200
1400
1600
1000
1200
1400
1600
X 106
3
ill
80
Table 3
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T'heoretical and E2?:perime11tal Flextlral-
Torsional Buckling Loads in .Tons.
In-+ 0,5 1 3
At Experiment. I Theorique Experiment. I Theorique Experiment. I Theorique
60
I 84,8 85,2 64,8 I 66,2 32,8 35,580 71,0 75,0 59,0
I
59,0 32,5 32,5
100 I 62,5 62,7 53,5 51,0 29,0 29,5
" .
..'..,.'.'.".:.. ,.... ....."., ..".
."'.:"
',".':.:.:.',:,,'.""
O"cr Perit, ·P ....::•..·,· ,"".Ay PEuler l,?:tdhfi:'itt. )"i DIN 41 14 ";--:y <In I.B.N. :<'.. ".:'.'.:.
tonnes tQi'ji'j~s:;i:,i: kgjmm 2 tonnes to:lne
0,5 278,4 65,0 23,6 131 84,8
60 1 328,6 225,0 72,5 22,7 126 64,8
3 122,9 98,0 19,0 110 32,8
0,5 165,2 84,5 22,4 124 71,0
80 1 184,3 138,0 92,5 20,45 113 59,0
3 78,1 1~3,0 13,7 76 32,5
0,5 109,3 104 19,2 106 62,S
100 1 118,0 94,5 112 16,S 91,S 53,S
3 53,6 148 9,45 52,5 29,0
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Specifications, to the experimentally obtained ones. This
method is explained at the end of paragraph 6.3. It con-
sists of substituting the real slenderness ratio ~yby
arl ideal ol1e,
i.. _ ") JPBuier
AJ -Ay --.
, Per
w:Lth wllj~cl1 tl~le c1.'itical stresses L1.:re de-terrni.lted Of1 tl1e
basis of lateral buckling.
Tl1e critical Zfelastic n flexural-torsional "bllcl:eling
loa.d lIas beerl deteroJined by equati.oll. (6. 2 016), for -t1.1e
case of Coillfon ends free to wal.~·p I) TIl.e critical "bucl{lirlg
stresses were determined llsing TETW~YERt s f01."'roula:
O'er :::= 31- 0,114 Apour A < 105
207300
O'er ==~ pour A ~' '105
2
and an average.Q of 5550 mm .
All calculations are SflO\\7D. in T8..ble 4· belo~v 0 It
can be stated that the method of calculation suggested
by the German Specifications gives very bad, erroneous
and unsafe results. If the ends were assumed to be
....255
case, the computed loads would have been even larger,
tlru.s Inare 11'l1.Sa:Ee 0
6.6 Extension of the FleJwral-TorsionalBuckling Theoryfur C01"Ufll11S Urlder ,(fbl~cru~~~oadfi1g (eZ~ el) --
The expressions for qx and qy and mz given in part C
of paragraph 605, and formulas (6.4023) are valid for a
member with constant as well as wi
of iner-tia"
a variable moment
On the other hand, formula (6.4.16) is valid only
for a prismatic member. However, the error involved by
using it for a member with variable elastic properties is
Tl1e resulting differential eqllat-ions:
T y Iy uIV + P u" + P (Yo +Yy) ep" :;:.;::; 0
(6.4. 25) ~
C1 CfIV - [C + P (ey ~x + ro2)] ep" + P (Yo
+ ey) u" :=:: 0
torsional buckling of obliquely loaded colrnons. (eZ ~ el)
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In s case~ the quantities T y e C C ~y' 0' y' l' , 0
and r o are variable along the length of the rnember o They
can be computed for ~very section, provided that the degree
of the plastification corresponding to the force P and
the bending moment M are known for this icular sec t iOll &
Let it be assumed that the elastic-plastic bending
deformation of the col~~on the plane of its web, has
been determined using the graphical method of paragraph 5.6.
to calculate the critical flexural-torsional buckling load
of tIle coluro11, P "<"'" for eacl1 vallIe o:E F~.CJ..
Tl1e a~c tu.al fai.ltlre l~oad pis t'tle Olle for ~ihicll tlle
cr
tl1e load I? for tvl1.i(~11 tlJe flex·ura.l elastic-plastic state
of tIle col'umn itL its l)lane of syITIInetry l1as been d.etermi11ed~o
The critical~ad, Per' will be computed only for the
case of a simply supported column whose ends are free to
warp. The boundary conditions for this case are extremely
s:Lmpl·e:
U ::::::: u" =: 0, '~P == ep" = 0 pour z = 0 et z == 1
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For "tIle differential equatiollS (6. L,.• 25) above, con-
taining only even derivatives of u and ~, the second
d~eri'llat:t'Jes can be t8..l<.erl as·uIll<.uOWI1S; tl111S, for t"he salce
of multiplication let:
u" (z) = U (z); ep" (z) = <D (z)
lIenee, tile b011ndary cOl1.d:ttiollS become:
U == 0, <D == 0 pour z = 0 etz == t.
( / ," 2)t) 0 b •
Using eq-uation (6.6. 2) tIle syst,em of diffe're:atial
equations is w£itten as:
lTy Iy U fI + P U + P (ytl----~;)<I> == 0 (6.6.3)C1 <D" - [C-P (ey ~o + ro2)] <1> + l?(yo-ey ) U = o.
This system will be solved using the classical Vianello
method. U and 0 are given the expressions Uo (z) and
00 (z). With the end of these expressions the terms
and
can be e'valllated for evel~Y sectioIl. TIIUS, equa.. tion
6.6.3 takes the form
C011sideri11g eCfLlatioflS 6 (t 6 Q 4· as elastic, arld af1f>lyil1.g
the graphical Mohr method based on the application of the
furnicular polygon, improved values of U and ~, rarely
Ul (z) and 01 (z) may be obtained.
By tl1e V:Lanello rueth.ad, it ca11 be srlown' t11at tIle
quo·tients
U 1max.
U omax.
'<1>1 max.
,'.<t>J11l13X•
give approximate vaues for the critical buckling load,pcro
TIle S8..me procedt,1re w:lll 1)8 repeated with initial
values Ul and ¢l to get even more improved values Uz
and O2 , till the deflections ~ and 0n are not affected
by the preceeding deformations ~-l ~d ~n-l' and we have
for every section
U n - <Dn
U
n
- l = <D n- l ~
-2.59
This constant is the sought critical load.
For SllPI)Ort C011clitions otl1er tl1an (6.6.1) (foI' example
in the case of prevented warping at the ends) it is
impossible to reduce the system of fourth order differential
equations (6.4.25) into a system of second order. (606.3)
Nevertheless, an approximate value for the critical load
may be searched for, by using an energy method and assuming
for II o the expressions:
• ni.····.·········· . 31CZ ·(··.\iii .. · 21tZ)
u = A1SInT+'A2 SIn -Z~; <p = Aa 1+cos -Z-
It should be noted however, that the integrals resulting
from the energy equation (6.2.19) contain the coefficients
Ty ' C, ey , ~x' r o2 C1 , etc ••. all dependent of z, since
the degree of plastification varies along 'the axis of
t11e COil-lUlU e It fo~LlovJS tl1erefol:~e, t11at trle calculation.s
to be executed will be extremely painful, and it is not
~~ortl1. undertal<.ing Buell a 11.urnerical analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS
It is hoped that the triple aim set in the
preceding pages has been attained:
1) To perform witl1 all 'possible care -buc'kJing
tests 011. o'bliqllely loaded COl"Uml1.S, and to collect all ex'peri-
mental data on this problem of great practical importance.
2) To reduce from these tests a sim'pie design
method, which follows the reality closer than the existing
methods, ana providing an appreciable economy in steel.
3) To provide a thoraugh theoretical analysis of
the observed phenomena, which will be in good correlation
with the test results and will provide means of checking
the validity of proposed design formula the
narrow range covered by the tests.
tests Sf2:"flt , v.Jere
1. 'Et'l1d-e la (~OIlstrtl(:t
[1 :L 8 Cl)nl <=>
stry and steel con-steel
st'I'"'Llct:iorJ. ancl tJ) State of s (:~rlt
lJy' ~VIrlsti.t·u,t:
la l' s et l'
Ttle test
to a committee of
tV~311 as adrni11i sellt8.. ti·ves I.e
si:iorlS 0
t:e s t co ~turnrls
tOl:" of
COI1Sl1~ttaIlt to
t~l of
Tl1e tests foy" tl1a.te'ria.l clla:cac-
t :EoJ::'med~ by trle S011'ne1. of
of materials laboratory Ull.i.ve:t"sity 0 TIle
tests, vleJ~'e SOI1'nel
and Fluid Mechanics laboratory of lJn.ive:csi
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tile direct:Loj].
TIle tee o~f S \'Jer:e
se tvJO :E
also rnany rnoflt}lS lJC1.t
test "I'e ts a set of very compli-
ca..teet (~ clj~la.. ti.orlS o:E ~.vll:Lcl1 s t gives a resume~
with the CoEoCoM., serves
a mention, as most of teel
FiJJ.ally, t~70
IONvr.r:L
the plane of the web. This was carried out as their
b1J.teeJ to theoretical analysis of p lyucl<.l il1.g in
s
iai:ion Gsincer."e
ped in the realization
sent
COlJUC
au
The undersigned wish to extent
~ v(~o Illf1l11
St"llcty,
corresponding member for for ser."'v:Lces tl1cl.t
C~OllrlC 1.1. lIas :c ell. cle1'."'8 (1 trlerfj ss s
relative to buckl
States e
research as conducted
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